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A bstract

Most cancer radiation therapy trea tm en ts  use external photon beam s from clinical 

linear accelerators. For these beams, transm ission analysis is a po ten tia lly  viable ap

proach for independent determ ination of the photon spectra  and th e  incident electron 

energies. This study presents a  comprehensive physics-based approach to  transm is

sion analysis to  address the com putational and experim ental lim itations of previous 

studies. On the com putational side, energy differentiation is significantly im proved 

by using transm ission d a ta  from an optim um  com bination of multiple a tten u a to rs  and 

detectors. D etector energy response, photonuclear attenuation, and  corrections for 

non-ideal exponential a ttenuation  are accounted for and found to  have a  m ajor effect 

on the  unfolding accuracy. For robust unfolding, the spectra are specified using a 

new, validated functional form with four free param eters, one of which is the  incident 

electron energy. On the experim ental side, the validation is performed on a  research 

linac whose photon spectra and electron beam  param eters are d irectly  and indepen

dently known. The validation includes eight beams from 10 to  30 MV, w ith th ick  

brem sstrahlung targets of Be, Al, and Pb. The approach is dem onstrated on a  clinical 

linac for 6 , 10 and 25 MV beams. A protocol is developed to  account for m any experi

m ental influence quantities, allowing for m easurem ent accuracy of 0.4% on the  sm allest 

signals. The unfolded spectra agree w ith the benchm ark spectra w ith root-m ean-square 

energy fluence deviations of 4.5%. T he accuracy of unfolding the incident electron en

ergy is shown to be 3%. The overall accuracy improvement over the  best previous 

studies is a t least a factor of 3. Photon  cross section uncertainties are the  u ltim ate  lim

iting factor of the technique. An upper bound estim ate a t the  95% confidence level for 

these uncertainties is found to  be 0.7%, which is more realistic than the  curren tly  used 

‘envelope of uncertain ty’ of 1  -  2 %. B y-products of th is study include benchm arking 

the EGSnrc M onte Carlo system for relative ion chamber response calculations a t  the

0.2% level, and upgrading EGSnrc to  m odel photonuclear attenuation.
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C hapter 1 

Introduction

In cancer therapy, about 30 -  50% of the patien ts receive some form of rad ia tion  tre a t

m ent, and about 90% of these treatm ents use external photon beam s from  clinical 

linear accelerators (linacs). For m odern linacs in photon mode, electrons are acceler

ated through a wave guide to  energies typically w ithin 4 - 2 0  MeV. T he electrons are 

guided and focused using bending m agnets until they reach the pho ton  targe t, which 

is typically made of a  high-Z m aterial thick enough to  stop the electrons. T he inci

dent electrons decelerate in the  target due to  Coulomb interactions, leading to  radiative 

losses known as brem sstrahlung (Germ an for ‘breaking radiation’). T he energy distri

bution of the resulting photon beam  is altered by the targe t self-attenuation and by 

modifiers th a t may exist in the beam  p a th  (flattening filters, wedges, etc). A clinical 

photon beam  is given a nominal MV value, which is not necessarily equal to  the  incident 

electron beam  energy. The common beam s are 6 , 10, 15, 18, and 25 MV. A n im p o rtan t 

part of beam  characterization is the specification of its photon spectrum .

1.1 T h e  im p o rta n ce  o f  accu rate  p h o to n  sp ectra

The photon spectrum  is one of the  inputs to  the  dose calculation engines in trea tm en t 

planning system s (TPSs). The current approach in commissioning photon  beam s is 

to  tune the  photon spectrum  in the  T PS  to  m atch the  measured com m issioning d a ta

1
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(typically depth-dose curves and beam  profiles). This ‘self-tuning’ approach can m ask 

issues in the linac and in the  TPS. I t also does not guarantee th a t  the  beam  m odel 

is correct for non-standard trea tm en t conditions -  e.g., for small fields, and around 

tissue interfaces and heterogeneities . 1 , 2  As T P S s move towards M onte Carlo engines 

and more detailed patient and beam  modeling, the accuracy of th e  inpu t spectrum  

is becoming more im portant. Therefore a  reliable independent m ethod to  determ ine 

photon spectra would be useful for more robust beam  com m issioning/re-comm issioning, 

and for stricter testing of TPSs. Spectral accuracy is also im portant for m odelling th e  

energy response of detectors in a  given beam , 3  and  for calculations of spectrum -averaged 

dosimetric quantities and detector correction factors, particularly for the  developm ent of 

dosim etry protocols . 4 , 5  For cases where accurate spectral m easurem ents are perform ed 

on a linac whose geometry and incident electron param eters are independently  known 

(e.g., the research linac used in this study), the m easured spectra are useful as a prim ary 

benchm ark for M onte Carlo codes . 6

1.2 M eth o d s  to  d e term in e  p h o to n  sp ec tra

M ethods to  determ ine photon spectra can be classified as sem i-analytical, M onte Carlo, 

spectroscopy or indirect m easurem ents. These m ethods are briefly highlighted here.

Sem i-analytical spectral calculations combine brem sstrahlung theories w ith  reason

able approxim ations to  account for the  spreading and slowing down of electrons in a 

thick ta rg e t , 7 , 8  and they could also include the  first sca tte r  of photons . 9  Such m ethods 

are not suitable today given the  sophistication of m odern linacs and trea tm en t planning.

M onte Carlo m ethods include detailed  rad iation  transport, and can m odel complex 

situations. However, they  are fundam entally lim ited by their underlying physics m od

els and cross section data. Also, they  can never replace m easurem ents since physical 

changes cannot be detected (e.g., m isalignm ent of a flattening filter).

1.2. METHODS TO DETERMINE PHOTON SPECTRA
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Spectroscopy m ethods include direct and Com pton spectroscopy. D irect spec

troscopy has been performed in a  hospital se tting  using a  typical clinical linac , 1 0  and 

in a research environm ent using a  special linac . 6 , 1 1 , 1 2  However, such m easurem ents 

require ultra-low dose rates to  avoid detector satu ration . This requirem ent m ay no t 

be available for m any clinical linacs. If available, it would require unusual m anipula

tion of fundam ental linac operating com ponents, which m ay lead to  differences betw een 

the  m easured and the therapeutic  spectra  due to  differences in the  electron beam  pa

ram eters. The setup is also complex, expensive and requires excessive shielding and 

long linac down time. In Com pton spectroscopy, the dose rate is reduced by placing 

a  scatterer a t an angle in the  photon beam  and  m easuring the energy d istribu tion  of 

the Com pton-scattered photons or electrons . 1 3 - 1 5  The incident photon spectrum  is ex

trac ted  from the  known kinem atics of Com pton scattering. Except for the  reduced dose 

rate, th is m ethod has the  same challenges of direct spectroscopy. In addition, there  

is a loss of resolution because the energy range of the  Com pton-scattered spectrum  is 

more com pact than  th a t for the incident spectrum . There is also reduced sensitivity  a t 

higher energies because of the  lower Com pton cross section and the weaker dependence 

of the scattering angle on energy.

Indirect m easurem ents involve unfolding the  spectrum  from m easurem ents of an

other physical quantity. M any indirect m ethods have interesting underly ing physics 

principles; however, they suffer from m ajor lim itations th a t  make them  no t useful clin

ically. Examples of such interesting b u t im practical m ethods include: (a) irrad ia ting  a 

m aterial in the  photon beam  and counting the  produced electron-positron pair tracks 

using a cloud chamber or a  m agnetic field ; 1 6 , 1 7  (b) photo-disintegration of deuterium  

then m easuring the energy of the resulting protons a n d /o r  neutrons ; 1 8  and , (c) pho to

activation of the  nuclei of a series of foils for different elements then  m easuring th e  

resulting activity . 1 9  The only two indirect m ethods which are clinically viable are tran s

1.2. METHODS TO DETERMINE PHOTON SPECTRA
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mission m easurem ents and depth-dose m easurem ents. In transm ission analysis, which 

is the  topic of this study, the  spectrum  is unfolded from transm ission signals acquired 

in narrow-beam  geometry after the  beam  passes through successive thicknesses of an 

a ttenuating  m aterial. D epth-dose analysis is similar to  transm ission, except th a t  th e  

signals are acquired a t m ultiple depths in a  w ater tan k  (phantom ) . 2 & _ 2 2  D epth-dose 

m easurem ents are routinely done in th e  clinic; however, th e  unfolding is more difficult 

than  it is for transm ission because of the reduced energy differentiation, the  electron 

contam ination, the field-size dependence, and th e  phantom  scatter. A parallel s tudy  on 

depth-dose analysis has been perform ed, and it will be presented elsewhere . 2 3

1.3 B rem sstrah lu n g

Much of the brem sstrahlung production occurs in the  first ‘th in’ layer of the  ta rg e t 

because the incident electron energy degrades quickly in the  high-Z m aterial and  th e  

brem sstrahlung cross section reduces alm ost linearly w ith th is  energy degradation. T he 

mean photon emission angle (in radians) is equal to  the ra tio  of the electron rest mass to  

its to ta l energy. The combined effect of the two sta tem ents above is th a t  b rem sstrah lung  

production is strongly forward peaked at m egavoltage energies. T h in -ta rge t form ulae 

for electron-nuclear brem sstrahlung production are summ arized in th e  definitive review 

article of Koch and Motz 2 4  The following features of those formulae are highlighted 

because of their relevance to  th is study, (a) T he relatively simpler form ulae (e.g., th e  

Schiff spectrum 8,20) make use of the  Born approxim ation which assum es a  free elec

tron wave function th a t interacts w ith the  nuclear Coulom b potential v ia the produc

tion of only one brem sstrahlung photon per interaction. The Born approxim ation is 

less accurate for high-Z targets, for low initial electron energies, and  for high-energy 

brem sstrahlung photons (called the  high-frequency lim it). Corrections to  the  Born ap

proxim ation are called Coulomb corrections, and they have only been determ ined  a t
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extreme relativistic energies (above 50 MeV). (b) Some formulae include screening 

corrections to  account for the  screening of the nucleus by the  o rb ita l electrons, which 

is more im portan t for high-Z targets and for low electron energies, (c) T he contribu

tion of electron-electron brem sstrahlung can be approxim ated by replacing the  square 

dependence on the  atomic num ber of the targe t m aterial, Z 2, with Z  (Z  + 1). (d) All 

formulae do not include electron or photon polarization effects.

The N ational Institu te  of S tandards and Technology (NIST) provides cross sec

tion da ta  for brem sstrahlung production, differential in electron energy. T he d a ta  are 

based on the compilation of Berger and Seltzer2 6 , 2 7  for electrons w ith  kinetic  energy 

from 1  keV to 10 GeV incident on neutral atom s w ith Z =  1 -  100. T he d a ta  use 

Coulomb-corrected extreme relativistic cross sections above 50 MeV, p a rtia l wave anal

ysis calculations by Tseng and P ra t t 2 8  below 2 MeV, and cubic-spline in terpolations 

between 2  and 50 MeV. The d a ta  include the effect of electron-electron brem sstrahlung. 

The energy range 2 - 5 0  MeV has the  largest uncertainties, which are estim ated  to  be 

10% to 3% going from 2 to 50 MeV.

1.4 Ion  cham bers in  p h o to n  b ea m s

A typical ion chamber consists of a gas-filled cavity between two electrodes. Ion cham 

bers are the m ost widely used detectors in radiation dosimetry, and th ey  are the  de

tectors of choice in th is study. Their w idespread use is because of their reliability, 

high-precision, established history, and w ell-understood correction factors. In pho

ton beams, the most commonly used reference-class chambers are 0 . 6  cc cylindrical 

chambers, vented to  the surrounding air. Cylindrical chambers w ith a  conical top  are 

typically called ‘Farmer cham bers’, after the  original design by Baldwin and  Farm er . 2 9

In an ion chamber m easurem ent in photon beam s, photons in terac t in the  cham ber 

wall and generate secondary electrons th a t  cross the  cavity and ionize its air. T he col
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lected ionization signal is proportional to  the dose (energy per unit m ass) deposited in 

the cavity. In-air m easurem ents require the  use of a  ‘buildup cap’ to  generate enough 

secondary electrons for a  reasonable-size signal. ‘Pull bu ildup ’ is achieved when the  cap 

thickness is a t least equal to  the  range of secondary electrons in the  cap m aterial. Cor

rection factors are applied to  the  raw cham ber signals to  account for certain  variations 

in m easurem ent conditions . 4  Relevant to  this study  are th e  corrections for polarity, Ppoi , 

ion recom bination, Pion, and tem perature-pressure, P rp. The Ppoi correction accounts 

for the  difference in the signals when the  polarities of the  electrodes are  reversed. T he 

effect is partly  related to  cham ber construction details, and  partly to  extra-cam eral sig

nals in the chamber cables. The Pi„n correction accounts for the lack of com plete charge 

collection efficiency due to the  recom bination of ion pairs. Some of the  recom bination 

occurs between pairs from different ionization tracks (called general recom bination), 

therefore Pion depends on th e  dose ra te  and th e  linac pulse rate. T he P rp  correction 

accounts for the fluctuations in the  am bient tem pera tu re  and pressure.

1.5 T h e E G S n rc M o n te  C arlo  sy s te m

EGSnrc (Electron G am m a Shower ) 3 0 , 3 1  is a M onte Carlo code system which sim ulates 

the coupled transport of electrons and photons in  a rb itra ry  geometries in the  keV to  GeV 

energy range. The code has been in developm ent (through its predecessors) for more 

than  three decades, and it is currently  considered the gold standard in m edical physics. 

The code was shown 3 2  to  be accurate w ithin 0.1% w ith respect to its own cross sections 

for relative ion chamber response calculations (called the  Fano test).

For charged particles (electron and positron), EGSnrc uses an artifact-free con

densed history approach, which increases the  sim ulation efficiency over single scattering  

calculations by many orders of m agnitude. In addition to  the basic charged-particle 

interactions, the code models spin effects, density effects and electron im pact ioniza
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tion . 3 3  For the input electron cross section da ta , the m ost accurate option offered in 

EGSnrc is the  NIST compilation discussed earlier in §1.3, except th a t  the  electron- 

electron brem sstrahlung component is replaced with a  more accurate m odel . 3 4  T he  

brem sstrahlung angular sampling in EGSnrc is of particu lar interest to  th is  study. T he 

two sampling options available are called KM and  Sim ple. The KM option is a m odi

fication of the  2BS formula from Koch and M otz . 2 4  It offers a com prom ise between 

relaxing the extrem e-relativistic and the  small-angle approxim ations on one hand, and 

accounting for the nuclear screening effect on th e  other hand. The S im ple  option uses 

only the leading term  of the KM option for faster sampling. Simple is m ore widely used 

than  KM for sim ulation efficiency considerations.

For photons, in addition to  the  basic interactions, the  code models o rb ita l electron 

binding effects, radiative Com pton corrections, double Com pton scattering , atom ic re

laxations, and explicit trip let production. The m ost accurate option offered in EGSnrc 

for photon cross sections is the  NIST XCOM  com pilation , 3 5  except for incoherent sca t

tering cross sections which are calculated internally. As p a rt of this study, the  incoherent 

scattering cross sections from XCOM  are m ade available in EGSnrc; the  resolutions of 

the input pair and trip le t cross sections from XCOM  are refined in EGSnrc; and, the  

photonuclear cross sections from the IAEA com pilation 3 6  are added.

The EGSnrc system  offers a series of ‘usercodes’ tailored to m odel certa in  geome

tries and to  score certain  quantities. In th is study, the  usercode BEAMnrc3 7 , 3 8  is used 

to  model the linac heads and the  transm ission m easurem ent setup, while the  user

code c a v i ty  (which uses the recent egs++ geom etry package39) is used to  m odel the  

detector details. BEAMnrc is then  used as a  shared library input to c a v i ty ,  which elim

inates the  need for interm ediate particle  phase-space storage and for particle  recycling. 

The usercode FLURZnrc4 0  is used for calculations of spectra  where variable-size energy 

bins are required.

1.5. THE EGSNRC MONTE CARLO SYSTEM
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The EGSnrc system  and its usercodes offer several powerful V ariance-R eduction 

Techniques (VRTs) which significantly improve the sim ulation efficiency w ithout bi

asing the results. Names of some of the  V R T s.used  in this s tu d y  are directional 

brem sstrahlung sp litting  (DBS ) , 4 1  photon splitting  and electron range rejection.

1.6 T ran sm ission  an a lysis

In transm ission analysis, the photon spectrum  is unfolded from transm ission signals 

acquired in narrow-beam  geometry after the beam  passes through different a tten u a to r 

thicknesses. Historically, the use of transm ission analysis to  unfold spectra  was proposed 

in the early days of x rays in the  context of kilovoltage applications . 4 2  I ts  application 

m igrated to  megavoltage photon beam s in the early 1980s.43 The technique was found 

to be clinically viable because the  setup is relatively simple, cost effective and  does no t 

require specialized equipm ent, and because (w ith due rigor) the m easurem ent accuracy 

is reasonably achievable in a typical clinical setting.

In an ideal a ttenuation  geometry, the  transm ission signals can be expressed in 

term s of the  unknown spectrum  through a homogeneous Fredholm equation  of the  first 

kind given by

( 1 . 1)r r  U  _  ̂ _  M ( d ’ X i )
* i d e a l —  A/f/J n\ —  /*E

r Em
/  R(d,  E )  i>(E) exp

1
'«4

S=111
I

d E
J Ei L P J

M(d,  0)

1 Ei

p -E 'm

/  R(d,  E )  i>{E) d E  
J  E,

where M(d,  0) and M(d,  x t ) are, respectively, th e  m easured signal of detector d (m ost 

commonly an ion chamber) w ithout an a tten u a to r and w ith  an  a ttenuato r of m ass th ick

ness x it T^eaiid, Xi) is the  corresponding transm ission signal, R(d, E )  (called henceforth 

the energy response of detector d) is the  ion-chamber air-cavity dose per un it energy 

fluence from monoenergetic photons of energy E,  '4>{E) is the  unknown pho ton  energy 

fluence a t energy E  a t the detector location, ^ ( E )  is the  mass a tten u a tio n  coefficient
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of the  a ttenuato r m aterial a t  E,  and Ei and E m are the  lowest and m axim um  photon  

energy, respectively.

The difficulty of the  inverse problem  of spectral unfolding from  m easured tran s

mission signals is well known, and it stem s from  the weak energy dependence of the  

a ttenuation coefficient a t megavoltage energies. In such an ill-conditioned problem , 

noise and system atic errors are amplified, and they  strongly  drive th e  accuracy of the  

unfolded data . This increases the requirem ents on the accuracy and precision of all th e  

components th a t could lead to noise or to  system atic errors. Such com ponents include 

the m easured transmission signals, the  num erical m ethods used for the  unfolding, and 

the components th a t describe the  system  kernel in Eq. 1.1 -  i.e., th e  detecto r energy 

response, the a ttenuato r mass thickness, and the  mass a ttenuation  coefficient.

1.7 L im ita tion s o f p rev io u s s tu d ie s

Previous studies on transmission analysis (listed below) suffer from a  num ber of serious 

lim itations which can be classified under the  headings below.

Lack of direct independent validation: The photon spectra  of clinical linacs are typically  

not known independently, therefore m ost previous experim ental studies resorted to  in

direct validation approaches. In these approaches, comparisons were m ade between 

m easured spectrum-averaged dosim etric quantities and th e  calculations of the sam e 

quantities using the spectra unfolded from transm ission m easurem ents. Such spectrum - 

averaged quantities include transm ission curves, percent depth-dose curves , 4 4 ^ 1 7  tissue 

phantom /m axim um  ratios , 4 4 , 4 8 , 4 9  stopping power ra tio s , 4 5 , 4 8 , 5 0 , 5 1  m ass energy absorp

tion coefficient ratios , 4 5  and contrast in porta l im ages . 5 2  These indirect validation ap

proaches do not reveal errors in the  spectral shapes, and th ey  are no t generally sensitive 

to slight spectral changes. In a  lim ited num ber of previous studies , 4 9 , 0 3 - 5 5  th e  unfolded 

spectra were visually compared w ith generic spectra  from other studies.

1.7. LIMITATIONS OF PREVIOUS STUDIES
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Lim ited energy differentiation: The weak energy dependence of the  a tten u a tio n  coeffi

cient leads to  lim ited energy differentiation in th e  m easured transmission signals. P revi

ous studies did not explore physics m ethods related  to the  detectors a n d /o r  a tten u a to rs  

to  address this fundam ental lim itation. R ather, m ost efforts focused on developing un

folding algorithm s clever enough to  ex tract useful spectra  despite the  lim ited energy 

differentiation. An exception is the work of Huang et al5 6  in which a  com bination of Pb  

and Al a ttenuato rs is used in one transm ission curve to  increase energy differentiation. 

However, their condition for switching the  a tten u a to r m aterial makes their technique 

applicable only to  very low-MV beam s (e.g., 4 MV).

Inability to unfold the m axim um  energy: In previous studies, the  robustness of th e  

m inimization necessitated th a t  the m axim um  photon energy, Em, be fixed to  an assum ed 

value. However, in a typical clinical linac E m is no t known, and fixing it to  an assum ed 

value, typically the nom inal MV of the beam , can be a gross approxim ation. For 

instance, for Siemens KD 18 MV and E lekta SL 25 M V beams, the  incident electron 

energy, E e, is only 14.7 and 19.0 MeV, respectively 5 7  (note that E rn =  E e when the  

incident electron beam  does not have energy spread). Baker and Peck 4 4  determ ined E m 

by restricting their three-param eter spectral m odel to only one param eter to  unfold E m , 

then  fixed it a t th a t  value during the full m inim ization. T here  is no previous study  which 

trea ted  E e or Em as a tru ly  free param eter.

System atic errors in  the system  kernel: One of th e  m ain components of th e  system  ker

nel in the right-hand side of Eq. 1 . 1  (p. 8 ) is the  ion cham ber energy response, which was 

grossly approxim ated in previous studies. In th is  study, it is shown th a t  th e  m ost com

monly used energy response approxim ation leads to significant errors in the unfolded 

spectra. To the au tho r’s knowledge, there are no previous studies on transm ission anal

ysis which used M onte Carlo for detailed detector response modelling. T he a tten u a tio n  

coefficient is another im portan t com ponent in th e  system  kernel. T he effect of th e  accu

1.7. LIMITATIONS OF PREVIOUS STUDIES
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racy and resolution of the  cross section d a ta  used, and the  contribution of photonuclear 

interactions to  the to ta l a ttenuation  coefficient have been previously ignored. Pho tonu

clear a ttenuation  is shown in th is study  to  have a  significant effect on th e  accuracy of th e  

unfolded high-MV spectra. Finally, the  effects of the  deviations from ideal narrow -beam  

geometry on the system  kernel have been m ostly ignored, particularly  those deviations 

th a t are difficult to  be corrected for experim entally -  e.g., forward sca tte r from th e  

attenuator; a ttenuation  and scatter in the  intervening air; and, collim ator effects.

Limited robustness: Several m ethods were previously investigated to  improve the  m ini

mization robustness. W hile different m ethods dem onstrated  some success under custom  

conditions, they  typically have strong caveats th a t  lim it their po rtab ility  and useful

ness. The following is a sum m ary of the  lim itations of th e  commonly used m ethods. 

Except for the  Laplace transform  approach, all m ethods below require d iscretization 

of Eq. 1.1 (p. 8 ). (a) Laplace m ethods 4 3 , 5 8 , 5 9  use a  ‘p a ir’ of functions w ith  a few free 

param eters to  respectively describe th e  transm ission curve and a m odified version of the  

integrand of Eq. 1.1 such th a t the  former is the Laplace transform  of th e  la tte r. The free 

param eters are found by directly fitting the transm ission curve. Laplace m ethods are 

extremely sensitive to  the  chosen pair and they require the  a ttenuation  coefficient to  be a 

strong function of energy. Therefore they are no t suitable for typical linac spectra, even 

for lower-MV beam s . 6 0  (b) D irect m atrix  inversion m ethods 0 1 , 6 1  are extrem ely sensitive 

to  the experim ental and numerical noise, (c) Neural netw ork m ethods 6 2  are lim ited by 

the scope, resolution and accuracy of the  tra in ing  sets, (d) Bin-by-bin ite rative  unfold

ing m ethods 4 6 , 4 8 , 0 0 , 5 3 , 5 4 , 6 3 , 6 4  are the m ost commonly used approach. Different iterative 

algorithm s require different degrees of a-priori spectral knowledge, which m ay include 

fixing the maximum or the m odal energy. To avoid non-physical spectra l shapes in 

these m ethods, variations of the spectrum  during m inimization are controlled by using 

sm oothing constraints an d /o r regularization. T he lim itation of these full ite rative  m eth

1.7. LIMITATIONS OF PREVIOUS STUDIES
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ods is th a t the unfolded spectra are sensitive to the  initial estim ate of the  spectrum , the  

penalty /sm oothing function, the regularization param eter, etc. T he a lternative  of not 

using such constraints leads to  non-robust unfolding, (e) Spectrum  param eterization  

m ethods 4 7 , 5 5 , 6 5 - 6 7  specify the spectrum  using a  functional form w ith a  few free param 

eters, and the  problem reduces to  finding those free param eters. T his approach has 

the most potential for true  robustness. However, as shown in this study, th e  functional 

forms used in previous investigations have m any lim itations related to  th e ir  accuracy, 

flexibility and robustness.

Lim ited experimental accuracy: In previous experim ental studies, there  has been only 

p artia l 4 4 , 5 1 , 5 3 , 6 3  or no effort to investigate the influence quantities th a t  affect the m ea

surem ent accuracy, and to  develop the  necessary correction m ethods and quantify  the  

associated uncertainties. Since the  unfolding problem  is ill-posed, ignoring the  noise 

and the  system atic errors in the m easured signals adversely affects the  unfolding accu

racy. It also does not allow for obtaining meaningful confidence bounds on th e  ex tracted  

spectral information.

Lack o f a comprehensive study: In any given previous investigation, a tten tion  was fo

cused on certain aspects of the problem , most commonly th e  unfolding algorithm . The 

literature is lacking an investigation which addresses th e  lim itations in the  physics, 

numerical and experim ental aspects of the problem  in a single comprehensive study.

1.8 M o tiv a tio n , goa ls, an d  th esis  organ ization

Motivation: This study was m otivated by access to  two investigation tools. The first 

is the dedicated research linac a t the  N ational Research council (NRC), whose photon 

spectra were previously m easured for different brem sstrahlung targets using a  N al de

tec to r , 6 , 1 1 , 1 2  and whose electron beam  param eters are accurately and independently  

known . 6 8 , 6 9  This allows for the unique ability to  perform  direct independent valida

1.8. MOTIVATION, GOALS, AND THESIS ORGANIZATION
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tion of the unfolded spectra. The second tool is the  sophisticated EGSnrc M onte Carlo 

system  which enables in-depth investigations of the  different aspects of th e  problem .

Goals: There are two goals for th is study. The first is to  develop and  validate  an ap

proach /too l to  accurately determ ine linac photon spectra  and  incident electron energies 

from m easured transm ission signals. This tool can improve linac beam  comm issioning 

and spectral quality assurance, and can be used to  provide a  library of m easured spectra  

for the  currently available linac photon beams. The second goal is to  provide com pre

hensive work on the different aspects of transm ission analysis at m egavoltage energies 

in a single study. To achieve these two goals, new and improved m ethods are devel

oped to  address the lim itations of previous studies. The proposed approach is validated 

on the  NRC research linac and dem onstrated  on a typical clinical linac. B y-products 

of this work include upgrading and validating the  EGSnrc system, providing accurate  

transm ission d a ta  to  serve as a  sensitive experim ental benchm ark for o ther M onte Carlo 

codes, and, estim ating th e  uncertain ty  of photon cross sections at m egavoltage energies.

Thesis organization: This thesis is organized as follows. In Ch. 2, the theoretical aspects 

of an improved physics-based approach to  unfold spectra using transm ission analysis 

are presented, along w ith their com putational validation. In Ch. 3, the  experim ental 

details are discussed for the research and the  clinical linacs. In Ch. 4, the  experim ent is 

modelled using Monte Carlo, and the  results are used for benchm arking EGSnrc and for 

sensitivity studies. In Ch. 5, the  experim ental d a ta  are used with the  proposed approach 

to  unfold spectral data, and the  results of the validation are presented. In Ch. 6 , photon  

cross section uncertainties are estim ated using two different experim ental d a ta  sets. For 

be tte r information flow throughout th is thesis, interm ediate.results are presented in the  

same sections where their respective m ethods are developed. App. A and  B are referred 

to  in Ch. 2; App. C is referred to  in Chs. 2 and 4; and, App. D is referred to  in Ch. 4.

1.8. MOTIVATION, GOALS, AND THESIS ORGANIZATION
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The physics-based  approach

This chapter s ta rts  by introducing and validating a new functional form  for linac pho

ton spectra (§2.1), which is used during spectral unfolding. The unfolding details are 

presented upfront (§2.2) because they  apply to  all subsequent sections. T his is followed 

by a presentation of the physics and com putational improvements and their effect on 

the unfolding accuracy. This includes detector response modelling (§2.3), energy dif

ferentiation (§2.4), m easurem ent configuration (§2.5), photonuclear a tten u a tio n  (§2.6), 

and non-ideal a ttenuation  conditions (§2.7).

2.1 N e w  fu n ction a l form

One of the  m ethods to  tam e the ill-posed problem  of spectral unfolding is to  specify 

the spectrum  using a functional form with only a  few free param eters. C om pared w ith 

the other m ethods (§1.7), spectrum  param eterization has the  advantages of com pact 

specification of the spectrum , and the potential for true robustness w ith s tan d ard  least- 

squares m inim ization w ithout requiring unrealistic m easurem ent accuracy or a-priori 

knowledge of the spectrum . Param eterization does not restric t the spectrum  any more 

than the sm oothing or regularization constrain ts do in th e  bin-by-bin ite rative  unfolding 

m ethods, provided th a t  the functional form used is accurate, flexible and robust.

14
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Ideally, a  functional form should satisfy th e  following six conditions. I t  should 

(a) be relatively simple so th a t  its behaviour is easily understood; (b) have as few free 

param eters as reasonable to be robust during spectral unfolding; (c) be based on physics 

to  prevent non-physical shapes; (d) be flexible enough to  accom m odate th e  diversity 

of current clinical spectra; (e) clearly characterize the endpoint energy, which has been 

difficult to  unfold; and, (f) no t require a-priori knowledge of the spectrum  or th e  linac 

head. To m eet these conditions, a  new function is proposed below. A com prehensive 

benchmark set of diverse, validated, high precision M onte Carlo sp ec tra  is generated 

and used to  evaluate the performance of the proposed function and to  com pare th a t  

performance to  existing functions from the literature. T he benchm ark set has 65 clinical 

and research spectra  from 3.5 MV to  30 MV. T he clinical spectra are for the  Varian, 

Elekta, Siemens, Tom otherapy and Cyberknife linacs. T he research spectra  are for the  

linacs of the National Research Council of C anada (NRC) and the N ational Physics 

Laboratory (NPL) in the UK. The set includes clinical spectra on- and off-axis, w ith 

a flattening filter (W FF), flattening-filter free (F F F ), and in trea tm en t and im aging 

modes. App. A contains more description of the  spectra  in the benchm ark set.

The proposed function (Eq. 2.1, p. 17) is constructed  as follows. Let C  be a  free 

param eter, E  the photon energy, E e the incident electron kinetic energy, and E t its 

to ta l energy. Photons are assum ed to  be produced in th e  front th in  layer of th e  ta rg e t 

with an energy fluence spectrum  ipthin(E). T he photons are then a tten u a ted  by two 

m aterials representing the  target (high Z) and the  aggregate of beam -m odifying devices 

(low/m edium  Z), with their effective thicknesses as free param eters, C f  and  C f, respec

tively. The square used w ith the free param eters is to ensure positivity, which is found 

to be necessary for unfolding robustness. The fit quality to  the benchm ark set is found 

to  be insensitive to  the exact choice of the two m aterials, hence W  and A1 are used.

2.1. NEW  F U N C T IO N A L  FORM
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The devised th in -target spectrum , ipthm(E), uses a combination of the p a tte rn s  th a t  

are common to different th in -target formulae. T he alternative of using a  specific form ula 

is found to  be unjustifiably restrictive for a function th a t  is intrinsically phenom eno

logical. The th in -target formulae considered are those for brem sstrahlung production  

integrated over all photon emission angles, ra ther than  those for forw ard-directed pho

ton production. This seems counter-intuitive a t first glance, but all-angle form ulae are 

found to  be more appropriate for two reasons: (a) the  angular spread  of th e  incident 

electrons is much larger than  th a t  for the produced photons and can safely be assum ed 

isotropic; therefore an integral over all electron angles (even if one is only in terested  in 

their contribution to  forward photon production) becomes an  integral over photon  emis

sion angles ; 8  and, (b) the  function should be flexible enough to handle off-axis spectra  

and spectra averaged over large fields (for possible use in applications o ther th a n  tran s

mission analysis), and thus an all-angle formula is more appropriate. A ll-angle form ulae 

over-estimate the photon lower-energy com ponent in th e  forward direction because in 

reality lower-energy photons are more isotropic th an  higher-energy ones. However, th is 

over-estimation is naturally  com pensated for in three ways, (a) Lower-energy photons 

are over-attenuated by the full ta rge t thickness because in  reality they  are produced 

deeper in the target; (b) Lower-energy photons are preferentially elim inated by the  

flattening filter (if it exists); and, (c) The beam  softening due to sca tte r  by the  ta rg e t 

an d /o r the  flattening filter is ignored.

Observing the common pa tte rns in all-angle formulae 2 4  indicates th a t  m ost of those 

formulae contain the three term s: 1, EtfitE and j  . The first and th ird  term s

almost always have a  fixed ratio  to  each other, while the  second is scaled by vari

ous constants, approxim ate screening functions and Coulom b corrections. Therefore it

is justifiable to  include the param eterized term 1 + C 'ift +  ( f t) in th e  proposed

function. Similarly, the term  Et^  (a brem sstrahlung impact param eter) appears

2.1. NEW FUNCTIONAL FORM
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with various screening functions and Coulomb corrections added to  it  inside and  o u t

side a logarithm ic function, therefore m ultiplying the  square bracket ju s t m entioned by

[i n ( ^ F ^  + c ;)  + c;' is reasonable. Replacing E t w ith  Ee is found to  have vir

tually no effect on fit quality, and it is thus adopted for simplicity; i.e., th e  function 

includes | l  +  C / +  ( jQ  j q "  Assuming no energy spread

of the incident electron beam, the  physical condition tp(Ee) = 0 can be im posed, which 

requires th a t C 3  =  exp(—C '2  ). F its to  the  full benchm ark set show th a t  C 2  =  —0.5 (and 

consequently Cj' = 1.65) achieve the  best overall fit quality. These values for and 

C 3  are used in the  proposed function, and th ey  can be thought of as average nuclear 

screening an d /o r Coulomb correction factors. Based on th is  discussion, the  proposed 

function has the four free param eters Clt C2, C 3  and E e, it goes to  zero a t E  = E e, 

and it is given by

1>(E) = A U E )  exp [ ~ M £ )  C? -  haI E )  C f] ,

1  +  C*We + ( f  ) 1  [ln +  1-65) -  0.5] . (2.1)

The function can be refined further using additional free param eters for the  con

tribution of the 511 keV peak from positron annihilation events, and for the  electron 

beam  energy spread. The contribution of the 511 keV peak  can be m odelled using a 

Dirac delta  function with a free param eter for its  am plitude. The electron beam  energy 

spread (which makes the  m axim um  photon energy, Rm, larger than th e  m ean incident 

electron kinetic energy, E e) can be modelled using a superposition of a  finite num ber 

of spectra related by a free param eter th a t models the energy spread. These additional 

free param eters can be extracted  w ith direct fitting  of th e  spectrum  to  the  proposed 

form. However, they  cannot be unfolded from transm ission m easurem ents because their 

effect on the m easured signals is very small.
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Eq. 2.1 is fitted to each energy fluence spectrum  in the  benchm ark set using the  

Levenberg-M arquardt least-squares a lgorithm . 7 0  For the  full benchm ark set of 65 spec

tra , the average root-m ean-square (RMS) energy fluence deviation betw een th e  fitted  

and the  original spectra, normalized to  the  m ean energy fluence of each spectrum  is 

1.7% (1.5% if the 511 keV peak is modelled). T he average absolute deviation between 

the fitted  incident electron energies and those used in the  Monte Carlo sim ulation th a t  

generated the spectra is 1.4%. This excellent ability  to  directly fit sp ec tra  and incident 

electron energies is a  prerequisite for accurate unfolding of these quan tities from tran s

mission data . For completeness, the  corresponding deviations in th e  m axim um , m ost 

probable and average photon energies are, respectively, 4.3%, 3.9% and 0.6%.

Fig. 2.1 dem onstrates the  overall excellent ability of th e  function to  fit different 

classes of spectra: panel (a) for spectra  of linacs with different head designs; panel (b) 

for spectra  of a given linac on- and off-axis, W F F  and FF F ; panel (c) for spectra  w ith 

different incident electron beam  energy spread (Gaussian with 3% FW H M  for Varian 

4 MV, 17% FW HM  for E lekta 6  MV and 14% FW HM  for Siemens 6  MV); panel (d) 

for research spectra  which are different from typical clinical spectra; panel (e) for very 

different spectra created from the  sam e electron beam  b u t with different filtra tion  con

ditions (14 cm of A1 added); and, panel (f) for the  trea tm en t and im aging spectra  of 

linacs th a t  are dedicated to  intensity m odulated  rad iation  therapy (IM RT). T he dif

ferences between the  original spectra  and their functional fits lead to  system atic errors 

in the  sm allest calculated transm ission d a ta  w ith typical and m axim um  values of 0 . 1  

and 0.2%, respectively. Therefore the  function can be deem ed accurate and flexible for 

unfolding spectra from transm ission m easurem ents, in addition to its general uses. T he 

function is also found to  be robust (i.e., not over-param eterized) when used in spectral 

unfolding from transm ission data . R eport I contains the  graphical fits of the  proposed 

function to  the full benchm ark set, along with th e  corresponding fit coefficients.
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Figure 2 . 1 : F its of the proposed function (w ith the 511 keV contribution included) 
to  16 M onte Carlo spectra from the  benchm ark set of 65 spectra. T he  dots are 
the original spectra and the  solid lines are th e  fits. The fits are typical of others. 
The term s ‘central’, ‘off-axis’, ‘W F F ’ and ‘F F F ’ refer to , respectively, a central- 
axis spectrum , an off-axis spectrum , w ith flattening filter, and flattening-filter free. 
For graph clarity, only every other original M onte Carlo point is shown, and one 
spectrum  in each of panels (c) and (f) is scaled down by a  factor of 3. Spectra  are 
normalized to  unit energy fluence. From  Paper I.
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The literature has existing functional forms th a t were used in various contexts to  

specify photon spectra. In App. B, a  com pilation of 11 previous functions is presented, 

along w ith the  results of testing their accuracy and flexibility using the  benchm ark set 

of 65 spectra. Overall, the proposed function outperform s the existing functions in 

term s of the combination of accuracy, flexibility and robustness.

2.2 U n fo ld in g

For the theoretical studies presented in th is chapter, transm ission d a ta  are generated 

com putationally using Eq. 1 . 1  (p. 8 ) for different m easurem ent configurations using one 

or more a ttenuato rs and detectors. T he d a ta  are smeared w ith com putational G aussian 

noise for some investigations. The input transm ission d a ta  from different a tten u a 

tors an d /o r  detectors are fed sim ultaneously to  the unfolding algorithm . D uring th e  

minimization, transmission d a ta  are calculated using Eq. 1.1, and the  energy fluence 

is specified using Eq. 2.1 (p. 17), w ith Clt C2, C6, and E e as free param eters. T he 

Levenberg-M arquardt least-squares m inim ization algorithm 7 0  is used, and  it requires 

analytical first order derivatives of Titieai of Eq. 1.1 w ith respect to  each free param e

ter. The minimized objective function is the standard  y 2, the sum  of th e  squares of 

the inverse-variance-weighted difference between the inpu t transm ission d a ta  and  th e  

transm ission d a ta  calculated from Eq. 1.1 using the  estim ated free param eters in a  given 

iteration. The integral in Eq. 1.1 is evaluated using Gauss-Legendre qu ad ra tu re  of or

der 200 to  lim it th e  integration errors to  less th an  0.01%. The lower-energy bound, £), is 

always 10 keV. The interpolation for the  pre-calculated detector energy response (§2.3) 

is linear in R(d, E )  versus ln (£ ) , and for the mass a ttenuation  coefficient it is linear 

in In E ) versus In (E). Typical deviations between the  inpu t and fitted  transm ission 

d a ta  are of the order of the corresponding Gaussian noise, and the  Xmin Per degree of 

freedom is of the order of unity. M inim ization takes very few seconds.
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2.3 A ccu ra te  d e tec to r  en erg y  resp o n se  m o d ellin g

Accurate modelling of the  detector energy response per unit energy fluence, R(d, E )  

in Eq. 1 . 1  (p. 8 ), is a prerequisite for accurate spectral unfolding, particu larly  when 

d a ta  from more than  one detector are used. In previous studies, th e  m ost com m on 

approxim ation is th a t the  m aterial of the  ion cham ber wall and buildup  cap are air- 

equivalent, thus the air-cavity dose, D cav, was assum ed to  be equal to  the  collision air- 

kerma, K™[, and consequently R(d, E )  is proportional to  (pen/p )alT, th e  m ass energy 

absorption coefficient for air ,46.47,49,52,66,7 1 , 7 2  gome studies improved th is approxim ation 

by either m easuring th e  response a t a  few known low energies (e.g., 137Cs and 6 0 Co) 

and interpolating or extrapolating  a t o ther energies , 5 0 , 5 3 , 5 9 , 6 0  or by using approxim ate 

expressions to  account for the  deviation from a ir equivalence . 4 4 , 4 8 , 5 1

The energy response of the detector used in th is chapter is calculated  using th e  

EGSnrc usercode c a v i t y , 3 9  and validated experim entally (§4.5). The detecto r is an 

Exradin A19 Farm er-type cham ber (Fig. 2.2a). The cham ber is fitted w ith one of three 

buildup caps made of, respectively, polym ethylm ethacrylate (PMMA), A1 or a  W  alloy 

with 90% W, 5% Ni and 5% Cu. The caps have wall thicknesses roughly equal to  the  

range of 10 MeV electrons in their respective m aterials. T he irradiation geom etry used 

for the energy response calculations is shown in Fig. 2.2b. Calculations are done a t 40 

energies from 100 keV to  35 MeV, equi-spaced in ln (£ ) . T he kinetic energy thresholds 

for the  production and tran sp o rt of charged particles and  photons are 10 keV. The 

statistical uncertainty is kept below 0 . 1 % so th a t  its effect on the  uncertain ty  of the  

unfolded spectra is negligible.

The calculation results shown in Fig. 2.2c indicate th a t  the com m only used as

sum ption of the  constancy of D cav/K ^H  w ith energy is no t satisfied, even for low-Z caps 

which are closest to  being air-equivalent. The variation in th is ratio, relative to  its m ean
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Figure 2.2: (a) eg s+ +  m odel7 3  of an Exradin A19 ion chamber (from  blueprints) 
fitted w ith a W -alloy buildup cap. (b) Irradiation geometry for the  energy re
sponse calculations (not to  scale), (c) Air-cavity dose, Dmv, per un it collision 
air-kerrna, A “*[. (d) Air-cavity dose per un it energy fluence. For com parison, 
(fien/p ) a%r is also shown. The ratio  R(d, E ) / (fj,en/ p ) alT from panel (d) gives the 
respective d a ta  in panel (c). From Paper II.
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Figure 2.3: Effect of approxim ating the  detector energy response on th e  accuracy 
of the  unfolded spectra. Spectra are  normalized to  u n it energy fluence. See tex t 
for the details of curves a to  e. From  Paper I I

value over the  energy range shown, is ±26% , 35% and 120% for th e  PM M A, Al and 

W -alloy caps, respectively. The corresponding values of R (d, E) are shown in Fig. 2.2d, 

along with their commonly used approxim ation as (pen/ p ) air.

To dem onstrate the  effect of this approxim ation on th e  accuracy of the  unfolded 

spectra, an E lekta 25 MV spectrum  is used as a  point source to generate  transm ission 

d a ta  using Eq. 1.1 (p. 8 ) with different a ttenuato rs  (C and  Pb) and different detectors 

(the A19 chamber, once w ith the PM M A cap and once w ith the W -alloy cap). The d a ta  

are generated using the correct R(d, E )  values from  Fig. 2.2d. No noise is added to  the  

d a ta  to  be able to  isolate the effect being investigated. Spectral unfolding is perform ed 

using input transm ission d a ta  sets w ith different a tten u a to r/cap  com binations, and the  

results are shown in Fig. 2.3. W hen th e  correct R(d, E)  for all the detectors involved 

is used during the m inim ization, the unfolded spectrum  is curve a, regardless of which 

input transm ission d a ta  sets are used. This is because th e  data are noise-free and the
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m inim ization is completely robust. Curve a is alm ost identical to th e  original spectrum , 

which validates the unfolding mechanics and dem onstrates the flexibility of th e  func

tional form. W hen R(d, E ) for all the  detectors involved is approxim ated as (pen /p )air 

during the minimization, the unfolded spectra  for input transm ission d a ta  w ith differ

ent [attenuator/cap] combination are curves b for [C/PM M A], c for [C/W -alloy], d for 

[C/PM M A +  C/W -alloy], and e for [C /PM M A  +  C /W -alloy + P b /P M M A  +  P b /W - 

alloy]. The error in the unfolded spectrum  is larger w hen some or all of the  inpu t 

transm ission d a ta  involve a  high-Z cap because the  approxim ation of the  detector re

sponse is worse. Overall, the  significant effect of the  accuracy of th e  detecto r response 

model on the accuracy of the unfolded spectrum  is evident.

2.4  Im p rovin g  en ergy  d ifferen tia tio n

The m ost fundam ental way to  improve the  unfolding robustness is to  increase the  energy 

differentiation in the input transm ission data. In this study, two m ethods are proposed 

to  achieve this: combining transm ission d a ta  m easured using multiple detectors of very 

different energy response, and combining transm ission d a ta  from m ultiple a ttenuato rs  

of very different atomic numbers. These two m ethods are discussed here.

Detectors: Fig. 2.2d (p. 2 2 ) shows th a t  the  ion cham ber with a  high-Z W -alloy cap 

responds significantly more to  higher-energy photons th an  it does to  lower-energy ones. 

The same chamber with a  low-Z PM M A cap exhibits an opposite trend . Therefore 

if some of the m easurem ents are m ade w ith a  high-Z cap while the rest are m ade 

w ith a  low-Z cap, the spectral inform ation in the  combined data  will be more th an  

the  th a t  from typical transm ission m easurem ents in previous studies which used an 

ion chamber with one generic cap for buildup. In o ther words, different R ( d , E )  can be 

used as spectral weighting functions to  improve energy differentiation. T he large steady  

increase in response a t high energies for the  cham ber w ith  a  high-Z cap is particu larly
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appealing because it amplifies the  slow variation of the  a ttenuation coefficient in th a t  

energy range. The proposal of using m ultiple detectors w ith different energy responses 

can be generalized to  physically-different detectors. However, using one cham ber w ith  

two caps of very different atom ic num bers has th e  advantages of experim ental sim plicity 

and consistency in the  combined data , w ithout having to  deal with differential detecto r 

effects.

Attenuators: To avoid degeneracy of the solution of the  unfolding problem , the  m ass 

attenuation coefficient, p /p ,  of the a ttenuato r m aterial m ust be monotonic w ith energy -  

i.e., the m inim um  p /p  m ust occur a t an  energy larger th an  th e  m aximum  photon  energy 

of the spectrum . Therefore in previous studies high-Z m aterials [e.g., P b  w ith  (p /p )min 

a t ~  2.5 MeV] were deemed unsuitable as a ttenuato rs  for m ost therapy beam s, and  only 

a single low- or medium-Z a tten u a to r was used [e.g., Cu, Al or w ater w ith  (p / p ) rnin a t 

~7, 19 and 30 MeV, respectively]. However, the  slow variation of p / p  w ith  energy 

for th a t single a ttenuato r causes the problem  to  be ill-posed. This s tu d y  proposes a 

different approach to  the  choice of the  a tten u a to r m aterials as follows. Fig. 2.4 shows 

th a t past 8  MeV, p / p  changes w ith energy much m ore rapidly for P b  th an  it does 

for C (by up to  a  factor of 8  a t  25 MeV), w ith  the ac tual p /p  increasing for P b  and 

decreasing for C. Therefore, for a fictitious spectrum  w ith no photons below 8  MeV, 

a  high-Z attenuato r clearly provides much b e tte r  energy differentiation th an  a  low-Z 

one. This suggests th a t for realistic high-M V beams (e.g., 15 -  25 M V), if some of 

the m easurem ents are m ade w ith a  high-Z a ttenuato r alone while the  rest are m ade 

with a low-Z a ttenuato r alone to  elim inate degeneracy, the spectral inform ation in th e  

combined d a ta  will be more th an  th a t  when only one low-Z attenuator is used.
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Figure 2.4: Absolute value of the  ra te  of change w ith energy for the  m ass a tte n 
uation coefficient (p/p)- Pb  provides be tte r energy differentiation th a n  C below 
1.5 MeV and again past 8  MeV. D ata  are also shown for Cu because it is used 
for special tests in th is study. From Paper II.

2.5 O p tim iz in g  th e  m easu rem en t con figu ration

There are m any possible variations when using m ultiple a ttenuato rs and detectors. To 

determine the  optim um  one, ten  configurations are evaluated using transm ission d a ta  

calculated using Eq. 1.1 (p. 8 ) and smeared with sim ulated experim ental noise. For th is  

exercise, the low-Z/high-Z a ttenuato rs  and buildup caps used are C /P b  and PM M A /W - 

alloy, respectively. All configurations have the sam e to ta l number of transm ission d a ta  

points (24 points) and the  same transm ission cutoff of 0.01 (i.e., 1%).

The ten configurations (num bered C l to  CIO) are described here and  sum m arized 

in the  first three columns of Table 2 . 1  (p. 29). In C l to  C4, a separate  full transm is

sion curve is calculated for each a tten u a to r/cap  com bination. In C l, all the  d a ta  are 

for C /PM M A , which is similar to  previous studies and its performance is taken  as the

2.5. OPTIMIZING THE MEASUREMENT CONFIGURATION
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baseline. In C2, the num ber of d a ta  points is equally split between C /P M M A  and 

C/W -alloy, which evaluates the  concept of using m ultiple detectors of different energy 

response. In C3, the d a ta  are split between C /PM M A  and Pb/PM M A , which evaluates 

the concept of using multiple a ttenuato rs. In C4, the d a ta  are split betw een C /P M M A , 

C/W -alloy, Pb /PM M A  and Pb/W -alloy, each forming a  separate transm ission curve 

with 6  d a ta  points, which evaluates the  com bination of different a tten u a to rs  and detec

tors. In C5, only the PM M A cap is used and a single transmission curve is obtained by 

adding alternating  thicknesses of the two a ttenuato r m aterials (i.e., th e  first m easure

m ent is w ith Pb, the second adds the  sam e mass thickness of C, the th ird  adds Pb, etc) 

with the rationale th a t it may provide b e tte r  sam pling of th e  spectrum . C 6  is the sam e 

as C5 b u t the d a ta  are split between the  two caps (12 points each). In C7, only the  

PM M A cap is used, w ith Pb  used up  to  an a rb itra ry  transm ission value of 0.5, then  

the  rem aining a ttenuation  is done w ith C (to be com pared with th e  optim um  switch 

of a ttenuators in C9 below). C 8  is the same as C7 except th a t  the s ta r tin g  a tten u a to r 

is C and the switch is to  Pb. In C9, the  approach of H uang et al5 6  is employed where 

Pb is used up to  an optim um  transm ission value, Tswitch, to  switch to  C for the  rest 

of the attenuation. The value of Tswitch is chosen to  m aintain  maximum change in th e  

average a ttenuation  coefficient per un it transm ission . 5 6  T he approach is applicable only 

to  (very) low-MV beam s because Tswitch is unity  for high-MV beams (i.e., no P b  is to  

be used). CIO is the  sam e as C9 except th a t  th e  d a ta  are split between the  two caps.

Each configuration above is tested  for two groups of spectra, a  low-MV group and a  

high-MV group. The rationale for th is division is th a t the optim um  configuration m ay 

not be the  same for both  groups due to  the  shape of variation of / i /p  and R(d, E )  w ith 

energy. The four low-MV spectra are Tom otherapy 3.5 MV (imaging), Varian 4 MV and  

6  MV, and Siemens 6  MV. T he four high-M V spectra  are Varian 15 MV and 18 MV, 

Siemens 18 MV, and E lekta 25 MV.
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Transmission data , T, are generated using Eq. 1.1 (p. 8 ) for the  ten  configurations 

using each of the eight spectra ju s t described. Each d a ta  set is smeared 1000 tim es w ith 

noise sampled from Gaussian distribu tions w ith the  following standard  deviations, a: 

a = 0.15% T  for 0.30 <  T  < 1.00, a  =  0.25% T  for 0.10 < T  < 0.30, and a  =  0.40% T  

for 0.01 <  T  < 0.10. These noise levels are based on th e  uncertainty budget from the  

experim ental m easurem ents (§3.4). T he noisy transm ission data are th en  used as inpu t 

for spectral unfolding. For configurations th a t involve m ultiple a tten u a to rs /d e tec to rs , 

the d a ta  are fed sim ultaneously to the  unfolding algorithm . The perform ance of each 

configuration is evaluated using two m etrics for each group of spectra: (a) the  average 

normalized RMS energy fluence deviation between the unfolded and th e  original spectra, 

and (b) the average absolute deviation between th e  unfolded and th e  original electron 

energies.

Table 2.1 shows the overall perform ance of th e  different configurations. T he follow

ing observations are made. No extrem ely large errors are observed in any configuration, 

which is due to  the accuracy, flexibility and robustness of the  proposed functional form. 

Com pared w ith the commonly used approach (C l) , using multiple detectors of very dif

ferent energy responses (C2), or using m ultiple a ttenuating  m aterials of very different 

atomic numbers (C3) improves the unfolding accuracy for both  MV groups by a factor 

of ~ 2 . W hen bo th  concepts are combined (C4), further improvement is achieved. In C4, 

the excellent ability to unfold the  incident electron energy, E e, (within 1.4% of its correct 

value) is due to  both  the  improved sensitivity to  the  higher-energy po rtion  of th e  spec

trum  and the  design of the functional form th a t  has a clear cutoff a t E e. C om paring C4 

with C l, the  enhanced energy differentiation alone (since everything else is equal) im

proves the accuracy of the unfolded spectra  by a  factor of (7 .0+ 6 .2)/(2 .3  +  2.3) «  3, and 

the accuracy of the unfolded E e by a  factor of (7.1 +  4 .8 )/(1 .4  +1.4) «  4. In C5 and C 6 , 

the interleaving of the a ttenuato rs  does not provide an advantage. C7 perform s b e tte r
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Table 2 .1 : The average error in th e  unfolded energy fluence, ip, and  th e  unfolded 
incident electron energy, E e, for the  ten  a ttenuato r/de tec to r configurations de
scribed in the tex t. From Paper II.

M easurement configuration Low-MV beams High-M V beam s

A ttenuator m aterials # % error in: % error in:
Index and how they are used caps i> E e ip E e

C l C full curve 1 7.0 7.1 6 . 2 4.8
C2 2 4.1 3.5 3.4 1.5
C3 C and Pb full curves 1 3.0 2 . 2 3.4 2.3
C4 2 2.3 1.4 2 .3 1 .4
C5 P b  -I- C alternating 1 7.6 9.8 6.4 4.2
C 6 2 3.6 2.7 4.2 2 . 6

C7 Tswitch = 0.5: P b  to  C 1 4.9 4.4 7.1 5.9
C 8 C to Pb 1 7.7 8 . 6 1 0 . 6 8 . 1

C9 optim um  TSWitCh- Pb  to  C 1 3.8 3.9 - -
CIO 2 2.5 1 . 6 - -

C4' C4 b u t Tmin =  0.1 not 0.01 2 3.2 2 . 6 3.3 2 . 0

than  C 8  because in C 8  switching to  P b  as the  spectrum  hardens in troduces degeneracy 

th a t  is not elim inated by any o ther da ta . C9 performs b e tte r  than C7 for' low-MV spec

tra , indicating th a t optimizing the  transm ission value for switching betw een a tten u a to rs  

improves the unfolding accuracy. The perform ance of CIO and C4 is alm ost the  sam e for 

low-MV spectra. However, CIO requires experim ental overhead 5 6  and  it is no t applica

ble to  high-MV beams. Based on these observations, configuration C4 outperform s all 

others for bo th  MV groups, and it is thus adopted for the rest of th is  s tudy  for all MV 

beams. Finally, C4* in Table 2.1 indicates th a t using C4 w ith a transm ission  cutoff of 

1 0 % instead of 1 % still allows for reasonably-accurate unfolding w ith  a m ore com pact 

setup and w ithout having to  deal w ith the  issues associated with sm all transm ission 

signals. This is m ade possible by the  enhanced energy differentiation, com bined w ith 

the accuracy and robustness of the  functional form.

2.5. OPTIMIZING THE MEASUREMENT CONFIGURATION
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Figure 2.5: Variation of the objective function per degree of freedom (reduced x 2) 
during a grid search of the incident electron energy, E e. Data are shown for the 
optim um  configuration proposed in th is  s tudy  (C4) and for the typical configu
ration in previous studies (C l). The new functional form  is used w ith bo th  C l 
and C4. Different lines represent different sam pling of th e  same noise level. The 
correct E e is 19.0 MeV. From Paper II.

Fig. 2.5 shows the  variation of the objective function during a  grid search of E e for 

configurations C l and C4. The objective function has a  clear minimum in C4 com pared 

with C l. Since the noise levels and the  functional form used are th e  sam e, the  increase 

in sensitivity to  E e is exclusively from the additional spectra l information in th e  inpu t 

transmission data. However, even w ith th e  enhanced sensitivity of C4, the  m inim a are 

not identical w ith different noise sampling, which reflects the inherent ill-conditioned 

nature of the problem. T h a t Xmin ~  1 indicates th a t  Eq. 1.1 (p. 8 ) m odels th e  inpu t 

transmission d a ta  in accord w ith the variance which, in tu rn , implies th a t  th e  functional 

form used for -ip inside the  integral is not over- or under-param eterized.

Fig. 2.6 shows an example of the 95% confidence bounds on the  unfolded spectrum  

for C l and C4. For a  given energy, the  bounds are estim ated as tw ice the  s tan d ard  

deviation of the 1000 unfolded energy fluence values a t  th a t  energy. T he bounds are

2.5. OPTIMIZING THE MEASUREMENT CONFIGURATION
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Figure 2.6: An example of the  95% confidence bounds on the unfolded spectrum  
for the optim um  configuration proposed in th is s tudy  (C4) and for the  typical 
configuration in previous studies (C l). T he new functional form is used w ith 
both  C l and C4. From Paper II.

much tigh ter with C4 than  they  axe w ith C l, particu larly  a t  the higher-energy p a rt of 

the spectra because it is the p a rt th a t benefitted the m ost from th e  enhanced spectral 

sensitivity. The bounds for bo th  C l and C4 are tighter a t the  lower photon  energy p a rt 

because of the  stronger variation of p /p  with energy. T he irregular shape of the  bounds 

is a result of the shape of the functional form where the  unfolded spectra  w ith  different 

noise cross each other more often a t certain  energies th an  they do a t others, and thus 

the bounds a t those energies are tigh ter th an  the  bounds a t neighbouring energies. T he 

improvements in Figs. 2.5 and 2.6 are in addition to  the  improvements from  using the  

new functional form and the o ther new m ethods of §2.3, §2.6 and §2.7.

2.6 P h o to n u clea r  a tte n u a tio n

Photonuclear cross sections have a  resonance from a  few M eV to tens of MeV, and they  

contribute a  few per cent to the  to ta l photon cross sections. Their effect on the  p /p  val-

2.6. PHOTONUCLEAR ATTENUATION
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Figure 2.7: For the  a ttenuato rs used in th is study, the  increase in th e  to ta l photon  
cross section when IAEA photonuclear d a ta  are added to  the N IST XCOM  data . 
From Paper V.

ues used in Eq. 1.1 (p. 8 ) during the unfolding has been ignored in previous studies. 

To investigate this effect for the a ttenuato rs  used in th is study (C, Cu and Pb), the  

to ta l photonuclear cross sections for the na tu ra l elements are calculated from  the  cross 

sections of their constituent isotopes in the  evaluated IA EA  com pilations . 3 6  T he  effect 

of the photonuclear com ponent on the to ta l cross section is shown in Fig. 2.7. Three 

high-MV spectra (Varian 18 MV, E lekta 25 MV and Vickers 30 MV) are used in Eq. 1.1 

to  calculate transm ission data , down to 1 %, using p / p  values once w ith  and once w ith

out the  photonuclear component. Fig. 2.8 shows th a t the  effect can be very large (up 

to  7.5%), depending on the beam  energy and the  a tten u a to r material. For th e  two clin

ical beam s (Varian and Elekta), the  effect is more relevant for Pb since it has a  lower 

photonuclear threshold. Finally, the noise-free transm ission data of the  E lek ta  25 MV 

spectrum  are used as input to  the  unfolding, and  the p / p  values used during the  un

folding are once w ithout and once w ith the photonuclear component. Fig. 2.9 shows 

th a t the photonuclear com ponent has a non-negligible effect on the  unfolding accuracy 

for high-MV beams. T he effect is amplified for noisy data .
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of the  transm ission values, T , calculated using Eq. 1 . 1  (p. 8 ).
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Figure 2.9: An example of the  effect on spectral unfolding accuracy when 
photonuclear cross sections are ignored in p /p  of Eq. 1.1 (p. 8 ). S pectra  are 
normalized to  unit energy fluence. Input transm ission data  are  noise-free 
to  isolate the effect.
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2 .7  C orrection  for n o n -id ea l a tte n u a tio n

Consider a  ‘best realistic’ m easurem ent setup as shown in Fig. 2.10. T here are m any 

non-ideal effects th a t make the  m easured transm ission signals, Tmeas, deviate from  the  

ideal values, Tideai, of Eq. 1.1 (p. 8 ). Experim ental m ethods (§3.3) are used to  correct for 

certain non-ideal effects such as drifts in beam  direction, polarity, ion recom bination, 

leakage, and room scatter. O ther non-ideal effects are difficult to elim inate or correct for 

experimentally, and they are more am enable to  com putational corrections. Exam ples of 

such effects are: (a) forward scatter (coherent or incoherent) and positron annihilation 

in the a ttenuato r, (b) collim ator effects caused by interactions w ith in  the  collim ators 

or by leakage of the prim ary rad iation  through their edges, (c) a ttenuation  and sca tter 

by the  intervening air, which has its largest effect on the  signal with no a tten u a to r (the 

denom inator of Eq. 1.1), (d) wall backscatter, and, (e) possible electron contam ination  

if full buildup is no t achieved.

upstream downstream

point
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t —  ■ *

(spectrum) 

I*—45-

\XXNX 1.5 attenuator 4

iso2* T ...—
..................
.......................

x \ \ v center T.................................. I .....
100

K -15-H 10
200

concrete
wall

- 100 -

Figure 2.10: A typical transm ission m easurem ent setup  (dimensions in cm; not 
to  scale). From Paper II.

In th is study, the effect of the  non-ideal conditions th a t are not accounted for 

experim entally is quantified, and m ethods are developed to  correct for them . EGSnrc 

is used to  model the  setup of Fig. 2.10 for different po in t source spectra  and different 

a tten u a to r/cap  combinations. Fig. 2.11 shows an  example of the energy fluence spectra  

of the prim ary, forw ard-scattered and backscattered photons seen by th e  detector for 

the smallest transm ission values. The scatter spectra  are distinctly different from the
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prim ary ones. T he forw ard-scattered photons collectively contribute ~1 .5%  to  the  

energy fluence experienced by the  detector. B ackscatter spectra are dom inated  by two 

peaks: one a t 511 keV from annihilation events, and the  o ther at half of 511 keV from 

180°-Compton backscatter . 7 4  The contribution of backscattered photons to  th e  energy 

fluence can be ignored ( < 0 ,0 1 %).

The effect of non-ideal conditions on transm ission d a ta  is shown in Fig. 2.12. T he 

effect is up to  1.5%, and its m agnitude depends oil the beam  energy and on the  a tte n 

uators and detectors used.

Two correction m ethods are proposed for use during the unfolding, and the two 

m ethods are shown to be equivalent. Neither of the two m ethods requires knowledge 

of the linac head. The first m ethod is iterative as follows: (a) the experim ental tran s

mission data, Tmeas, are used w ithout correction to unfold an approxim ate sta rting  

spectrum , (b) tjj is used in Eq. 1.1 (p. 8 ) to  calculate approxim ate ideal transm is

sion data , Tideal; (c) xjj is also used as a  point source in EGSnrc sim ulations of th e  

transm ission setup to calculate approxim ate m easured d a ta , Tgcsnrc; (d) a  correction 

factor, Fnon_ldeal. is calculated as Tldeat/ T EGSnrc, (e) the  experim ental d a ta  are corrected

by P'non-ideal such th a t  T-deal = Fnon_idealTmeas\ (f) T-deal d a ta  are used to  unfold a re

vised spectrum , %/j ; (g) steps b through f are repeated  un til the spectrum  converges, 

although it is found empirically th a t  only one iteration  is sufficient because Fnan_ideai is 

a  ratio  of a  ratio  and thus not very sensitive to  the  exact spectrum  used to  calculate it.

It is im portan t to  note th a t  if m inor discrepancies exist between th e  f i / p  values 

used in the calculations of Tideai using Eq. 1.1 and  those used in the  M onte Carlo cal

culations of TEGSnrc (due to, e.g., different in terpolation grids or formulae, or different 

d a ta  sources), those discrepancies propagate exponentially and can lead to  system atic 

errors of the same order as the  effect being investigated here. To avoid th is artifac t, th e
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Figure 2.11: EGSnrc spectra of the  photons th a t  reach th e  detector from  different 
sources after the beam  is a ttenuated  to  1 % using Pb. Spectra are norm alized to  
unit energy fluence. The spectra  of wall backscatter are scaled down for graph 
clarity. The ratios of the energy fluence from different scatter sources relative to  
the prim ary are shown in brackets. From P aper II.
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Figure 2.12: Effect of non-ideal a ttenuation  conditions on transm ission da ta . 
The values of Ticieai are calculated using Eq. 1.1 (p. 8 ) for the V arian 6  MV and 
E lekta 25 MV spectra. The values of Tmeas are calculated using EGSnrc for the  
same two spectra as point sources in the  setup  of Fig. 2.10. From P aper II.
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Figure 2.13: The effect of non-ideal conditions on the  accuracy of the  unfolded 
spectra. See tex t for the details of curves a, b and c. Spectra are norm alized to  
unit energy fluence. From Paper II.

im plem entation of XCOM photon cross sections in EGSnrc is refined such th a t  they  are 

consistent w ith the  NIST online database w ithin 0.05%. A sum m ary of th is work is 

given in App. C. All EGSnrc calculations in this study use those refined cross sections.

In the second correction m ethod, EGSnrc is used to  generate a  full system  response 

m atrix. A m atrix  element, R(d ,Xi , E),  is the  energy response per un it energy fluence of 

detector d to  monoenergetic photons of energy E  when th e  full experim ental se tup  is 

modelled with an attenuato r of mass thickness xy The m atrix  elements already  include 

the non-ideal effects, therefore no com putational correction is required for the  m easured 

transm ission data. The equivalent of Eq. 1 . 1  (p. 8 ) in th is case is

T ? r i ; ’a . s ( d ,  Xi) (2 .2 )
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Fig. 2.13 shows the effect of non-ideal conditions on th e  unfolding accuracy. W hen 

Tmeas d a ta  (calculated using EGSnrc to  mimic a  real m easurem ent) are  fed to  th e  un

folding algorithm  w ithout correction, the  unfolded spectrum  is curve a. For the  iterative 

correction m ethod, curve a is the  approxim ate s tarting  spectrum. A fter only one it

eration, the estim ated Fnon_ic{eai is found to  be w ithin 0.15% of its correct value. T he 

unfolded spectrum  after the first iteration  is curve b, and  it is already very close to  

the original spectrum . For the  system  response m atrix  m ethod, curve c is the  unfolded 

spectrum . Fig. 2.13 shows th a t  ignoring the  corrections for non-ideal conditions reduces 

the unfolding accuracy, and th a t the  two proposed correction m ethods are equivalent. 

For the rest of this study, the iterative correction m ethod is used.

2.8 S u m m ary

In th is chapter, a  physics-based approach is developed which significantly improves the  

accuracy and robustness of the  unfolding problem. The errors in the  unfolded spectra  

caused by the approxim ations used in previous studies are  shown to  be very large. A 

new functional form w ith four free param eters -  one of which is the  incident electron 

energy -  is proposed and rigorously validated. Energy differentiation is significantly 

enhanced by combining d a ta  from m ultiple a ttenuato rs and detectors. T he configuration 

with best energy sensitivity is to  sim ultaneously feed th e  unfolding algorithm  w ith  

the d a ta  of four separate transm ission curves using low-Z and high-Z a tten u a to rs  and 

a single Farmer chamber, once w ith a low-Z cap and once with a  high-Z cap. T he 

details needed later in this study  for the  unfolding were generated in th is  chapter -  

i.e., the detector energy responses, photonuclear a ttenuation , and correction m ethods 

for non-ideal attenuation  conditions. Except for the functional form, all the  proposed 

improvements are independent of the  unfolding details, and would thus improve the  

relative performance of any unfolding algorithm .

2.8. SUMMARY
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E xperim ental m easurem ents

This chapter presents the  transm ission m easurem ents performed on the  research and 

clinical linacs a t NRC. Most of the chapter is focused on the  research linac m easurem ents 

(§3.1 - §3.4) because they  are used later for benchm arking EGSnrc and for th e  direct 

independent validation of the  m ethods presented earlier in Ch. 2 . A t the  end of the 

chapter (§3.5), the developed experim ental m ethods are dem onstrated on a  clinical 

linac, and the differences from the research linac m easurem ents are highlighted.

T he ill-conditioned natu re  of the  unfolding problem  makes the accuracy of the  ex

tracted  spectral information strongly dependent on the m easurem ent accuracy. There

fore in the  m easurem ents presented here, m any influence quantities are investigated 

and corrected for, and a  detailed uncertain ty  budget for th e  m easured signals is con

structed. The resulting rigorous estim ates of m easurem ent uncertainties are useful for 

interpreting differences between m easured and calculated transm ission data . T hey also 

lead to  meaningful confidence bounds on the  ex tracted  spectral inform ation.

3.1 T h e N R C  research  linac

The NRC Vickers linac (Fig. 3.1) is a  specially-designed linac dedicated to  research. It 

operates a t 240 pulses per second, 2.5 fis each. I t produces a  horizontal pencil beam  of 

nearly-m onoenergetic electrons. Targets of different m aterials can be placed in the  p a th

39
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Figure 3.1: The NRC Vickers research linac. Electrons are accelerated towards 
the far end. From the  NRC-IRS website, w ith perm ission.

of the electrons to  produce brem sstrahlung photon, beams. In the past, a  N al detector 

was used to  m easure photon spectra  from Be, A1 and P b  targets for incident electrons 

energies from 10 MeV (the lowest stable beam) to  30 MeV, in 5 MeV increm ents . 6 , 1 1 ’ 1 2

Linac electron beams are described using the-com bination of the  electron beam  

mean energy, energy spread, focal spot size and shape, and  angular divergence. For the  

NRC research linac, the electron energy is known from a  bending m agnet and slit system  

th a t was calibrated using a  m agnetic spectrom eter . : 6 8  T he estim ated s tandard  uncer

ta in ty  on the electron energy a t the  exit window is 0.4%. T he electron energy spread is 

known from the  physical separation of the  slits, an |l-it is-approxim ately G aussian w ith  

a standard  deviation of 0.4%. T he radial spread is-known from detailed  radiochrom ic 

film m easurem ents , 6 6  and it is approxim ately Gaussian w ith  a FW HM  of 1  m m  a t the  

exit window. To determine the  angular divergence, Ross et alm moved the  exit window 

downstream  to  allow the electron beam  to  drift an additional 1  m before acquiring film 

measurements. Their results indicate a  small divergence, taken in th is study  as 0.03° 

with a virtual apex at 1  m before th e  exit window.

3.1. THE NRC RESEARCH LINAC
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Table 3.1: For the research linac, thicknesses of the brem sstrahlung ta rg e ts  used 
(±0.01 cm for Be and A1 and ±0.003 cm for Pb). T he Be and  A1 ta rg e ts  are 
cylindrical with 7.26 cm diam eter, and the P b  targets are squares w ith  3.0 cm 
side lengths. From Paper III.

Target

m aterial

Density

(g /cm 3)

Target thickness (cm)

10 MV 15, 15.7 MV 20 MV 30 MV

Be 1.848 - 6.31 - -

A1 2.699 2.40 3.60 4.31 6.60
Pb 11.35 - 0.793 1.016 -

A unique feature of this study  is th a t  the m easurem ents are perform ed on the  

NRC research linac whose photon spectra  were m easured using d irect spectroscopy, 

and whose incident electron beam  param eters are accurately  and independently  known. 

This allows for independent validation of the  unfolded spectra  in two ways: against the  

spectra m easured w ith a Nal detector, and against EGSnrc spectra calculated  using the  

known electron beams and geometric setups, w ith no free param eters. T he MV range 

of the beams th a t  have previous N al d a ta  ( 1 0 - 3 0  MV) provides a  particu la rly  rigorous 

validation because the energy dependence of /r/p  is weakest for those beam s (com pared 

with lower-MV beams), and hence accurate spectral unfolding is m ost challenging.

On-axis transm ission m easurem ents are perform ed for seven b e a m /ta rg e t combi

nations th a t  have Nal-m easured spectra. T he nominal beam s chosen are 10, 15, 20 and 

30 MV, w ith respective m easured electron energies of 10.09, 15.00, 20.28 and 30.00 MeV. 

M easurements are also made a t 15.70 MeV to examine the  sensitivity of transm ission 

da ta  to small energy changes (com pared w ith 15.00 MeV), and to  confirm  th e  resolv

ing power of the  transm ission technique in unfolding the  incident electron energy. T he 

brem sstrahlung targets are pure Be, A1 and Pb, placed 2 . 1  cm dow nstream  of the  exit 

window and cooled by forced air. Target thicknesses are given in Table 3.1, and they  

are sufficient to  fully stop the incident electrons. Shielding is added around  th e  targe ts  

to reduce stray  radiation which could contribute to  extra-cam eral signals.

3.1. THE NRC RESEARCH LINAC
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3.2 T ran sm ission  m ea su rem en t se tu p

As p art of th is project, an experim ental setup is designed and built for th e  m easurem ent 

configuration th a t achieves the best energy sensitivity from Ch. 2 -  i.e., four separa te  

transm ission curves using low-Z and high-Z a ttenuato rs  and a single Farm er cham ber, 

once with a  low-Z cap and once with a  high-Z cap. T he following is a  description and  

justification of the setup com ponents (Fig. 3.2, p. 46 and Fig. 3.3, p. 47).

T he narrow-beam  geom etry s ta rts  a t the  top of Fig. 3.2 (p. 46) w ith  a  10.2-cm- 

thick Pb collimator touching the target shielding (15 cm from the exit window), w ith a  

non-diverging 1.4-cm-diameter opening. A second 10.2-cm-thick Pb  collim ator is placed 

starting  a t 50 cm, w ith a  non-diverging 0.77-cm -diam eter opening. Ion cham ber m ea

surem ents behind the second collim ator indicate th a t th e  leakage through  th e  collim ator 

is ~0.1%  of the peak signal for the highest MV beam. A PTW 7862 m onitor cham ber, 

operated at a  bias of 300 V and connected to a  Keithley 6517A electrom eter, is used to  

correct the transm ission signals for linac ou tp u t fluctuations. The sensitive volume of 

the m onitor chamber is a  central air cylinder of d iam eter 9.65 cm and thickness 2.4 mm. 

The m onitor chamber is placed between the two collim ators (starting a t 27.6 cm from 

the exit window), ra ther than  past the second collim ator, to  allow for a  larger signal and 

to  minimize the variable backscatter contribution which would depend on th e  presence 

or absence or an a ttenuator, and on the  a tten u ato r m aterial. An NE2581 cham ber w ith  

a 60Co buildup cap is used as a  field chamber, and the ‘field-to-m onitor’ ratio  is used 

to  m onitor drifts in the beam  direction as discussed below. The field cham ber is placed 

downstream  of the m onitor cham ber between th e  two collimators such th a t  it  falls inside 

the field of th e  first collimator b u t outside the field of th e  second. T his makes th e  field 

chamber signal more sensitive to  the  electrons in the d irect field (as opposed to  only 

the  scatter component) w ithout obstructing the  useful beam .

3.2. TRANSMISSION MEASUREMENT SETUP
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The next com ponent dow nstream  is the a ttenuato rs. The low-Z a tten u a to r used 

is graphite, which has not been used in the  previous transm ission studies referenced 

throughout th is study. Com pared w ith water, it allows for a  more com pact setup  and  for 

lower positioning uncertainties. The pure  C used (www.graphitestore.com ) is isomolded 

bars of grade GM10 with a grain size of 10 ^m  to  ensure density uniformity. The ash 

content is 500 ppm  and it is assumed to  have typical ash com position . 7 0  For each MV 

beam, ten  C bar lengths are used (five for each detector) which successively reduce 

the signal to  ~1.7%  of its value w ithout an a ttenuato r. The bar lengths are integer 

m ultiples of the smallest length -  m ultiples of 8.3 cm for 10 MV, 9.5 cm for 15 MV 

and 11.6 cm for 20 and 30 MV, w ith respective m axim um  bar lengths of 83.00, 95.00 

and 116.00 cm, all ±0.03 cm. The bars have a  square cross section of 3.81 cm (1.5") 

nominal side length, w ith a milling tolerance of +0.01". T he extreme case of a  +0.01" 

milling error on bo th  side lengths along the  full length of a  bar would in troduce a  mass 

thickness error of (1.51/1.5)2 — I = 1.3%, which would lead to errors of up to  4% in 

the sm allest calculated transm ission data . To avoid this, the  side lengths of each bar 

are fully m apped in the two orthogonal directions using a  spring-loaded digital caliper 

gauge (Mitutoyo, Denmark) with a resolution of 2 0  ^m . The d a ta  are then  used for 

volume calculations. The mass of th e  bars is m easured using a scale w ith  a  resolution 

of 0.1 g (Sartorius, Germany). The uncertain ty  on the  individual m ass thicknesses, 

which are later used in the M onte Carlo model, is typically 0.07%. T he average density  

(although not used -  see §3.4) is 1.728 g /cm 3  w ith  a sam ple deviation of 0.4%.

The high-Z attenuators are pure P b  rods (www.goodfellow.com). T he m axim um  

im purity level is 500 ppm, and the  typical elem ental analysis of th e  im purities is pro

vided by the supplier. Similar to  C, ten  lengths are used (five per detector) to  suc

cessively reduce the  signal to  ~1.7% . The rod lengths are multiples of 0.75 cm for 

10 and 15 MV, 0.70 cm for 20 MV and 0.65 cm for 30 MV, with respective m axim um

3.2. TRANSMISSION MEASUREMENT SETUP
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rod lengths of 7.510, 7.000 and 6.510 cm, all ±0.005 cm (note that for a  given transm is

sion value, higher-MV beam s require shorter lengths because p /p  for P b  has a m inim um  

a t ~  2.5 MeV). The rods have a  diam eter of 1.900 ±  0.001 cm. Unlike C, it is found 

more accurate for Pb to  use the  com bination of average density and  physical lengths 

(compared with individual mass thicknesses) because of m inor irregularities in the  rods 

(from dents, sagging, etc). The average density used for all rods is 11.290 g /cm 3, w ith 

a sample deviation of 0.15%.

A linear transla tion  system  was built to  au tom ate  the  movement of th e  a tten u a to rs  

(middle and bo ttom  of Fig. 3.2, p. 46). Its base is a m otorized Velmex bislide, placed 

perpendicular to  the  beam  axis. It has a travel of 50.8 cm, and a positioning resolution 

of 5 n m  (200 steps/m m ). The base drives a custom  A1 support rack th a t  has a tten u a to r 

slots w ith center-to-center separation of 5 cm. T he a ttenuato rs are held using m ultiple 

small plates with screws th a t a ttach  to  the rack. T he additional sca tte r caused by 

the translation system  and the  side a ttenuato rs  is negligible (§3.4). T he tran sla tion  

system significantly reduces the  overhead tim e during d a ta  acquisition, facilitates m ore 

randomized repeats, reduces positioning uncertainties, and  reduces the  uncertain ties 

from beam  instability because beam  in terruption  is reduced by a  factor of six. T he 

plane of the front surface of the a ttenuato rs  is placed a t 95.1 cm from  th e  exit window. 

W hen the longest C and Pb a ttenuato rs  are placed in the  radiation beam , lateral beam  

scans downstream  did not exhibit any profile horns, confirming th a t  the beam  is fully 

intercepted a t the back end of the  longest a ttenuators.

A Cu rod of length 2.7 cm and diam eter 2.5 cm is perm anently fixed in the  m iddle 

of the translation system . The transm ission signal using th e  Cu rod is acquired m any 

times for a  given rack of C or Pb. The ‘C u-to-m onitor’ ra tio  has two im portan t uses: 

short-term  second-order corrections for drifts in the beam  direction (§3.3), and long

term  m onitoring of the  stability  of the  energy of the electron beam (§3.4).

3.2. TRANSMISSION MEASUREMENT SETUP
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P ast the a ttenuato r assembly, a  th ird  Pb collim ator is placed s ta r tin g  a t 276.5 cm 

from the linac exit window. I t is 15.3-cm thick, w ith a  non-diverging opening d iam eter 

of 2.93 cm. It extends ~15 cm laterally  to  reduce large-angle scatter in to  the  detecto r 

and to  reduce cable irradiation which leads to  extra-cam eral charge collection.

Transmission signals are acquired 7 cm dow nstream  from the th ird  collim ator us

ing a  0.6 cc Exradin A19 Farm er cham ber, operating a t  ±300 V and  connected to  a 

Keithley 6517A electrometer. A PTW 30013 Farm er cham ber is used for specific tests  

(described below). The radiation beam  covers the  2.5 cm active length of th e  cham ber to  

avoid partial-volum e irradiation uncertainties. T he  cham ber is m ounted on a  m otorized 

linear transla tor perpendicular to  the beam  axis to  allow for profile scans as well as on- 

axis transm ission m easurem ents. The rad iation  beam  enters the cham ber from its side 

because head-on irradiation used in previous studies 4 3 , 4 6 , 5 3 , 6 0 , 7 6  introduces unnecessary 

radiation-induced cable leakage and makes the  M onte Carlo-calculated transm ission 

d a ta  more sensitive to the cham ber details (particularly  the  stem). T he buildup caps 

used are the PM M A and W -alloy caps discussed th roughout Ch. 2. A th ird  pure A1 cap 

is used for specific tests (described below).

The setup  is aligned to a laser beam . Overall, the  se tup  dimensions and the align

m ent are known with sub-m m  accuracy. T em perature is recorded a t the  locations of th e  

m onitor and Farmer chambers to  ensure th a t  there  is no differential tem p era tu re  effect 

between the two locations (e.g., due to  heat convection from  the targe t). Pressure and 

hum idity are also monitored. The experim ent is au tom ated  and com puter controlled 

using NRC Labview software, including the  movement of th e  a ttenuato r rack and th e  

d a ta  acquisition from the  three cham bers (m onitor, field and Farmer) and from  other 

sensors. Each component is individually commissioned a t the beginning of the  exper

iment. The autom ated m easurem ents are m onitored w ith  a CCTV system . Fig. 3.3 

shows a  view of the full m easurem ent setup.
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276.5 cm from exit window

95.1 cm from 
■ k  — exit 
5 |^ w in d o w

Figure 3.2: Com ponents of the m easurem ent setup  on the  research linac. Top: (a) ta rg e t 
shielding, (b) first collimator, (c) m onitor chamber;' (d) field chamber, and, (e) second 
collimator. Middle: (a) graphite bars, (b) copper►Henchmark rod (perm anently  fixed 
on the assembly), (c) Velmex bislide th a t  enabling rack movement in the  left-right 
direction, and, (d) th ird  collimator. Bottom : (a) lead a ttenuato r rods, and, (b) cop
per benchm ark rod. Partly  from Paper III. r
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Figure 3.3: A view of the full m easurem ent se tup  on the  research linac. (a) ta rg e t 
shielding, (b) second collimator, (c) graphite a tten u a to r assembly for th e  largest 
MV beam  (30 MV), (d) th ird  collim ator, and, (e) A19 chamber w ith  the W -alloy 
cap on a linear translator. ;•

1.00 - Research |jnac

■ 30 MV . v 

- PTW30013 /0 
CO
§ 0 .75
Q .
co
0

Jj
£ 0.50COHo
0>
0
0 0.25

0 .00'
off-axis distance / cm

Figure 3.4: Horizontal beam  profiles in the  absence of an a ttenuato r for th e  30 MV 
beam  of the research linac. Solid line: past the first two collimators a t the  location of 
the upstream  surface of the a ttenuato r (95.1 cm from th e  linac exit window). Dashed 
line: past the  th ird  collimator a t the location of acquisition of the transm ission signal 
(298.8 cm from the linac exit window). From P aper III.
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3.3 D a ta  a cq u is ition  and e x p e r im en ta l correction s

Equilibration: Irradiation during the  initial daily setup  reduces linac w arm up effects 

and Farmer chamber settling effects.77 Settling /w arm up effects for th e  electrom eters 

are avoided by keeping them  always ON and biased/

Steering: The extended dimensions of the setup and the  high degree of collim ation 

amplify small steering issues. Therefore, a P T W  Starcheck 2D ion-cham ber array  

(3 mm resolution) w ith a  2.5-cm-thiek PM M A buildup p late  is periodically  placed in 

front of the th ird  collimator to  check the steering. If necessary, the  beam  is m anually 

steered until its peak aligns w ith the  laser. Farm er cham ber scans behind the  th ird  

collimator are used to confirm profile symm etry, typically within 0.3 m m  (re-steering if 

necessary). Fig. 3.4 shows an  example of the m easured beam  profiles.

Typical measurement protocol and parameters: The five a ttenuator lengths for each 

a ttenuato r/cap  com bination are placed on the transla tion  system in random  order to  

reduce bias from slow drifts in the beam  direction. One data  poin t is acquired per 

a ttenuato r length, plus one d a ta  point w ith no a ttenuato r and one w ith the  Cu rod  for 

a to ta l of seven points. This process is repeated 4 - 8  tim es to characterize short-term  

repeatability. M easurements are repeated with the  Farm er chamber po larity  reversed 

(discussed below). To characterize long-term  repeatability , which assesses the  stab ility  

of the energy of the  electron beam, m easurem ents for different beam s and  targe ts  were 

repeated in term itten tly  over 15 m onths. The 15 MV beam  has the  largest num ber 

of long-term  repeats (up to  five long-term  repeats per ta rg e t per po larity  over a y ea r). 

Several of the  sets m easured w ith the PM M A cap are repeated  with th e  A1 cap, and a  few 

of the  sets m easured w ith the A19 cham ber are repeated w ith  the PTW 30013 cham ber. 

These additional d a ta  are used to  tes t the relative detector response calculations w ith 

EGSnrc, and to  te s t the detector-independence of the  unfolded spectra.

3.3. DATA ACQUISITION AND EXPERIMENTAL CORRECTIONS
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Charge integration tim es varied from 5 s for the air signal to  60 s for th e  signal 

w ith the longest a ttenuators, leading to  d a ta  acquisition tim e of <30 m in p e r a tten u a to r 

rack per polarity. The chosen integration tim es are short enough to  allow for short-term  

beam  instabilities to  be identified by the  field-to-m onitor ra tio  and elim inated. L inearity 

of the signal w ith integration tim e was established. T he uncertainty com ponent for 

repeatability  is not reduced w ith further increase in integration tim es.

The m onitor chamber currents are ~ 5  to  20 nA going from 10 to  30 MV, while th e  

field chamber currents are ~ 50  tim es smaller. T he Farm er chamber curren ts w ith the  

W-alloy cap and with no attenuato r present are ~ 50  to  250 pA going from  10 to  30 MV. 

These currents correspond to  a  dose ra te  to  w ater of ~ 1 5  to 80 cG y /m in  if the  bare 

chamber were in a w ater phantom . W ith  the longest attenuators, th e  Farm er cham ber 

currents are ~ 60  tim es lower th an  the  currents w ith no attenuators. W hen the  PM M A 

cap is used, the currents are roughly 60% of those w ith the  W -alloy cap. A ttem pts 

to  increase the  beam  currents for lower-MV beam s to  offset the lower b rem sstrah lung  

yield were limited by poorer beam  control and excessive target heating.

Data normalization and drift, corrections: For a  given attenuator rack, the tem poral 

variation of the field-to-m onitor cham ber ratio  exhibits one of four p a tte rn s , (a) A 

sharp change in the  ratio, indicating a  large tem porary  drift in th e  beam  direction. 

The d a ta  during this unstable period are excluded during  averaging. A n exam ple is 

shown by the solid line in Fig. 3.5a where a  sudden 1% drop  in the ra tio  is seen around 

m inute 4. This emphasizes the im portance of reasonably-short charge in tegration  tim es. 

No universal threshold for d a ta  rejection is applied because the threshold  depends on 

the overall tem poral behavior of the  field-to-m onitor ratio , (b) A m ostly-sm ooth change 

in the ratio (Fig. 3.5b), which indicates a  slow drift in the  beam direction th a t  affects 

the field chamber signal bu t is no t recognized by the m onitor chamber due to  its large 

sensitive volume. In this case, the  Cu-to-m onitor ratio  is used to correct th e  Farm er-to-
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Figure 3.5: For the research linac beams, different tem poral p a tte rn s  of the  field- 
to-m onitor ratio  (solid lines w ith no symbols) and the  Cu-to-m onitor ra tio  (dashed 
lines w ith filled circles). The Cu-to-m onitor ra tio  is used for da ta  rejection and drift 
correction. Note the different scales of the ordinates. From  Paper III.

m onitor signal for these second-order drifts, (c) Small random  changes in the  field-to- 

m onitor ratio  (Fig. 3.5c), which is the  ideal situation  since it  indicates negligible drifts 

in the  beam  direction. In such a  case the  Cu-to-m onitor correction is ne ither useful nor 

needed, (d) A slow change in the field-to-m onitor ratio  superposed on large fluctuations 

(Fig. 3.5d). In this case, the correction using the  Cu-to-m onitor signal accounts for p a r t  

of the drift, and the  rest of the  fluctuations increase' the m easurem ent uncertainty. T he 

10 MV beam  of Fig. 3.5d was particu larly  noisier th an  o ther beams, which is found to  

be related to  beam  instability issues ra th e r th an  signal-to-noise issues, and thus cannot 

be addressed by increasing the  dose ra te  or the  charge integration tim es. Overall, th e  

m agnitude of the correction for th e  drifts in the beam  direction using th e  C u-to-m onitor 

ratio  is <2% .
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Leakage: Leakage is the signal in the absence of the rad iation  beam  for th e  combined 

system of the  Farmer chamber +  extension cable +  electrom eter. In an initial setup, 

leakage from a  50 m cable m ade ~50%  of the  to ta l leakage (1.3% for th e  sm allest 

signals). Therefore the electrom eter was moved inside the  linac room , shielded, and 

connected to  the chamber using a  short cable to  reduce th e  leakage to  sub-fA ± 1  fA. 

The improved leakage uncertainty on the sm allest transm ission signals is <0.3% .

Polarity effects: Strictly speaking, the  polarity  correction in this study, Ppoi, is an 

‘apparent relative’ correction: ‘apparen t’ because it is assumed to  include all extra- 

cameral effects and radiation-induced leakage, and ‘re la tive’ because it is determ ined 

for the Farmer chamber signals after norm alization to  the  respective m onitor signals 

and after the drift correction by the  Cu-to-m onitor ratio . The assum ption m ade is 

th a t the causes of polarity  cancel ou t when the  absolute signals w ith th e  two opposite 

polarities are averaged. For all transm ission d a ta  in th is study, m easurem ents are m ade 

a t both polarities for the Farm er cham ber (±300 V). A five-minute w aiting period 

is applied after polarity reversal to  ensure th a t  the cham ber reached its  equilibrium , 

because polarity  cycling induces the  worst settling  behavior.77 T he good shielding in 

front of the stem  of the Farm er cham ber suggests th a t  m ost of the correction is due to  

cable effects, rather than  stem  effects.

Fig. 3.6 shows examples of the  m easured Ppoi, defined as in the A A PM  TG51 pro to

col,4 with the negative signal as the  reference. T he value of Ppoi is typically  un ity  w ithin 

2.5%, but it can be as large as 6% for the sm allest signals. The increase in Ppoi as the 

transmission signal decreases is because the  extra-cam eral effects are independent of the  

main signal size, and thus make a  larger fraction of the smaller signals. T he air signals 

with no attenuato r (i.e., a transm ission of unity) are th e  closest to typical clinical dose 

rates. For those signals, Ppoi values are consistent w ith TG51 recom m endations4 (i.e. 

unity w ithin 0.3%). For some beam s (e.g., th e  20 MV beam  in Fig. 3.6), Ppoi depends on
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Figure 3.6: For the 20 MV beam  of the research linac, the po larity  correction 
factor, Ppoi, versus th e  experim ental transm ission signals, Texp. N ot all MV beam s 
require such a  large correction. From Paper III.

the brem sstrahlung target m aterial. However, no clear mechanism is found to  explain 

such clear target dependence, particularly  th a t it  is not the  case for all MV beam s. T he 

value of Ppoi is larger for the PM M A cap com pared w ith the  W-alloy cap, which could 

be caused by the smaller signal w ith the PM M A cap a n d /o r  by m ore sca tte r  from  the  

cap into the  cables. There is only a  very subtle increase in Ppoi for the  C a tten u a to rs  

compared with the Pb. For the PTW 30013 cham ber, the  m agnitudes of Ppoi values 

and their variation with transm ission are different from those for the  A19 cham ber (not 

shown). The observations above collectively underline th a t  the po larity  correction is 

non-negligible and th a t it is sensitive to  m inor detector and setup details and should 

thus always be m easured for the exact setup used.

Ion recombination: Pitm is investigated because charge collection efficiency varies w ith 

dose rate , which changes by a  factor of ~ 6 0  in a transm ission curve. T he correction 

is determ ined using the approach of M cEwen.78 For th e  m ost extrem e case (30 MV

~i—r-T’i-j-
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beam  and a  W -alloy cap), Pion varies from 0.18% to  0.07% going from the  largest to  the  

smallest transm ission signals. Therefore its m axim um  differential effect is only 0.11%.

Room scatter. Room scatter is the  corrected Farm er cham ber signal when the  rad iation  

beam  is ON bu t completely blocked. Unlike the  polarity  effect, room sca tte r  contributes 

to  the cavity ionization, ra ther th an  to  the  cable signal. I t  is experim entally determ ined 

using the shadow-cone technique whereby a  40-cm-long P b  rod is placed a t  95.1 cm from 

the exit window to a ttenuate  the  photon beam  by m any orders of m agnitude, and the  

Farmer chamber signal is acquired a t the  far end. M easurements are m ade for different 

MV beams at bo th  polarities and w ith the  A19 and  PTW 30013 cham bers. T he signals 

are corrected by Ppoi and Pion. Room scatter is found to  be 0.8% of the  sm allest signal 

for the 30 MV beam, and much smaller for lower-MV beam s. Its m agnitude is largely 

cham ber-independent.

Apparatus scatter. The effect of the appara tus com ponents tha t are  not p a rt  of the  

Monte Carlo model is investigated here. These com ponents are the side a ttenuato rs, the  

table holding the  setup, and the Al support rack. For side attenuators, com paring the  

measured signals for a given bar w ith and w ithout various side a ttenuato r configurations 

show th a t  their contribution is negligible. The perm anent Cu rod experiences different 

side a ttenuato rs in different racks, and its signal rem ains constant w ith in  repeatability . 

For table scatter, the effect is investigated by adding a  large Al p la te  on to p  of th e  

a ttenuato r rack to  m irror the tab le  effect, and no signal increase is observed. For th e  

Al support rack, transm ission signals m easured w ith and without the rack are the  sam e 

within repeatability. EGSnrc sensitivity studies indicate th a t  the com bined scatter from 

the three components is <0.01%  of the  sm allest transm ission values.

Based on the  details above, the following d a ta  processing sequence is applied for 

each M V /ta rg e t/a tten u a to r/d e tec to r com bination, (a) T he data  acquired during short

term  beam  instabilities are identified and excluded, (b) T he Farmer signals are nor
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malized to  their respective m onitor cham ber signals, (c) Drift corrections are applied 

using the Cu-to-m onitor ratio, (d) Short-term  repeats for a  given po larity  are averaged, 

(e) Polarity and ion recom bination corrections are applied, (f) T he corrected room  

scatter signal is subtracted  from the  corrected Farm er cham ber signals, (g) Long-term  

repeats of the  corrected Farmer cham ber signals are averaged, (h) T he averaged d a ta  

are normalized to  the air signal to  obtain  a  fully-corrected transm ission curve.

3.4  E x p er im en ta l u n cer ta in ty  b u d g et

The experim ental uncertainty budget, derived according to  The ISO G uide on Uncer

ta in ty  in M easurem ent,79 is given in Table 3.2.

Short-term  beam drifts, PI>0i and leakage: The conservative approach adopted  is to  as

sume th a t the  three components are independent and can be added in quadra tu re . T he 

first two components are evaluated by calculating the statistical uncerta in ty  of sho rt

term  repeats for polarity-corrected signals, then  assum ing th a t of th a t  uncertain ty  

is due to  beam  direction drifts th a t have not been fully accounted for, and  th e  o ther 

is due to  the uncertainty on polarity  correction. For the  10 MV beam , the  d rift and 

polarity  uncertainties are twice those for other beams, and they are less dependent on 

the  signal size. This is reflective of the  beam  instability  issues discussed earlier for th a t  

beam.

Long-term repeatability: This com ponent characterizes the  stability of the  electron beam  

energy, and it indicates changes on top  of the short-term  ones. T he air-to-C u signal 

was m onitored for the 15 MV beam  for a  year and was found to  be constan t w ith in  

0.1%. This is another im portan t use of the Cu signal which confirms th a t  the incident 

electron energy has not changed. T he klystron had to  be replaced during the course 

of the  measurem ents, and excellent long-term  repeatab ility  was still achieved, which 

provides confidence in the values assigned to  th is com ponent.
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Table 3.2: For the research linac m easurem ents, the uncertainty budget of the  exper
imental transm ission signals, Texp. Values are given for one relative s tan d ard  uncer
tainty, u. Some components are beam-specific, thus the  10 MV beam  is presented 
separately. The leakage com ponent is estim ated  by s ta tis tica l m eans (Type A), while 
all others are estim ated by non-statistical m eans (Type B). The to ta l uncerta in ty  is 
obtained by adding its com ponents in quadratu re . The to ta l uncertainty is given w ith
out and w ith the com ponents from the  electron beam  because those com ponents are 
not known for typical clinical beam s and they  are  only included for the  research linac 
beams because the d a ta  are used as a  prim ary benchm ark. From P aper III.

U ncertainty component

u  in per cent for Texp: ~1 —> ~0.017

10 MV 15, 20, 30 MV
C a tt . P b  att. C a tt. P b  a tt.

Linac and detection system

Short-term  beam  drifts 0.2 -> 0.25 0.2 0.25 0.07 0.15 0.07 -> 0.15
Ppoi 0.2 -► 0.25 0.2 0.25 0.07 0.15 0.07 -> 0.15
Leakage 0.003 -> 0.3 0.003 -♦ 0.3 0.001 -> 0.1 0.001 -»  0.1
Long-term repeatability 0.2 -> 0.2 0.2 -* 0.2 0.1 -» 0.15 0.1 -»  0.15
p.1 ton 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
M onitor chamber stability" 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Electrom eter nonlinearity 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05

A ttenuators

Mass thickness 0.1 0.15 0.1 0.15
Density non-uniformity 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
Impurities 0.05 0.02 0.05 0.02

Incident electron beam

Mean energy 0.15 0.67 ~0.05 0.1 0.5 0.01 0.2
Radial spread 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
Divergence 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Total uncertainty

W ithout u  of e beam 0.41 -> 0.55 0.41 0.55 0.26 -> 0.35 0.26 -»  0.35
W ith u  of e~ beam 0.47 -► 0.88 0.45 -> 0.58 0.33 0.64

oTt—COo

“The corresponding component for the Farmer chamber is negligible.78

3.4. EXPERIMENTAL UNCERTAINTY BUDGET
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Attenuator mass thickness: For C, when transm ission d a ta  are acquired for different 

bar combinations th a t add up to the same physical length, variations of up to  1.2% are 

observed. W hen EGSnrc calculations for these bar combinations are perform ed using 

their individual mass thicknesses, the  relative variations in the EGSnrc transm ission 

d a ta  exquisitely m atched the experim ental observations w ithin 0.1% above repeatab il

ity. This indicates th a t the individual mass thicknesses should be used in the  M onte 

Carlo calculations. The 0.1% level of agreem ent ju st m entioned is taken  as the  uncer

ta in ty  component from mass thickness variations th a t are unaccounted for. For Pb, th e  

uncertainty comes from using the average density  due to  minor rod irregularities.

Attenuator density non-uniformity: For C, its m anufacturing m ethod (isomolding) and 

its very fine grain size (10 /xm) suggest excellent density  uniformity. C T  scans of the  bars 

did not indicate any bores or pa tterns, and suggested a  0.5% estim ate of density  non

uniformity (a b e tte r estim ate was precluded by imaging and  reconstruction artifacts). 

To supplem ent the CT results, transm ission m easurem ents are com pared w ith and 

w ithout the  bars ro ta ted  in the orthogonal and longitudinal directions. T h is allows the  

radiation beam  cone to  sample different portions of the bars. V ariations a t the  0.1% 

level above repeatability  are observed, which is taken as the  uncertainty com ponent for 

density non-uniformity. For Pb, th is com ponent is negligible.

Attenuator impurities: The effect of reasonable variations in im purities is calculated 

determ inistically (Eq. 1.1, p. 8) for a  few spectra. The uncertainty is larger for C th an  

it is for P b  because the ash content is ‘assum ed’, ra ther th a n  ‘supplied’.

Incident electron beam parameters: T he  uncertain ty  components from  the  incident elec

tron  beam  are investigated because th is is a  prim ary benchmark. T he to ta l uncertain ty  

is given w ithout and w ith these com ponents because they  are not known for typical 

clinical beams and, thus, would not be p a rt of an uncertain ty  budget of transm ission 

measurem ents on a  typical clinical linac. For the  mean energy, EGSnrc calculations are

3.4. EXPERIMENTAL UNCERTAINTY BUDGET
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performed with mean energies both  a t  the actual bending magnet values and  a t  values 

one standard  deviation (0.4%) larger. The effect on the  calculated transm ission d a ta  is 

much larger with the C a ttenuato r th an  it is w ith Pb (the reason is discussed in §4.5), 

and it is the largest component in the  uncertain ty  budget for C. T he uncerta in ty  com

ponent from the focal spot size is estim ated from the  difference in EGSnrc calculations 

when the  FW HM  of the radial spread is changed from 1 to  2 mm.69

Positioning and alignment: To investigate the uncertain ty  component related  to  posi

tioning, transm ission signals are m easured w ith C and Pb  attenuators shifted contin

uously in sub-m m  intervals. Given the lateral dimensions and the  physical ex ten t of 

the attenuato rs of both  m aterials, experim ental transm ission signals did n o t change for 

shifts up to  5 and 2 m m  for C and Pb, respectively. Offsetting the  Farm er cham ber 

position in the  vertical direction w ithin ±1 .5  m m  did n o t show any differential effect, 

both experim entally and in EGSnrc sim ulations. Therefore a ttenuato r and detector 

positioning uncertainties are assum ed negligible. For th e  uncertainty com ponent due 

to misalignment, transm ission m easurem ents after repeated  re-installation of th e  th ree 

collimators show th a t th is com ponent is negligible.

Other influence quantities: (a) T he potential charge storage in the  large insulating 

PMMA cap80 is investigated experim entally by com paring repeats a t  th e  end of a  day 

or a week of heavy irradiation against those with fresh irradiation. T he effect is found to  

be negligible, (b) Since the  two buildup caps used have different physical dim ensions, the  

difference in the spectra  seen by the two caps is investigated using EGSnrc and found to  

be negligible, (c) Since the  clinically-useful prim ary spectrum  is the one a t the  m achine 

isocenter rather th an  the  one a t the  cham ber location a t ~ 3  m, the p rim ary  photons a t 

the isocenter th a t  do not reach the  detector because of their larger divergence angle are 

investigated using EGSnrc and their effect on th e  spectrum  is found to  be negligible.

3.4. EXPERIMENTAL UNCERTAINTY BUDGET
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3.5 C lin ica l lin ac  m easu rem en ts

Transmission m easurem ents are perform ed on-axis on an E lekta Precise for 6, 10 and  

25 MV beams. The apparatus (Fig. 3.7) and m easurem ent protocol are the  sam e as 

those for the research linac beams, except for th e  specific details below.

Experimental setup: T he first stage of collim ation is achieved using the  linac in ternal 

jaws to  create a 3 x 3  (cm)2 field a t 100 cm. A second Pb  collimator of 10.2-cm thickness 

and a non-diverging 0.77-cm-diameter opening is m ounted on a custom  ‘shadow tra y ’ 

a t 60 cm from the upstream  surface of the brem sstrahlung target. A n in-house external 

m onitor cham ber is mounted between th e  jaws and  the second collim ator. Its  sensitive 

volume is a cylinder of diam eter 11.5 cm and thickness 2 mm. T he cham ber is used 

for ou tpu t norm alization instead of the linac built-in  multi-elem ent cham ber to  avoid 

potential uncertainties from the complex feedback mechanisms of the  la tte r. Unlike 

the m easurem ents on the research linac, the small field created by the  jaw s precludes 

the use of a field chamber between the two collim ators to  monitor drifts in the  beam  

direction. However, the signal from a short Cu rod is acquired, and th e  ‘C u-to-m onitor’ 

ratio  is used to  correct for linac drifts as done in the  research linac m easurem ents. T he 

upstream  surface of the attenuato rs is placed a t the p lane of the  m achine isocenter 

a t  100 cm. For the 6, 10, and 25 MV beams, respectively, the m axim um  a tten u a to r 

lengths are 64, 83 and 116 cm for C, and 7.5, 7.5, and 7.0 cm for Pb. T he corresponding 

smallest transm ission signals are ~2% . For the  6 MV beam , additional m easurem ents 

are performed with Cu a ttenuators (maximum length 11 cm). T he Cu d a ta  are used 

to  tes t the attenuator-independence of the  unfolded spectra  by com paring the  spectra  

unfolded using C +  Cu d a ta  against those using C +  Pb  da ta . Past the  a ttenuato rs, th e  

details are the same as those for the  research linac measurements. T he setup  is aligned 

a t the 1 mm level a t ~ 3  m using the light field and two orthogonal telescopes. C om pared

3.5. CLINICAL LINAC MEASUREMENTS
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with the soft flattening-filter-free beam s of the research linac, the clinical beam s have 

flatter profiles a t the  Farmer cham ber location, which further reduces th e  effect of 

chamber positioning uncertainties. M easurem ents are performed using a  horizontal 

beam  position to reduce floor backscatter into the  cham ber and cables.

Data acquisition-. The m easured Farm er cham ber currents with th e  W -alloy cap and 

with no a ttenuato r present are ~150 to  250 pA  going from  6 to  25 MV. These cur

rents correspond to  a dose ra te  to  w ater of ~ 4 5  to  75 cG y/m in if the  bare cham ber 

were in a  water phantom . W ith  the  longest a ttenuato rs, the Farm er cham ber cur

rents are ~ 50  times lower. Unlike the research linac, which has m inim al feedback, th e  

continuous feedback in the clinical linac causes larger fluctuations in the  signals w ith 

short charge collection tim e (5 s for the  signals with no attenuators). To m aintain  a 

0.1% standard  deviation on the  m ean for short-term  repeatability, th e  num ber of repeat 

m easurem ents is increased threefold com pared to  the research linac m easurem ents.

Experimental corrections: T he correction for ou tpu t fluctuations using the  external 

m onitor chamber signal is <1% , and the correction for short-term  beam  drifts using 

the ‘Cu-to-m onitor’ ratio  is <0.25%. These corrections are smaller th a n  their respective 

ones for the  research linac beam s (<3.5%  and <2%) because the continuous feedback 

mechanisms in the clinical linac lead to  a more stable ou tpu t. The polarity  correction, 

PPoi, is shown in Fig. 3.8. It is the largest correction and can be up to  6% for th e  

smallest signals in the  highest-M V beam . The larger Ppoi for the 25 MV beam  can be 

explained by the larger scatter signals into the  cham ber cables, which can be due to  

increased head leakage, increased leakage through the collimators, and larger fraction 

of the  beam  penetrating  through the detector -  all of which lead to  m ore rad iation  in 

the room. Similar to  the  research beam s, Ppoi is larger for the PM M A  cap com pared 

with the W -alloy cap, and m arginally larger for the C attenuators com pared w ith the

3.5. CLINICAL LINAC MEASUREMENTS
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Figure 3.7: A view of the full m easurem ent setup on th e  clinical linac. (a) Al 
shadow tray  w ith lead collimation m ounted on it, (b) graphite a tte n u a to r  assem 
bly for the lowest MV beam  (6 MV), (c) th ird  collim ator, and, (d) A19 cham ber 
with the  PM M A cap on a  linear transla to r. -

Elekta, Exradin A19
M V  att. cap1.06

1.05

1.04

□ 10 Pb PMMA 
-• 25 C, W-alloy

1.02 — -O 25 Pb W-alloy 
7 - r - -O 25 Pb, PMMA

1.01

10.01 0.1

Figure 3.8: For the clinical linac beams, the polarity  correction factor, Ppoi , versus 
the experim ental transm ission signals, Texp. From P aper IV.
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Pb attenuators. Corrections for ion recom bination and room  scatter are sm all and very 

similar to  those for the research beams.

Uncertainty budget: An uncertain ty  budget for the  fully-corrected transm ission signals is 

constructed similar to  th a t  done for the  research beam s (Table 3.2, p .55). T he two m ain 

differences for the clinical beam s are: (a) the uncertain ty  component due to  sho rt-te rm  

repeatability  is smaller, and, (b) the  uncertain ty  com ponents on the  incident electron 

beam  param eters are not included because they are unknown and because the  clinical 

linac is not used as the prim ary benchm ark. T he to ta l standard  uncerta in ty  on the  

smallest signals is 0.35%.

3.6 S u m m ary

In th is chapter, m ethods are presented for au tom ated  transm ission m easurem ents, down 

to  ~1.7% , on the research linac (eight beams) and  on a typical clinical linac (three beam s) 

M easurements are made using the  a tten u a to r/d e tec to r configuration th a t  gives the  best 

energy sensitivity (C4 in §2.5). Experim ental corrections are applied for drifts in the  

beam  direction (2%), polarity  (2.5% typical m axim um , 6% extreme), ion recom bina

tion (0.2%), leakage (0.3%) and room scatter (0.8%) -  the values in parentheses are the  

largest corrections applied. Based on a  detailed uncertain ty  budget, th e  uncertain ty  

on the smallest transm ission signals is ~0.4% . The dom inant po ten tia l contribu tors 

to  m easurem ent uncertainties axe beam  drifts, polarity  effects, leakage and  a tten u a to r 

mass thickness. Ignoring the investigated experim ental influence quan tities can collec

tively introduce errors of more than  10% in the  m easured signals. T he m easured d a ta  

presented in th is chapter are used for benchm arking EGSnrc (Ch. 4) and for unfolding 

spectra and incident electron energies (Ch. 5).

3.6. SUMMARY



Chapter 4

A  sensitive EGSnrc benchm ark

Transmission measurem ents are a  particularly  sensitive prim ary benchm ark of M onte 

Carlo codes (compared with, e.g., depth-dose m easurem ents) because the  extrem e a t

tenuation, the  extreme collimation, and the  lack of volume scatter collectively amplify 

small effects th a t would otherwise be averaged out. No previous studies used m egavolt

age transm ission m easurem ents to  benchm ark a  M onte Carlo code because for clinical 

linacs the  electron param eters are not known accurately, and the head geom etry is com

plex. In this chapter, the m easured transm ission d a ta  from Ch. 3 for the  research linac 

beam s are used to  benchm ark EGSnrc since the electron param eters for th is linac are in

dependently known and the geometry is simple and accurately known. T he benchm ark 

includes relative sensitivity studies of transm ission d a ta  (§4.5), and direct com parisons 

of EGSnrc-calculated d a ta  against m easurem ents (§4.6). T he benchmark is also used to  

validate the  EGSnrc-calculated detector energy response from §2.3, and to  identify the  

lim iting factors th a t  affect the  accuracy of transm ission calculations.

4.1  M o d e llin g  th e  research  lin ac  se tu p

BEAMnrc37,38 is used to  model the  m easurem ent setup on the research linac from  th e  

exit window to the downstream  end of the  th ird  collim ator using th e  details given 

in Ch. 3. The incident electron param eters are taken from  §3.1. Based on the  discus
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sions in §3.2 and §3.4, the individual m ass thicknesses of the C a tten u a to rs  are used, 

while the  average density and the  physical lengths of the  Pb a tten u a to rs  are used. 

A ttenuator im purities are modelled. The BEAMnrc sim ulation efficiency is improved 

using directional brem sstrahlung sp litting  (DBS)41 as well as variable photon sp litting  

a t the upstream  face of the a ttenuato r. The usercode c a v i t y 39 is used to  m odel the  

Farmer chambers (Exradin A19 and PTW 30013) from their blueprints,73 fitted  w ith 

the  W-alloy, PM M A or Al caps. BEAMnrc is used as a  shared library inpu t to  c a v i t y  

to  elim inate the need for phase-space storage and for particle recycling. Doses to  the  

cavity of the chamber are calculated to  ~0.15%  sta tistica l uncertainty.

The m ost accurate low- and high-energy physics options available in EGSnrc are 

used in all simulations. This has to  be done because the  extended dim ensions (~ 3  m), 

the  extrem e a ttenuation  and the  extrem e collim ation strongly amplify w hat would o th 

erwise be small physics effects. For instance, Rayleigh scattering is com m only known 

to  be relevant only for low energies. However, EGSnrc simulations for th e  10 M V beam  

(the lowest MV beam, with 1.5 MeV m ean photon energy) show th a t  ignoring Rayleigh 

scattering with Pb attenuators leads to  errors up to  2% in the sm allest transm ission 

data. O ther second-order effects th a t  are  turned  ON are incoherent sca ttering  correc

tions (binding effects, radiative corrections and double Com pton), electron-electron 

brem sstrahlung in the target, electron im pact ionization, and explicit trip le t produc

tion. The photon energy cutoff is 10 keV. The refined N IST XCOM cross sections from 

App. C are used for all simulations.

4.2  B rem sstra h lu n g  angu lar sam p lin g

The EGSnrc-calculated transm ission d a ta  are found to  be particularly sensitive to  th e  

choice of the brem sstrahlung angular sam pling option. EGSnrc offers two sam pling 

options: KM and Sim ple -  see §1.5 for a  needed introduction. I t is no t im m ediately

4.2. BREMSSTRAHLUNG ANGULAR SAMPLING
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obvious which of the two options is more accurate because the underlying assum ptions 

are not strictly  satisfied for either of them . Fig. 4.1 shows the effect of the  angular 

sampling options on th e  calculated transm ission data. The effect is because, after 

sampling the  energy of a  brem sstrahlung photon, the different formulae used to  sam ple 

the emission angle lead to  slightly different spectra  seen by the Farm er cham ber due to  

the high degree of collimation. The effect generally increases with th e  atom ic num ber of 

the target and can be up to 5%. An im portan t observation is th a t th e  absolute cavity 

doses (i.e., before norm alization to  the  cavity dose with no attenuator) when using the  

two sam pling options differ by up to  16%, 9% and 4% for the Be, A1 and  Pb targets, 

respectively. A related observation is th a t in th e  previous N al m easurem ents of photon 

spectra on the  same linac, the absolute EGSnrc yield calculations6 on th e  beam  axis using 

the KM option were w ithin the  5% experim ental uncertainties of the N al m easurem ents. 

Combining these two observations, it can be concluded th a t  for on-axis yields the  KM 

option is more accurate. Therefore the  KM option is used throughout th is study. This 

worsens the sim ulation efficiency for the  research linac setup  by a factor of 2.6. A typical 

calculation, not optim ized for efficiency, takes of the order of a few tens of hours on a 

single 3.6 GHz CPU core. Finally, it is difficult to  use only the  comparison between the  

measured and calculated transm ission d a ta  of th is  study  to  draw a  conclusion regarding 

the accuracy of the KM and S im ple options. T h is is because cross section uncertain ties 

are amplified by the strong a ttenuation , which com plicates the analysis.

4.3 M o d e llin g  p h oton u clear  a tte n u a tio n

In the  context of determ inistic calculations of transm ission d a ta  using Eq. 1.1 (p. 8) dur

ing the unfolding, it  was dem onstrated  in Fig. 2.8 (p. 33) th a t  photonuclear a ttenuation  

is im portan t for accurate calculations. T he sam e argum ent applies to  transm ission d a ta

4.3. MODELLING PHOTONUCLEAR ATTENUATION
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1.02 R esearch linac. 15 MV, Exradin A19 with W-alloy cap

1.01

1.00

5*H
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target att.
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Be Pb0.96

0.95 Al Pb 
Pb C 
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Figure 4.1: For the 15 MV beam  of the  research linac, the effect of using the  
different brem sstrahlung angular sampling options offered in EGSnrc (KM and 
Sim ple) on the calculated transm ission, T . The 15 MV beam is typ ical of o ther 
beams. From Paper III.

% 1.04
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Q.

4015 20 25
photon energy / MeV

Figure 4.2: For the target m aterials of the research linac, fractional increase in the  
NIST XCOM to ta l cross sections when the  IAEA photonuclear d a ta  are included. 
From Paper V.
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(a) C att., W-alloy cap1.08
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■--------■ 20 Pb ON
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• ------- •  30 Al ON
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Figure 4.3: For the high-MV beam s of the research linac, the figure shows the  
improvement in the agreement between EGSnrc-calculated transm ission, TEGSnrc, 
and those m easured experimentally, T exp, when the  photonuclear effect (PN) 
is modelled in EGSnrc. T he lcr uncertain ty  bars are obtained by adding in 
quadrature the to ta ls of the  uncertain ty  budgets for Texp (Table 3.2, p. 55) and 
T egsutc (Table4.1, p. 68). Photon  cross section uncertainties are not included. 
From Paper V.
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calculated by M onte Carlo. As p a rt of th is study, EGSnrc is upgraded to  m odel photonu

clear a ttenuation  w ithout modelling secondary particles. T he  im plem entation allows for 

tu rn ing  photonuclear a ttenuation  ON on all the  geom etric regions of a  sim ulation, or on 

a  region-by-region basis. A sum m ary of this work is given in  App. D. All EGSnrc calcu

lations th a t model the experim ental setup have photonuclear attenuation ON everywhere 

except in the  detector.

The m ain photonuclear effect is from the  a ttenuato rs  because of their large mass 

thicknesses (their photonuclear cross sections are given in Fig. 2.7, p. 32). Moreover, the  

strong variation of photonuclear cross sections w ith energy for the targe ts  (Fig. 4.2, p. 65) 

and for other m inor m aterials in the p a th  of the photon beam  leads to  small spectral dif

ferences, which leads to  additional effects on th e  EGSnrc-calculated transm ission data . 

Fig. 4.3 shows th a t  for the high-M V beams, m odelling photonuclear a ttenuations ev

erywhere in the  geometry significantly improves the  agreem ent between m easured and 

EGSnrc-calculated transm ission data . For the 30 MV beam  with th e  longest g raphite  

a ttenuato r, the  5.6% photonuclear effect is 5.2% from the C attenuator and 0.4% from 

the Al target.

4 .4  M on te  C arlo u n cer ta in ty  b u d g et

The uncertain ty  budget for the  EGSnrc-calculated transm ission d a ta  is given in Ta

ble 4.1. The uncertain ty  from the  detector energy response is deduced from  the  level 

of agreement between m easurem ents and EGSnrc calculations for th e  relative Farm er 

cham ber response (§4.5). T he fundam ental quantity  W /e  is the am ount of energy de

posited in the  air cavity per Coulomb of charge released, and it is assum ed constan t 

w ith electron energy. The upper bound estim ate on the variation of W /e  from  60Co 

to  25 MV is 0.25% (68% confidence).81 Applying th is to  the range of spectral varia

tion versus transm ission gives an uncertain ty  of ~0.1% . From the large effects shown

4.4. MONTE CARLO UNCERTAINTY BUDGET
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Table 4.1: The uncertainty budget for the EGSnrc-calculated transm ission da ta . 
Values are given for one relative standard  uncertainty, u. The sim ulation s ta tis tica l 
uncertainty is Type A and the  o ther com ponents are T ype B. The to ta l uncertain ty  
is obtained by adding its com ponents in quadrature . From  Paper III.

Uncertainty com ponent u / %

Simulation sta tistical uncertain ty  
Detector energy response
EGSnrc wrt its own cross sections (Fano te s t)32 
W /e  variation with electron energy 
Brem sstrahlung energy-angle d istributions 
Cross section uncertainties

Total

0.15
0.15
0.1
0.1

not included 
not included

0.25

in §4.2 when using different brem sstrahlung angular sam pling options, it can be ex trap 

olated th a t  the accuracy of even the  more accurate energy-angle d istribu tion  will have 

an effect on the calculated transm ission data , b u t it is beyond the scope of th is  study. 

The photon cross section uncertainties are discussed separately in Ch. 6. G eom etric 

uncertainties are considered p a rt of the experim ental uncertainty budget (§3.4), and 

they are not included in the M onte Carlo budget to  avoid double counting.

4.5  S e n s itiv ity  o f  tra n sm iss io n  d a ta  (re la tiv e  co m p a riso n s)

Fig. 4.4 shows comparisons between m easurem ents and EGSnrc calculations of the  sen

sitivity of transmission d a ta  to  a  num ber of sm all changes in the experim ental setup  

and in the operating param eters. The uncertain ty  on a given ra tio  is sm aller th an  

th a t on its components because m any correlated Type-B uncertainties (e.g., those due 

to  cross sections) cancel out. Overall, excellent agreem ent between m easurem ents and 

calculations is obtained. The d a ta  suggest th a t, on average, EGSnrc is accurate  for rel

ative ion chamber response calculations a t the 0.2% level. This supplem ents previous 

experim ental validations a t low energies82,83 and a t high energies.84

4.5. SENSITIVITY OF TRANSMISSION DATA (RELATIVE COMPARISONS)
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Figure 4.4: For the research linac beams, m easurem ents and EGSnrc calculations 
of the sensitivity of transm ission d a ta  to  small changes in: (a) the  m ateria l of the  
buildup cap, (b) the Farmer chamber construction details, (c) the  b rem sstrah lung  
target, and, (d) the incident electron energy. The abscissae are th e  experim ental 
transm ission data, Texp, from the denom inator of the ra tio  plotted in each panel. In 
panels (c) and (d), the  pairs shown are different (a ttenua to r/cap ) com binations. In 
a  given ratio, the correlation between th e  two transm ission values makes th e  effect of 
m any sources of uncertainties (including photon cross sections) cancel ou t. T here
fore, for Texp, the uncertainty bars are from the  contribution of only the  first th ree 
items in the budget in T ab le3.2 (p. 55). For the  EGSnrc data , only s ta tis tica l uncer
tainties are relevant. Note the  very different scales of the  ordinates. From  P aper III.
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In Fig. 4.4a, the  large variation (~13% ) in transm ission for a relatively sm all change 

in the atom ic num ber of the buildup cap m aterial underlines the im portance of accurate 

detector response modelling in transm ission analysis. T he agreement in Fig. 4.4a for 

the relative effect of the  buildup cap is an indirect validation of the  EGSnrc-calculated 

detector energy response for these caps (Fig. 2.2, p. 22), which is la te r used during 

spectral unfolding. The level of agreem ent in Fig. 4.4a is used to deduce an uncertain ty  

component in Table 4.1 (p. 68) for the  detector energy response.

Fig. 4.4b shows th a t  even for similar Farmer-class 0.6 cc chambers and the  sam e 

buildup cap, transm ission d a ta  are sensitive to  the  detector construction details, which 

indicates the im portance of modelling such details. Given that the  range of variation 

of transm ission in Fig. 4.4b is only 1%, the  ability of EGSnrc calculations to  accurately  

model th a t change is remarkable.

Fig. 4.4c dem onstrates the sensitivity to  the  targe t m aterial and the  ability of 

EGSnrc to  model it. The behavior is case-specific because of the in terp lay  betw een the  

spectral shapes from the  different targets, the detector energy response w ith different 

caps, and the energy dependence of th e  a ttenuation  coefficient for different a ttenuato rs. 

For instance, the same four curves b u t for the 15 MV beam  are all above unity.

Fig. 4.4d shows th a t a 4.7% change in the incident electron energy leads to  a  ~7%  

change in transm ission for C attenuators. The sm aller effect with Pb  a tten u a to rs  (~2% ) 

should not be m isinterpreted as lack of energy sensitivity. Rather, it is because th e  

Pb attenuation  coefficient has a m inim um  at ~  2.5 MeV. Therefore even though th e  

transm ission values do not change significantly with energy, the con tribu tion  to  them  

from photons at different energies does. The overall sensitivity to sm all energy changes 

is useful for accurate spectral unfolding.

4.5. SENSITIVITY OF TRANSMISSION DATA (RELATIVE COMPARISONS)
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4.6  D irec t com p arison s o f  tra n sm iss io n  d a ta

An example of the m easured and the  EGSnrc-calculated transm ission curves is shown 

in Fig. 4.5. The ratios of the  EGSnrc-calculated transm ission to the  m easured tran s

mission are shown in Fig. 4.6 for all beams. Unlike the relative com parisons of Fig. 4.4, 

the comparisons here are affected by all th e  experim ental and the M onte Carlo uncer

ta in ty  components, in addition to  cross section uncertainties. The overall agreem ent is 

excellent for a  reduction in transm ission by a factor of ~ 6 0 , particularly  th a t  there  is 

no tuning of the incident electron param eters in the  EGSnrc model. For C a ttenuato rs, 

the agreem ent is b e tte r than  2% for all beam s except for the 10 MV beam  (better 

than  3.4%). For Pb a ttenuators, the agreem ent is typically better th a n  1%.

As shown below in §6.2, uniformly scaling the photon  cross sections used in the  

EGSnrc calculations (with the  photonuclear effect included) by +0.41%  of un ity  for C 

and by -0.02% of unity  for Pb  makes th e  m ajority  of th e  data in Fig. 4.6 agree w ith 

unity w ithin the uncertainty bars. These levels of uniform scaling of cross sections are 

well w ithin the current estim ates of photon cross section uncertainties.85 Therefore 

it is plausible to  a ttrib u te  the  discrepancies beyond the  uncertainty bars in Fig. 4.6 

to  cross section uncertainties. This excess discrepancy is used in §6.2 to  deduce an 

estim ate of photon cross section uncertainties th a t  is more realistic th an  the  currently  

used estim ates for the  energy range of th is study.

A lthough cross section uncertainties alone are enough to  explain the  small discrep

ancies in Fig. 4.6, other possible explanations are explored here, b u t they  are extrem ely 

difficult to  verify because cross section errors are not known accurately. Fig. 4.6 shows 

th a t the  agreement worsens for smaller transm ission values, which is obvious for C and 

more subtle for Pb. This trend  is characteristic of a cross section effect, b u t can also 

be due to  o ther effects th a t make a larger fraction of sm aller transm ission values (simi-
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Figure 4.5: An example of the  m easured and the  EGSnrc-calculated transm ission 
curves for a  given beam  and different a ttenuato r/bu ildup-cap  com binations. The 
uncertainty bars are from T ables3.2 (p. 55) and  4.1 (p. 68), and th ey  are sm aller 
than  the  size of the  symbols. Photon  cross section uncertainties are  n o t included 
for the calculated transm ission.

lar to  the effects of Ppo; or the  a tten u ato r mass thickness th a t  are already accounted fo r). 

For C attenuators, EGSnrc results are always larger th an  experiment, which is reassur

ing th a t  it is unlikely to  be due to  additional scatter effects that are  unaccounted for 

(because they would have m ade the  experim ental results larger th a n  th e  EGSnrc re

sults). The agreement for the  10 MV beam  (the lowest stable MV beam  on the  linac) 

is clearly worse th an  th a t  for other beams. T his is reflective of th e  beam  instability  

(and possibly other) issues for th a t  beam . There are subtle  hints of M V -clustering of 

the d a ta  in Fig. 4.6, which m ay indicate second-order beam-specific issues (related to  

the linac performance) th a t  have not been accounted for experimentally. I t  m ight also 

indicate small energy dependence of cross section errors.

Research linac, 15 MV, Al target

solid lines: experiment 
dashed lines: EGSnrc (no tuning) 

W-alloy cap: 2, 4, 6,8, 10 
PMMA cap: 1, 3, 5,7, 9

attenuator mass thickness / g cm
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Figure 4.6: For the research linac beams, ratio  of the  transm ission d a ta  calculated 
from a  full EGSnrc model of the  experim ent, TsGSnrc, to  those m easured experim en
tally, Texp. Each panel includes d a ta  for the following M V /brem sstrah lung-target 
combinations: 10 MV/A1 ( x ) ,  15 M V /Be (O), 15 MV/A1 (□ ), 15 M V /P b  (O), 
20 MV/A1 (A),  20 M V /P b  ( v ) i  and 30 MV/A1 (-X-). T he lcr uncerta in ty  bars are 
obtained by adding in quadratu re  the to ta ls of the  uncertainty budgets for Texp (Ta
ble 3.2, p. 55) and Tegsutc (T ab le4.1, p. 68). Pho ton  cross section uncertain ties are 
not included for the calculated transm ission. From P aper III.
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4 .7  S u m m ary

In this chapter, the  m easured transm ission d a ta  for the  research linac are used as a 

sensitive prim ary benchm ark of EGSnrc. It. is found th a t  accurate transm ission cal

culations require the use of the m ost accurate d a ta  and physics options available in 

EGSnrc, particularly  the more accurate brem sstrahlung angular sam pling option (a 5% 

effect) and the  modelling of photonuclear attenuation , which was added  during th is 

study (a 5.6% effect). Relative transm ission comparisons imply th a t EGSnrc is accurate 

w ithin 0.2% for relative ion cham ber response calculations. The relative com parisons 

indirectly validate the EGSnrc-calculated detector energy responses th a t  are used in 

the next chapter during the unfolding. Direct comparisons of m easured and  EGSnrc- 

calculated transm ission d a ta  show agreem ent b e tte r  th an  2% for C (3.4% for the  10 MV 

beam) and typically better th an  1% for Pb. The differences can be explained by accept

able photon cross section changes of <0.4%  of unity. Given the small experim ental and 

com putational uncertainties, it  can be concluded th a t cross section uncertain ties are 

the u ltim ate lim iting factor for any calculated transm ission data. T he full d a ta  needed 

for others to  benchm ark M onte Carlo codes are available on the web in R eport III.

4.7. SUMMARY
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U nfolded spectra

and incident electron  energies

In th is chapter, the  m easured transm ission d a ta  from Ch. 3 are used to  unfold the  

spectra and the  incident electron energies for the  research and clinical beam s. T he 

unfolded d a ta  for the research beam s constitu te  a direct independent validation of 

the proposed approach, while the  unfolded d a ta  for the  clinical beam s dem onstrate  

its application on a  typical clinical linac. In §5.1 and §5.2, m ethods are presented to  

facilitate the validation of the  unfolded spectra. The unfolding details are sum m arized 

in §5.3, including a  clear definition of the  role th a t  M onte Carlo plays in the  unfolding 

(to avoid potential confusion w ith th e  o ther M onte Carlo investigations done in th is 

study). Then the results of the  unfolded d a ta  and their validation are given for th e  

research beam s (§5.4) and for the  clinical beam s (§5.5).

5.1 R esearch  linac d irect in d ep en d e n t v a lid a tion  m e th o d s

For the  research linac beams, the  differences between the  transmission m easurem ent 

setup and the previous Nal m easurem ent se tup6,11,12 are listed in Table 5.1. These 

differences need to  be factored out to  be able to  validate the  unfolded sp ec tra  against 

the N al-m easured spectra  and their corresponding EGSnrc spectra.
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The first difference in Table 5.1 is the dose rate, which can affect the  incident 

electron beam , and consequently the  resulting brem sstrahlung spectra. However, for 

the  research linac, the  electron beam  characteristics a t the  exit window are controlled 

by the settings of the combined m agnet/s lit system  a t the  end of a  very long drift 

tube. Therefore changes in the  dose ra te  are unlikely to  change the  spectrum , and it is 

thus justified to benchm ark the  spectra  unfolded from transm ission d a ta  m easured a t 

near-therapeutic dose rates against the  N al spectra  m easured at u ltralow  dose rates.

The rem aining differences in Table 5.1 lead to small differences in the  spectra. 

EGSnrc sim ulation of the two setups show th a t  the dom inant con tribu to r to  spectral 

differences between the two setups is the  difference in the  pre-target m aterials. T he 

RMS energy fluence deviation between the  energy fluence spectra of th e  two setups 

is of the order of a  few per cent. T he beam  w ith th e  largest RMS deviation (5%) is 

th a t w ith the Be target. This is because, com pared w ith other targe ts , the  d isparity  

is largest between the atom ic num ber of Be and  the effective atom ic num ber of the  

pre-target m aterials. T he spectral differences between the  two setups are accounted for 

using a ‘transfer’ factor, Ft_i0 _no.i■ For a given a tten u a to r m aterial and  m ass thickness, 

Frjto-Nai is defined as the transm ission value using the  N al setup param eters in Ta

ble 5.1, divided by the corresponding transm ission value using the transm ission setup  

param eters. The values of FT_to_^aI are determ ined from  Eq. 1.1 (p. 8) using ip(E) for 

the spectra seen by the detectors in bo th  setups (pre-caleulated using EGSnrc). T he 

factor Fr_to-Nai is called a ‘transfer’, ra the r th an  a ‘correction’, factor because it is spe

cific to th is prim ary benchm ark which compares two experiments, and it is no t needed 

for clinical m easurem ents. T he m easured transm ission d a ta  are m ultiplied by FT_to.Nai 

before the unfolding to  enable the comparison between the  unfolded spectra  and their 

respective Nal-m easured ones. Fig. 5.1 shows the  variation of Fr_to.Nai w ith  transm is

sion. The transfer factor is generally small (<2.5%  from unity), except for the  extrem e 

case of a  Be target discussed above (up to  5.1% from unity).

5.1. RESEARCH LINAC DIRECT INDEPENDENT VALIDATION METHODS
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Table 5.1: For the  research linac, differences between the  transm ission m easurem ent 
setup and the previous Nal m easurem ent se tup .6,11,12 From  Paper IV.

Aspect of difference Nal setup Transmission setup

. Dose Rate a t ~ 3  m 
Pre-target m aterial

Three target thicknesses
(a) Pb for 10, 20 MV
(b) Al for 30 MV 
Two incident MeV 
Energy spread 
Radial spread 
Divergence
Cone half angle

~1  photon /pu lse  
0.013 cm pure T i exit window 
+  0.01(5)“ cm pure Si m onitor 
+ 0.0051 cm steel cham ber wall 
+  1.685 cm air

0.805, 1.008 cm
6.00 cm
15.18, 30.45
Gaussian, a = 0.64%
uniform circle, dia. 0.35 cm
assumed none in Ref. 6
0.22°

~40 cG y /m in  
0.00412 cm Ti alloy exit 
window, 4.42 g /cm 3,
(90% T i, 6% Al, 4% V)
+ 2.05 cm air

0.793, 1.016 cm
6.60 cm
15.00, 30.00
Gaussian, cr =  0.4%
Gaussian, 1 mm FW H M
0.03°, apex 1 m upstream
0.29°

“It is 0.010 cm for the Be target and 0.015 cm for the Al and Pb targets

Vickers research linac, C attenuators1.06
MV target .

Be

1.04 Pb

Pb
2
si 1.02

LI-

1.00

solid lines: W-alloy cap 
dashed lines: PMMA cap -

0.98

0.01 0.1 1

Figure 5.1: For the research linac beam s, the ‘transfer’ factor Fr_to.Nai versus the 
experimental transm ission, Texp, for C attenuators. Except for the  Be targe t, the  
transfer factor differs from unity by <2.5%. The corresponding transfer factors 
for Pb  attenuators are smaller (<  1.6% from unity). From  Paper IV.
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5.2 C lin ica l lin ac  v a lid a tio n  m eth o d s

Unlike the  research beams, direct independent validation is not available for the  clinical 

beams. Therefore the unfolded quantities are validated using the two m ethods described 

below. The two m ethods combined constitu te  a  rigorous te s t  of the unfolding accuracy.

First validation method: This m ethod does not involve using the  unfolded spectral 

shape. It is m eant to validate the  unfolded electron energy only. In th is m ethod, 

BEAMnrc37’38/ c a v i t y 39 are used to  calculate transm ission values from  a  full m odel of 

the experim ental setup, and these d a ta  are com pared to  the m easured transm ission 

signals. The incident electron energies used in the EGSnrc sim ulations are th e  un 

folded values from the transm ission m easurem ents (§5.5). The o ther needed electron 

param eters are taken from Tonkopi et al, 3  who estim ated these param eters using in-air 

off-axis ratio  m easurem ents on the  sam e linac. Those o ther param eters are: (a) energy 

spread: none, (b) focal spot: G aussian w ith FW HM  values of 0.15, 0.05 and  0.19 cm for 

the 6, 10, and 25 MV beams, respectively, and, (c) m ean angular divergence: none for 

the 6 and 10 MV beams and 1.15° for the  25 MV beam. Photonuclear a ttenuation  is in

cluded everywhere except in the  detector. Its effect a t 25 M V on the sm allest calculated 

transm ission values is 1.5% for C a ttenuato rs  and 2% for Pb; the effect is negligible for 

the 6 and 10 MV beams.

Second validation method: In this m ethod, BEAMnrc is used to m odel the  setup  to  

ex tract the  prim ary photon spectra  a t the a ttenuato r surface. T he unfolded spectra  

are com pared to the  BEAMnrc spectra. As in the  first m ethod, EGSnrc sim ulations use 

the unfolded electron energies in com bination w ith the o ther electron param eters from 

above. By definition, the  EGSnrc spectra  and the  unfolded spectra have an identical 

endpoint energy. Therefore th is m ethod is m eant to  validate th e  unfolded spectral 

shape, as a  complement to the  first m ethod.

5.2. CLINICAL LINAC VALIDATION METHODS
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5.3 U n fo ld in g  u sin g  ex p e r im en ta l d a ta

The unfolding details are the sam e as those given earlier in §2.2 (hence not reproduced 

here), except th a t the input transm ission d a ta  are  experimental, ra th e r th an  com puta

tional. The following details are in addition to  those of §2.2.

For a given MV, the  d a ta  of the four m easured transm ission curves from  the  dif

ferent a ttenuato r/cap  combinations are fed sim ultaneously to  the unfolding algorithm . 

For the research linac beams, the experim ental d a ta  are multiplied by the  transfer fac

tor Fxuo-Nai before being used as input. For th e  beam s of both linacs, th e  variances 

for weighting the input d a ta  are based on the final results of the experim ental uncer

tain ty  budgets (including the uncertain ties in the  electron source param eters for the  

research linac beams). Photonuclear a ttenuation  is included in the  to ta l photon  cross 

sections (§2.6). The energy fluence spectrum  is specified using the new functional form 

(Eq. 2.1, p. 17). T he incident electron energy is one of the  four free param eters of the  

function, and it is searched for concurrently w ith the o ther three (except for the  30 MV 

beam  of the research linac, where an exhaustive grid search86 on the  electron energy 

was necessary). The m inimization is robust against different initial estim ates of the  

free param eters, including the electron energy (w ithin m any MeV of the  nom inal MV). 

No a-priori knowledge of the linac head details is required.

Non-ideal a ttenuation  is corrected for using the iterative m ethod of §2.7. The 

m ethod does not require knowledge of the  linac head details. It uses the  unfolded spec

trum  as a point source in EGSnrc calculations to  estim ate a  correction factor, Fnm_ideai, 

th a t  accounts for the  combined effect of non-ideal conditions. The experim ental tran s

mission da ta  are com putationally corrected by F non_ideai,  and a revised spectrum  is un

folded. In practice, only one iteration is needed for the  spectrum  to  converge. Fig. 5.2 

shows examples of the estim ated Fnon_ideai after one iteration  ( up to  a  1.5% correction).

5.3. UNFOLDING USING EXPERIMENTAL DATA
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T
. Vickers research linac

0.985 f

X 10 Al C W-alloy
■ 15 Be Pb PMMA
♦  15 Al C PMMA
a  15 Pb Pb W-alloy
•  20 Pb C PMMA
*  30 Al C W-alloy

0.01 0.1
T

1
exp

Figure 5.2: For the research linac beams, the  correction factor F*m  ideai versus 
the experim ental transm ission, Texp, after one iteration (hence th e  superscrip t 1). 
The non-ideal corrections for th e  clinical beam s are comparable. From P aper IV.

W ith  16 degrees of freedom (20 m easurem ent poin ts minus 4 free param eters), 

the  typical final reduced Xmin between the inpu t experimental transm ission signals 

and those calculated using the  final free param eters is lower than unity. Given th a t  

the spectral functional form is no t over-param eterized, a  lower-than-unity Xmin implies 

th a t  the experim ental uncertain ty  budget is conservative -  possibly from  ignoring th e  

correlation between the uncertain ty  com ponents, a n d /o r  from using extrem e effects to  

deduce some components.

M onte Carlo plays an auxiliary b u t im portan t role in the  spectral unfolding in only 

two areas: detector energy response modelling, and corrections for non-ideal a tte n u a 

tion. The M onte Carlo-calculated detector response is experim entally validated  (§4.5), 

and the correction for non-ideal conditions is no t very sensitive to  th e  spectrum  used 

to  estim ate it (§2.7). Therefore the unfolded spectra  do not have a  significant M onte 

Carlo bias, and can thus be considered independent experim ental spectra.

5.3. UNFOLDING USING EXPERIMENTAL DATA
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5.4 U n fo ld ed  d a ta  for th e  research  lin ac

For the research beams, comparisons of the unfolded sp ec tra  and th e  unfolded incident 

electron energies, E e, against the benchm ark d a ta  are shown in Fig. 5.3 and Table 5.2.

Normalization: The spectra in figure 5.3, and th e  RMS energy fluence deviations in 

Table 5.2 are based on norm alization of each spectrum  to  unit energy fluence. This 

m ethod of norm alization gives more reasonable weight to  the  higher energy portion  of 

the spectrum  compared w ith norm alization to  u n it fluence, and graphically  reveals the  

discrepancies be tter. It also avoids the  po ten tia l bias from norm alization to a  specific 

point (e.g., the peak).

Confidence bounds: In figure 5.3, the  95% confidence bounds are determ ined  by the  

variances used for weighting the  input transm ission signals during the  m inim ization. 

The bounds include the effect of the  uncertainties in the electron source param eters, and 

the effect of o ther experim ental system atic uncertainties. However, th ey  do not include 

the effect of cross section uncertainties or the system atic errors from  the  functional 

form. The bounds are generally tigh t, which is a  direct resu lt of the sm all experim ental 

uncertainties. For the unfolded 30 MV spectrum , the bounds are larger because the  

incident electron energy is obtained through a  grid search, where the correlation between 

the electron energy and the  o ther free param eters is missing, which is found em pirically 

to  lead to  more conservative uncertain ty  bounds. The bounds have an irregular shape, 

typically with two necks. This is a result of conforming the spectra l shape to  the  

functional form, where some energy fluence values are m ore likely to  be crossed by the  

unfolded spectrum  th an  others.

Accuracy o f the unfolded spectra: The 95% confidence bounds on the  unfolded spectra  

mostly fall w ithin the sta tistical noise of the  N al data. T he comparison of the  unfolded 

spectra against the high precision EGSnrc spectra  also show good agreem ent, w ith some

5.4. UNFOLDED DATA FOR THE RESEARCH LINAC
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Figure 5.3: For the research linac beam s, com parison of the spectra  unfolded from 
transm ission m easurem ents against the  benchm ark Nal-m easured spectra6,11,12 and 
their corresponding EGSnrc spectra. The N al-m easured spectra are the  th in  solid lines 
w ith every other d a ta  point shown as a small circle. T he EGSnrc spectra  are the  thick 
long-dashed lines, w ith negligible sta tistical uncertainty. T he  unfolded spectra  are the  
thick solid lines, with the 95% confidence bounds shown as two thin short-dashed  lines. 
The EGSnrc spectra and the unfolded spectra are often visually indistinguishable from 
each other. Spectra are normalized to  unit energy fluence. Panels (f), (g), and (h) are 
shown on the  following page. From Paper IV.
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Figure 5.3: . . .  continued from the previous page.
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Table 5.2: For the  research linac beams, evaluation of th e  accuracy of the  unfolded 
energy-fluence spectra, ip, and the  unfolded incident electron energies, E e. For th e  
differences between the unfolded and the  EGSnrc spectra, Aip is the  RMS energy 
fluence deviation (normalized to  the m ean energy fluence), and AE mean is the  difference 
in the  mean energy. For the incident electron energy, A  E e is the relative difference in 
E e between the unfolded and th e  bending m agnet values. The bending m agnet values 
are those used during the Nal m easurem ents.6,11' 12 From  Paper IV.

MV
Brem.
target

Atp
(%)

A Ec-x mean
(MeV)

E e (m agnet) ±  1 s.d. 
(both  in MeV)

E e, (unfolded) ±  1 s.d. 
(both in MeV)

A E e 
(%)

10 Al 4.5 0.02 10.09 ±  0.04 9.73 ±  0.11 -3.5
15 Be 4.8 0.09 15.18 ±  0.06 14.84 ±  0.19 -2.3

Al 4.8 0.10 15.13 ±  0.13 -0.3
Pb 5.5 0.02 15.59 ±  0.19 2.7

20 Al 4.0 -0.11 20.28 ±  0.08 20.10 ±  0.21 -0.9
Pb 5.1 -0.11 20.38 ±  0.22 0.5

30 Al 3.1 0.12 30.45 ±  0.12 30.44 ±  0.63 -0.0

small differences. The RMS energy fluence deviation is typically 4.5% (the  average of 

the d a ta  in the th ird  column of T ab le5.2), and the  deviations in the  m ean spectrum  

energy are less than  150 keV. There are several reasons th a t  contribute to  the  differences 

(e.g., around the peaks and in o ther regions) between th e  EGSnrc and the  unfolded 

spectra beyond the confidence bounds, (a) Different norm alization m ethods lead to  

different positioning of the spectra  relative to  each o ther and hence th e  regions of 

discrepancy could change, (b) System atic errors from conforming the  spectra l shape to  

a four-param eter functional form, which are not p a rt of the  confidence bounds shown -  

N.B., from §2.1, when the function is fit directly to  a  variety  of high-precision spectra, 

there is an average of 1.7% RMS energy fluence deviation, (c) U ncertain ties in th e  

photon cross sections th a t  are used during the unfolding (i.e., ^ ( E ) in Eq. 1.1, p. 8). 

(d) The accuracy of the EGSnrc benchm ark spectra, which are affected by second-order 

lim itations in the underlying physics models (e.g., the brem sstrahlung energy-angle 

relations) -  an indication of this possibility is th a t  the spectra generated  by different 

m ature M onte Carlo codes show some differences.6

5.4. UNFOLDED DATA FOR THE RESEARCH LINAC
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Accuracy o f the unfolded electron energies: From Table 5.2. the com parison of the  un

folded E e values against their respective bending m agnet values show th a t  th e  accuracy 

of unfolding the  incident electron energy is ~3% . For th e  m easurem ents w ith  elec

tron  beam s of energies 15.00 and 15.70 MeV (a 4.7% energy change) incident on a  

Pb  target, the unfolded electron energies are, respectively, 15.4 ±  0.2 MeV (1 s.d .) and

16.3 ±  0.2 MeV (1 s.d.). The unfolded values are w ithin ~3%  of their tru e  values, and 

they are outside the  95% confidence bounds of each other. This confirms th e  ~3%  re

solving power of the  technique.

Detector independence: To te s t the independence of the  unfolded spectra  from  the de

tector, the input transm ission d a ta  for the PM M A cap are replaced w ith  those for the  

Al cap (in combination with the W -alloy cap d a ta  in bo th  cases), and th e  correspond

ing detector energy response is used during the  unfolding. Strong overlap is observed 

between the confidence bounds of the  spectra unfolded using the two d a ta  sets. T he 

RMS energy fluence deviations between any two of such unfolded spectra  are sm aller 

than  the overall accuracy of the  technique (viz., the  4.5% average value from  Table 5.2). 

The same results are obtained when the  d a ta  for the Exradin A19 are replaced w ith 

those for the PTW 30013 chamber (w ith its corresponding energy response used during 

the unfolding). These results indicate th a t  the unfolded spectra do no t have system atic 

detector-related bias.

Sensitivity investigation: Figure 5.4 illustrates the  effect of different variations of the  

input da ta  on the unfolding accuracy. From Table 5.2, the  RMS energy fluence devia

tion, A iJj , for the  20 MV beam  from a  Pb  targe t is 5.1%. When only one a tten u a to r 

th a t has a  monotonic attenuation  coefficient, (i.e., C), and one detector (A19 w ith  W - 

alloy cap) are used (which is the approach used in previous studies), Aip  worsens to  

11.2%, even with the  high accuracy of the  transm ission m easurem ents and th e  use of 

the four-param eter spectral functional form. W hen the polarity correction is ignored,
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0.10

Vickers research linac . 
20 MV, Pb target

\ \

50 .0 5

T3
Best unfolded 
C att. alone, W-alloy cap 
Ignored polarity correction 
Ignored photonuclear 
Pb att. alone, PMMA cap

0.00 20
photon energy / MeV

Figure 5.4: For the  20 MV beam  of the research linac, th e  figure shows the  effects 
on the accuracy of the unfolded spectra  when using different variations of the  
input transm ission d a ta  and when ignoring different influence quantities. The 
‘best unfolded’ spectrum  is th a t  from Fig. 5.3f, and it is very close to  th e  EGSnrc 
benchm ark spectrum  (as seen in Fig. 5.3f). T he  other four curves are th e  unfolded 
spectra for the situations shown in the  legend. S pectra  are norm alized to  unit 
energy fluence. From Paper IV.

A'ij) worsens from 5.1% to  8.9%. W hen the  photonuclear effect is ignored, A ip worsens 

from 5.1% to  14.9%. The examples in figure 5.4 underline th e  im portance of the  various 

com putational and experim ental effects investigated. Sensitivity studies for all beam s 

indicate th a t the improvement over previous studies in th e  spectral unfolding accuracy 

is about a factor of 3 (on top of the im provem ents from th e  use of the  new functional 

form and the  accurate detector energy response). As a  theoretical exercise, if P b  is 

the only a ttenuato r used, the unfolding becomes degenerate by definition (because the  

a ttenuation  coefficient for Pb  is not m onotonic in the energy range of in terest), and 

wrong spectra  are likely, as seen in Fig. 5.4.
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5.5  U n fo ld ed  d ata  for th e  c lin ica l linac

For the E lekta Precise beam s, the  unfolded quantities and their validation (using th e  

two m ethods discussed in §5.2) are shown in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6, and in Table5.3. The 

details of the norm alization and the  confidence bounds are the sam e as those for the  

research linac beams (§5.4), except th a t  the  confidence bounds do no t account for the  

uncertainties on the  incident electron param eters.

First validation method: This m ethod validates th e  unfolded electron energy only, E e. 

Fig. 5.5a-c show th a t  the EGSnrc transm ission d a ta , which are  calculated using the  un

folded incident electron energies, agree w ith the  m easured signals w ithin ~1.5%  (three 

tim es the  uncertainty on the ra tio s). This can be caused by several uncerta in ty  compo

nents th a t  are not part of the  error bars in Fig. 5.5, including: (a) the  uncertain ty  on 

the  unfolded electron energy; (b) the uncertainties on the  other electron source param 

eters from Tonkopi et al; (c) the uncertainties in the  pho ton  cross sections in EGSnrc 

calculations; and, (d) the accuracy of the relevant physics models in EGSnrc.

Tonkopi et al3  extracted the incident electron energies for the sam e linac using two 

m ethods: (a) in-air off-axis ra tio  m easurem ents, and, (b) a  combination of electron beam  

depth-dose d a ta  and current settings for the  linac bending magnet. T heir estim ates 

are shown in Table 5.3. The unfolded E e values in the  current s tu d y  differ from  the  

off-axis ratio  estim ates by +6.3% , -1.2%, and +1.5%  for th e  6, 10, and 25 MV beam s, 

respectively. This is investigated here for the  case w ith the  largest difference (i.e., 6 MV). 

The estim ate of E e from Tonkopi et al (i.e., 5.75 MeV) is used in EGSnrc sim ulations 

of the transm ission setup to  calculate the corresponding transm ission values. Fig. 5.5d 

shows th a t the  calculated transm ission values differ from the  measured signals by up to  

9.7%, 5.0% and 2.7% for the  C, Cu, and Pb a ttenuato rs, respectively. T he corresponding 

differences when using the  value of E e unfolded in the  curren t study are w ith in  1% for
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(a) Elekta 6 MV (b) Elekta 10 MV

.02
1.01

.01
1.00

.00—Q—
0.99

«o
U J

h-
(d) Ee from Tonkopi e t  a l  (Ref. 3) 

for Elekta 6 MV
(c) Elekta 25 MV

.02 .00—a _

.01
0.95

.00 ±--o-

0.90

0.99
0.01 0.01 0.1

Texp

Figure 5.5: For the clinical linac (an E lekta  Precise), panels (a) to (c) show the  com par
ison of the  EGSnrc transm ission values, T egshtc (calculated using th e  unfolded incident 
electron energies, E e), to  the experim ental transm ission signals, Texp. T he  d a ta  are for 
the following attenuato r/bu ildup-cap  combinations: C/W -alloy ( • ) ,  C /P M M A  (O), 
Pb/W -alloy (■ ), Pb /PM M A  (□ ), C u/W -alloy (A ) and C u/PM M A  (A ). Panel (d) 
shows the same comparison as in panel (a) bu t when using the E e value estim ated  by 
Tonkopi et al3 from in-air off-axis ratio  m easurem ents on the same linac. T he d a ta  
equivalent to  panel (d) for the  10 and 25 MV beam s show significantly sm aller differ
ences (<3.3%  from unity). Note the very different scale of the ordinate of panel (d). 
From Paper IV.
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Figure 5.6: For the clinical linac (an E lekta  Precise), comparison of the  spectra  un
folded from m easured transm ission signals (thick solid lines) against the EGSnrc spec
tra  (thick long-dashed lines) calculated using the  unfolded incident electron energies. 
The 95% confidence bounds on the unfolded spectra  are the two th in  short-dashed 
lines. All spectra  are unfolded from the  combined d a ta  of C +  Pb a tten u a to rs , except 
for an additional spectrum  in panel (a) which is unfolded using C +  Cu data . Spectra  
are normalized to  unit energy fluence. From P aper IV.
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Table 5.3: For the clinical linac beams, comparison of the unfolded spectra  
against the EGSnrc spectra. The definitions of A tJj and  A Emean are the  sam e 
as in Table 5.2 (p. 84). Also shown are the  estim ated Ee values from  o ther 
studies on the same linac. From Paper IV.

MV
Aip
(%)

A iSmean
(MeV)

E e (MeV) ±  1 s.d. (MeV)

Unfolded, 
th is study

From  off-axis 
ratios, Ref. 3

From e~ depth- 
dose, Ref. 3

6 2.8 0.01 6.1 ±  0.1 5.75 5.7 ±  0.4
10 4.0 -0.06 9.3 ±  0.1 9.4 9.0 ±  0.4
25 4.4 -0.33 19.3 ±  0.2 19.0 19.9 db 0.7

all a ttenuators (Fig. 5.5a), which indicates th a t  it is a more realistic estim ate  of E e. T his 

is also supported by an unpublished extension of the recent work on the  effective point 

of m easurem ent.87 In th is extension, Tessier found th a t an E e value of 6.0 MeV leads to  

better agreement than  5.75 MeV between m easured and EGSnrc-calculated depth-dose 

curves (including a faithful detector model) [Tessier, 2012 -  personal com m unication]. 

The level of agreement in Fig. 5.5a-c loosely suggests th a t  th e  other electron param eters, 

which are taken from Tonkopi et a l 3  are acceptable. The exercise ju s t perform ed to  

test the  effect on sim ulated transm ission signals when using different E e values shows 

strong sensitivity, which is a  useful a ttr ib u te  of the  validation method.

Second validation method: This m ethod validates the  spectral shape only. Fig. 5.6 shows 

good agreement between the unfolded and the  EGSnrc-calculated spectra, w ith  a  typical 

RMS energy fluence deviation of 3.7% (the average of the  data  in th e  second column 

of T ab le5.3). The possible reasons for the discrepancies are  the sam e as those for the  

research linac beams (§5.4), in addition to  the uncertain ties in the  incident electron 

param eters, which are unknown for the  clinical linac beam s. Fig. 5.6a for th e  6 MV 

beam  shows th a t when the  d a ta  for the  C +  Cu a ttenuato rs  are used, the  unfolded 

spectrum  is very close to th a t with the  C +  Pb data . This indicates th a t  the  unfolded 

spectra do not have system atic attenuato rs-rela ted  bias, provided th a t  the  a ttenuation  

coefficient for a t least one of the  a ttenuato rs is m onotonic in the  energy range of interest.
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5.6 H igh er tran sm iss ion  cu toffs

It was shown com putationally in §2.5 th a t when transm ission d a ta  down to  only 10% 

(as opposed to  1 -  2%) are used to  unfold spectra, there is only m odest reduction in ac

curacy (Aip worsens from 2.3% to  3.2%), w ith some widening in the  confidence bounds. 

This is tested experimentally using the  research linac da ta , and sim ilar resu lts are ob

tained. Using a 10% cutoff significantly reduces the  m agnitude and th e  uncertain ty  of 

many com putational and experim ental influence quantities. However, it reduces energy 

differentiation and thus increases the dem and on m easurem ent accuracy. A  cutoff much 

higher than  10% is found to reduce the  robustness, and th e  results becom e case-specific. 

A ccurate m easurem ents down to  ~1  -  2% rem ain useful for more energy differentiation, 

tighter confidence bounds, more rigorous benchm arking for Monte Carlo codes (Ch. 4), 

and evaluation of photon cross section uncertainties (Ch. 6).

5.7 Sum m ary

In this chapter, the  approach proposed in Ch. 2 is validated experim entally using the  

measured transm ission d a ta  for the research linac beams. Energy fluence spectra  are 

unfolded w ith RMS energy fluence deviations of 4.5%, and the accuracy of unfolding 

the electron energy is ~3% . This level of accuracy is a t least a factor of 3 over the  best 

previous studies. The unfolding does not require knowledge of the  linac head or the  

electron energy. For the unfolding, M onte Carlo plays an im portan t auxiliary  role in pre

calculating the  detector energy response, and in correcting for some nonideal a ttenuation  

conditions. Accurate unfolding can be achieved w ith  a transm ission cutoff of only 10%, 

provided th a t  the  other com ponents of the  proposed approach are im plem ented. T he 

practicality of the proposed approach is successfully dem onstrated on a typical clinical 

linac. Photon  cross section uncertainties are the u ltim ate  lim iting factor of the  unfolding 

accuracy, and they are estim ated in the  following chapter.

5.6. HIGHER TRANSMISSION CUTOFFS
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E stim ating  photon  

cross section  uncerta in ties

Recent studies have shown th a t  the uncertain ties in photon cross sections a t rad iation  

therapy energies play an im portan t role in determ ining the  overall uncertain ty  when cal

culating fundam ental dosim etric quantities such as beam  quality conversion factors73,88 

and air kerrna standards.89 In transm ission analysis, these uncertainties are particu larly  

im portant because they are weighted by the a ttenuato r m ass thickness in th e  exponent, 

which leads to  large effects on smaller transm ission values. To illustrate this, for a  mo- 

noenergetic photon beam, a  fractional cross section error, / ,  leads to  an error of T?  on 

the calculated transmission, T . Thus for a 1.5% cross section error and a two-order-of- 

m agnitude attenuation , the error on T  would be O.Ol0015 =  7.2%. The uncertain ties 

in the photon cross sections used during spectral unfolding in Eq. 1.1, p. 8) affect th e  

accuracy of the  unfolded spectra, particularly  th a t  the problem  is ill-posed. In rad iation  

protection applications, the signal is a ttenuated  by three or more orders of m agnitude, 

and cross section uncertainties are amplified even more.90

The current estim ate of photon cross section uncertainties is given by H ubbell,85 

who recognized the difficulty of reliable estim ation of these uncertainties, and  suggested 

a rough ‘envelope of uncertain ty’ of 1 -  2 % (not including the system atic errors from 

ignoring the  photonuclear com ponent). The confidence level on th is  estim ate is no t
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given, bu t it is likely 95% (by extension of how N IST typically rep o rt uncertain ties -  

e.g., on the  m ean ionization energy91). In this chapter, an attem pt is m ade to  deduce 

a more realistic estim ate of photon cross section uncertainties (§6.1) using two differ

ent experim ental da ta  sets: the  transm ission d a ta  of th is study (§6.2) and a  collection 

of experim ental m easurem ents of cross sections from the  literature (§6.3). I t  is useful 

to  note beforehand th a t the m ethods used below for estim ating photon  cross section 

uncertainties are approxim ate. However, the results are still useful, given th a t  the lit

erature is lacking quantitative uncertain ty  analysis th a t is driven by d irect com parisons 

to experim ental data.

6.1 M eth o d  o f an a ly sis

The photon cross sections used for th is analysis are the  NIST XCOM  com pilation35 

plus the IAEA photonuclear d a ta .36 The com bination of th e  two sets makes the  m ost 

accurate cross sections available. The following hypothesis is the basis of th e  analy

sis: the shape of the XCOM +  IAEA cross sections is assumed to  be a  close m odel 

of the  true  cross sections. For a given elem ent, an energy-independent scaling fac

tor, a min, is sought (§6.3) such th a t it achieves the minimum RM S deviations be

tween a large collection of experim entally-m easured cross sections on one hand  and 

ominx(X CO M  +  IAEA) on the  other hand. A similar scaling factor is sought (§6.2) 

to  achieve th e  best fit between the m easured and  the  EGSnrc-calculated transm ission 

da ta  of th is study  when a minx  (XCOM +  IAEA) cross sections are used in EGSnrc. In 

an ideal case, if XCOM +  IAEA are the  true  cross sections, and th e  s ta tis tica l uncer

tainties have been properly assessed in the  experim ental uncertainty budget, and the  

system atic errors have been either corrected for or included in the uncerta in ty  budget, 

then a min should be identically unity, and the corresponding reduced Xmin should also 

be unity. In a  real case, the absolute difference of a min from  unity, i.e., |a mj„ — 1| (given

6.1. METHOD OF ANALYSIS
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in per cent for all the results in this chapter), can be taken as a su rrogate  for the  un

certainty in the  XCOM +  IAEA data , provided th a t  th e  reduced x 2 is still reasonably 

close to  unity. The assum ption of a  universal scaling factor may not be sufficient since 

the  XCOM +  IAEA d a ta  may have system atic errors in their shape. T he po ten tia l for 

energy-dependent scaling is highlighted in §6.4.

The 68% confidence bounds, u, on a rnin are determ ined using a  graphical m ethod .86 

Briefly in this m ethod, Xum is the  lim it value on Xmin a t  a given confidence level. T he 

absolute difference between the  value of a  th a t corresponds to Xmin ancl its value th a t  

corresponds to  Xum is u at the confidence level s ta ted  for Xum- T here  are different 

m ethods to  determ ine Xum- this study, the  different m ethods are applied, and the  

m ost conservative bounds on a min are used. Since a min is only a first-order surrogate of 

cross section uncertainties, it would be too strong to  s ta te  th a t  the 68% lower and upper 

bounds on cross section uncertainties are \amin — 1| — u  and \amin — 1| +  u, respectively. 

Instead, assuming th a t  a min follows a norm al distribution, a  single-sided upper bound 

estim ate is extracted  as follows: the  cum ulative probability  of a norm al d istribu tion  

with zero m ean and unit standard  deviation shows th a t  the integral from — oo to  +1.65 

is 95% of the  to ta l area. Therefore, the  95% upper bound estim ate for cross section 

uncertainties can be taken as |a rnm — 11 +  1.65 u.

6.2 E stim a tio n  u sin g  tra n sm iss io n  d a ta

The level of detail of the transm ission m easurem ents and calculations in th is  s tudy  

makes it plausible to  a ttr ib u te  the  discrepancies beyond the  uncertainty bars in Fig. 4.6 

(p. 73) to  cross section uncertainties. This is used here to  extract a min th a t  minimizes 

the differences in Fig. 4.6. I t  would be com putationally  very intensive to  system ati

cally scale the  a ttenuato r cross sections by small fractions of a per cent, and  repea t the  

EGSnrc calculations for all the  b ea m /ta rg e t/a tte n u a to r/d e te c to r  com binations to  s ta 

6.2. ESTIMATION USING TRANSMISSION DATA
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tistical uncertainties smaller th an  the effect of the  cross section changes on transm ission. 

As an alternative, a  few calculations of th is type  are performed and com pared to  cal

culations using Eq. 1.1 (p. 8) w ith pre-calculated EGSnrc spectra as po in t sources. For 

a  given cross section change, the calculations using Eq. 1.1 yield transm ission changes 

th a t agree with their respective M onte Carlo calculations to  better th an  0.1%. T here

fore, for the analysis in this section, Eq. 1.1 is used to  calculate the transm ission ratios 

th a t correspond to the cross section changes, and  these ratios are used as a  correction 

to  the EGSnrc results.

For C attenuators, Fig. 6.1 shows th a t for th e  combined data of all beam s [70 d a ta  

points, w ith 69 degrees of freedom (do /)], a min — 1 is (+0.41 ±  0.05)%, w ith  a X m in /d ° f  

of 0.8. Therefore the  95% upper bound estim ate  of pho ton  cross section uncertain ties 

for C using the transm ission d a ta  of th is  study  is 0.41 +  1.65 x 0.05 =  0.49%, as shown 

in Table 6.1. A lthough not used in the  analysis w ith energy-independent scaling, it  is 

useful to  note th a t Fig. 6.1 shows th a t  when each MV beam  is optim ized individually 

(9 d o f  per beam ), Xmin is ~0.5, and a min — 1 values vary from  +0.25% to  +0.48% , w ith 

the exception of the  10 MV beam  at 0.88%.

For P b  attenuators, Fig. 6.2 shows th a t  for all the  beam  data  combined, a min — 1 

is (—0.02 ±  0.04)%. The corresponding 95% upper bound estim ate is 0.09% (Ta

b led .1). A lthough the  overall X m in /d ° f is larger th an  unity  (i.e., 1.3), when each beam  

is optimized separately, the individual X m in /d ° f are ~0 .5 . The a rnin — 1 values for the  

individual beams vary w ithin ±0.25% . These variations around un ity  are the  reason 

th a t the overall estim ate of 0.09% may be unrealistically small.

6.2. ESTIMATION USING TRANSMISSION DATA
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Figure 6.1: For the comparison of the  m easured against the  EGSnrc-
calculated transmission d a ta  w ith C attenuators, the  figure shows th e  vari
ation of the reduced x 2 when the  C photon cross sections used in EGSnrc 
(i.e., XCOM +  IAEA photonuclear data) are uniformly scaled by a. The hori
zontal solid line is the  68% lim it value of the reduced y 2, i.e., x lim /d o f,  and it is 
used to  estim ate the confidence bounds on Qfm,n . From Paper V.
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Figure 6.2: Same as figure 6.1, b u t for th e  Pb  attenuators. From  P aper V.
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Table 6.1: The 95% upper bound estim ates of photon cross section uncertain ties 
for C and Pb using two experim ental d a ta  sets and assuming energy-independent 
uncertainties.

Transmission 
95% d o f  Xmin/ do f

L iterature exp.
95% d o f X m iJ d o f

Final 95% bounds 
Per elem ent Overall

c
Pb

0.49% 69 0.8 
0.09% 69 1.3

0.12% 182 2.2 
0.67% 104 5.2

0.49%
0.67% ° '7%

6.3 E stim a tio n  u sin g  litera tu re  cross se c tio n  m ea su rem en ts

NIST offers a  comprehensive bibliography of the  publications th a t  m easured photon 

cross sections. Ben Spencer, a collaborator in Paper V, used this bibliography to  ex trac t 

the m easured cross section d a ta  for C and Pb. T he au thor of this thesis com pared these 

experim ental d a ta  to  a x  (XCOM +  IAEA) to  ex tract Oim i n .

The photon sources used for cross section m easurem ents in th e  lite ra tu re  include 

radioactive sources, synchrotron rad iation , nuclear reactions that produce gam m a rays 

(e.g., neutron capture), and brem sstrahlung beams. T he commonly used detectors 

are N al(T l), Ge(Li) and HPG e for direct spectroscopy, Si(Li) detectors, ion cham 

bers, and m agnetic Com pton spectrom eters. T he common sources of uncertain ties are:

(a) counting statistics, small-angle sca tter (coherent or incoherent), and background 

effects; (b) a ttenuato r uncertainties related  to  the  inexact mass thicknesses and the  

impurities; (c) radiation source uncertainties related  to  th e  exact source energy, the  

decay of daughter nuclei in th e  source, and the energy variations in th e  b rem sstrah lung  

beams; and, (d) detector uncertainties related to  photopeak drifts, energy calibration of 

the spectrom eters, pulse pileup and detector dead tim e correction. T he typical reported  

uncertainties on the  m easured cross sections are <1%, and  can be as large as 5%.

6.3. ESTIMATION USING LITERATURE CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENTS
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T he analysis includes experim ental d a ta  in the energy range of 0.1 to  40 MeV. 

The experim ents included are those published no earlier than 1950, whose reported  

uncertainties are <2% , and their reported  cross section values are w ith in  4% of th e  

XCOM +  IAEA values (since it  is reasonable to  assum e th a t  the cu rren t knowledge of 

photon cross sections is be tte r than  4%). The to ta l num ber of experim ents included 

is 21 for C and 28 for Pb. The to ta l num ber of d a ta  points is 183 for C and  105 for Pb.

T he results of the analysis are shown in Fig. 6.3. For C and P b , respectively,

I®min — 1 j is (0.05 ±  0.04)% and (0.50 ±  0.10)%. T he corresponding 95% upper 

bound estim ates are, respectively, 0.12% and 0.67% (Table6.1). T he X m in /do f for 

both C and P b  is large (2.2 and 5.2, respectively). T here  are two possible reasons 

for this: (a) the  uncertainties in the  experim ental d a ta  are under-estim ated; a n d /o r,

(b) the  XCOM +  IAEA d a ta  have system atic energy-dependent errors th a t  make them  

unable to  model the  experim ental d a ta  accurately. These two reasons are investigated 

by analyzing the  residuals (Fig. 6.4). The spread of the  d a ta  in Fig. 6.4 is larger th an  

the s ta ted  experim ental uncertainties, which suggests th a t  some of the  experim ental 

uncertainties are under-estim ated [reason (a) above]. For C, the residuals suggest th a t  

the upper bound estim ate of 0.12% is very optim istic. For Pb, there  is an  indication 

of energy dependence of the residuals (discussed in th e  following section), suggesting 

possible deficiencies in the  XCOM  +  IAEA d a ta  [reason (b) above].

T he photonuclear com ponent becomes relevant for C a t  energies above ~ 1 7  MeV. 

W hen the a min analysis for C is repeated up to  only 17 MeV using the  XCOM  d a ta  

alone, the  results are found to  be very com parable to  those shown above w ith  litera tu re  

experim ental d a ta  up to  40 MeV. This indicates th a t  while th e  IAEA photonuclear d a ta  

account for a  system atic component th a t  cannot be ignored, their presence does not 

dom inate the outcome of the analysis. This te s t  is not as informative for P b  because 

the photonuclear component becomes relevant a t  much lower energies (~ 8  MeV).

6.3. ESTIMATION USING LITERATURE CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENTS
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Figure 6.3: For the comparison of the  photon cross section m easurem ents from 
the  literature  against the XCOM +  IAEA photonuclear data, the  figure shows the 
variation of the  reduced x 2 when the  XCOM 4- IAEA photonuclear cross sections 
are uniformly scaled by a. The horizontal solid lines are the 68% lim it values 
of the reduced x 2, i.e., X um /do f, and they  are used to  estim ate th e  confidence 
bounds on their respective a min. From Paper V.

6.4  D iscu ssion

Given the approxim ate natu re  of the  uncertain ty  analysis above, the  final upper bound 

estim ate for a  given element is taken as the larger of the two bounds estim ated  using the  

two experim ental d a ta  sets. Thus the  final bounds are 0.49% for C and  0.67% for Pb. 

Similarly, an overall m aterial-independent energy-independent 95% upper bound esti

m ate on photon cross section uncertain ties can be taken as 0.7% (Table 6.1).

Energy-dependent errors are plausible because of the  change w ith  energy for the  

relative contribution of different physics processes and th e  errors associated  w ith  their 

models. For the  C d a ta  in Fig. 6.1, the  individual a min — 1 values do not exhibit 

energy dependence versus the  fluenee-weighted mean energies of the  spectra  of their

6.4. DISCUSSION
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Figure 6.4: Ratios of the photon cross sections m easured in the lite ra tu re  to  the  
XCOM +  IAEA photonuclear d a ta  for C and Pb. T he solid lines are linear fits 
of the  ratios, weighted by the variances on the  ratios, versus the logarithm  of the  
photon energy. From Paper V.

beams. Similarly, the  C d a ta  in Fig. 6.4 indicate negligible energy dependence. For the  

Pb d a ta  in Fig. 6.2, the individual a rnin — 1 values show positive correlation w ith the  

fluence-weighted mean energies. The variation is ~0.5%  between 1.5 M eV (10 MV) and

5.3 MeV (30 MV). W hen a linear model of th is variation is applied to  th e  XCOM  +  IAEA 

data , th e  Xm in/dof worsens to  2.3, com pared w ith 1.3 for th e  energy-independent scal

ing. This is because the  extrapolation of the model to  th e  full energy range is no t 

likely accurate, particularly  th a t  it is based on m ean energies of sp ec tra  where real 

energy-dependence of th e  uncertainties can be averaged out. The P b  d a ta  in Fig. 6.4

6.4. DISCUSSION
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also indicate energy dependence w ith positive correlation. T he variation is ~2 .5%  over 

the full energy range. Applying a  linear model of this variation to  the  XCOM  +  IAEA 

d a ta  improves X m i n / d o f  from 5.2 to  3.9, bu t no t to  unity. Taking the  2.5% variation  

as the 95% upper bound estim ate would be overly conservative, given the  large sca tte r 

of the da ta , and given the level of agreem ent of the  calculated and m easured transm is

sion d a ta  for Pb a ttenuato rs in th is s tudy  (Fig. 4.6, p. 73). Photoelectric cross sections 

are affected by a debatable re-norm alization factor which, if applied, would lower the  

XCOM values by a  few per cent.35 T he photonuclear cross sections have large uncer

tainties. These two observations suggest th a t, com pared w ith  C, the  larger likelihood of 

energy-dependent errors for Pb  could be related , in p a rt, to  the increased im portance 

of the photoelectric com ponent (which still makes 25% of the to ta l cross section a t 

I MeV) and, in part, to  the relevance of the photonuclear component a t much lower 

energies (~8  MeV).

6.5 S u m m ary

In this chapter, the experim ental and com putational transm ission d a ta  of th is study, 

as well as the experimental m easurem ents of photon cross sections in th e  litera tu re , are 

used to deduce an estim ate of photon cross section uncertainties th a t  is more realistic 

than  the currently used ‘envelope of uncertain ty ’ of 1 -  2%. For th e  energy range 

from 0.1 -40  MeV, the overall m aterial-independent energy-independent 95% upper 

bound estim ate is 0.7%. The results using the  transm ission data  of th is  study  are m ore 

consistent, given th a t their Xmin/d o f  are much closer to  unity. Indications are found for 

plausible energy-dependent errors for Pb, although a  firm  conclusion is difficult to  m ake 

because of many com plicating factors of the  analysis. A lthough the  m ethods used are 

approxim ate, the results are still useful, given th a t  the  literature is lacking q uan tita tive  

uncertainty analysis th a t is driven by direct com parisons to  experim ental da ta .

6.5. SUMMARY
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Sum m ary and conclusions

In this study, a physics-based approach was proposed for the  ill-posed problem  of un

folding linac photon spectra from transm ission m easurem ents. T he approach was in

dependently validated and then successfully dem onstrated  on a typical clinical linac. 

This closing chapter s ta rts  by recalling the  list of the lim itations of previous studies 

from §1.7, and highlighting how they were addressed in th is study (§7.1). Based on 

the experim ental issues encountered, recom m endations are given for accura te  tra n s

mission m easurem ents (§7.2). The overall conclusions are given in §7.3. T he closing 

sections provide a list of possible extensions of th is  work (§7.4), and a  list of po ten tia l 

applications (§7.5).

7.1 S u m m ary  o f  how  p rev io u s lim ita tio n s  w ere a d d ressed

This section reproduces the list of lim itations of previous studies from  §1.7 and high

lights how they were addressed in th is work.

-  Lack o f direct independent validation: This issue was addressed by perform ing the  

validation m easurem ents on a dedicated research linac whose photon spectra  were pre

viously m easured using a  N al detector, and whose electron beam param eters  are ac

curately and independently known. The MV range of the  beams used (10 -  30 MV) 

provided a  particularly  rigorous validation because accurate spectral unfolding is m ost
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challenging in this range. V alidation results of the  proposed approach show th a t  the  

energy fluence spectra can be unfolded w ith RMS energy fluence deviations of 4.5%, 

and the incident electron energies can be unfolded w ith an  accuracy of ~3% .

-  Lim ited energy differentiation: This was addressed by introducing th e  concept of 

combining transm ission d a ta  m easured for m ultiple a ttenuato rs of very different atom ic 

numbers using multiple detectors of opposite energy response. Different m easurem ent 

configurations were com putationally tested , and the  configuration w ith  th e  highest en

ergy sensitivity was chosen.

-  Inability to unfold the m axim um  energy: In th is study, the  maximum photon  energy 

was unfolded as a free param eter. This is m ade possible by the im provem ent of the  

energy differentiation in the input transm ission signals using multiple a tten u a to rs  and 

detectors, and by the improvement of the robustness of the  m inim ization using a  spectral 

functional form w ith a lim ited num ber of free param eters.

-  System atic errors in the system  kernel: Kernel errors were addressed in m ultiple ways. 

The detector energy response was calculated using M onte Carlo and validated  experi

m entally to  avoid introducing M onte Carlo bias in the unfolded quantities. M onte Carlo 

was also used to  correct the m easured transm ission signals for non-ideal a ttenuation  con

ditions th a t  are difficult to elim inate or correct for experimentally. T he photonuclear 

com ponent was added to  the cross sections used in the system  kernel.

-  Lim ited robustness: Robustness was significantly im proved by using a new physics- 

based functional form with only four free param eters. T he function outperform ed ex

isting functions in term s of the  com bination of accuracy, flexibility and robustness. T he 

function was able to  fit a diverse set of spectra  with RMS energy fluence deviations 

of 1.7%, and to fit the  m axim um  energy w ithin 1.4%. T he use of th e  functional form 

elim inated the  need for sophisticated unfolding algorithm s (with their a tte n d an t issues).

7.1. SUMMARY OF HOW PREVIOUS LIMITATIONS WERE ADDRESSED
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-  Lim ited experimental accuracy: This was addressed by experim entally investigating 

a large num ber of influence quantities and developing reliable m ethods to  correct for 

them . Auxiliary M onte Carlo was used to  confirm a n d /o r  supplem ent experim ental 

sensitivity studies. Detailed experim ental uncertain ty  budgets were used, which allowed 

for extracting meaningful confidence bounds on the  unfolded quantities. T he  resulting  

experim ental protocol allowed for a m easurem ent accuracy of ~0.4%  on the  sm allest 

transm ission signals over a signal range of a factor of ~60 .

-  Lack o f a comprehensive study: In this work, im provem ents in the  physics, num erical 

and experim ental aspects of the problem  were proposed. Except for the  functional form, 

the improvements are independent of the unfolding details and would thus improve the  

relative performance of any future unfolding algorithm . I t  is hoped th a t  th is work 

contributes to  filling the  void of lacking a  comprehensive study  on th e  subject.

7.2 R eco m m en d a tio n s for

accu rate  tra n sm iss io n  m ea su rem en ts

The following recom m endations are m ade for accurate transm ission m easurem ents, 

down to  transm ission values of ~1.7% . Reference class 0.6 cc Farmer cham bers present 

a  reasonable compromise between reliability, signal size and narrow -beam  geometry. 

Their response can be easily m anipulated w ith the choice of the buildup cap m ate

rial. Equilibration at the s ta r t  of the  irrad iation  and when reversing the  po larity  is 

im portant. Alignment and drifts in the  beam  direction should  be closely checked a t th e  

detector location because the  narrow -beam  geometry amplifies th e ir effects. Reliable 

corrections for linac output fluctuations and linac drifts can be achieved w ith  th e  com

bined use of the m onitor signal, the field-to-m onitor ratio , and  the C u-to-m onitor ratio . 

A reasonable number of random ized short- and m edium -term  repeats is necessary to  

reduce bias from slow linac drifts. Reasonably-short signal collection tim es help identify

7.2. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
ACCURATE TRANSMISSION MEASUREMENTS
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and eliminate the d a ta  acquired during short-term  beam  instabilities. A u tom ating  the  

m easurem ents provides obvious convenience, b u t it also facilitates m ore random ized 

repeats and reduces beam  instability  effects because of the  reduced beam  in terruption . 

Polarity corrections are large and variable, therefore they should be m easured individ

ually for each da ta  set; simple precautions such as irrad iating  the cham ber side-on (not 

head-on) or adjusting cable positions help reduce the m agnitude and  th e  uncertain ty  

on polarity  correction. Ion recom bination is not a  m ajor correction for th e  typical dose 

rate  variations in transm ission m easurem ents. Leakage varies significantly depending 

on the  cham ber-cable-electrom eter system  used. Therefore leakage contribu tion  should 

be characterized for the individual system  com ponents, and  reduced if necessary (e.g., 

larger chamber, shorter cables an d /o r  different electrom eter). If the  electrom eter has 

to be moved into the radiation room  (as done in this study), it should be  shielded to  

protect its radiation-sensitive circuitry  w ithout blocking proper heat exchange. Room  

scatter can be quantified using the  shadow-cone technique. A pparatus sca tter should be 

quantified experim entally an d /o r by M onte Carlo sim ulations. A ccurate knowledge of 

the mass thickness of the a ttenuato rs is critical. The mass thickness can be determ ined 

accurately using a com bination of linear dimensions, volum e m easurem ents, rad ia tion  

measurements, CT scans, and M onte Carlo sensitivity studies. H igh-purity a tten u a to rs  

are not essential, bu t they  reduce the  uncertain ty  due to  th e  inexact knowledge of th e  

impurities. Tem perature should be individually m onitored at the  different locations 

where signals are acquired, and corrected for if necessary. All the  corrections above 

should rem ain a t the level of small pertu rbations to  the  m ain transm ission signals in 

order for the fully-corrected signals to  be credible. M onte Carlo sim ulations are a  useful 

tool for system atic investigation of influence quantities to  confirm a n d /o r  supplem ent 

experimental sensitivity studies.

7.2. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
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The fully-corrected transm ission signals still include unavoidable com ponents from 

non-prim ary radiation. If the purpose of a  study  is to  benchmark a  M onte Carlo code, 

then  these effects do not need to  be corrected for because they  are included in b o th  th e  

m easured and the calculated transm ission data . However, if the purpose of th e  study  

is to  obtain a  pure prim ary transm ission signal to  be used for, e.g., spectral unfolding, 

then  one of the two m ethods of §2.7 to  correct for non-ideal a ttenuation  conditions 

should be applied to  the fully-corrected experim ental signals.

7.3 C on clu sion s

The main conclusion of this study  is th a t  clinical linac photon  spectra and  their respec

tive incident electron energies can be unfolded reliably and accurately using th e  tran s

mission analysis approach, provided th a t the full po ten tia l of th e  approach is used, 

and th a t the  due rigor is taken on bo th  its com putational and experim ental compo

nents. T he approach proposed in th is study  allows for unfolding th e  energy fluence 

spectra w ith RMS energy fluence deviations of 4.5%, and the  incident electron energies 

w ith an accuracy of ~3% . The unfolding does not require knowledge of th e  linac head 

details or a-priori knowledge of the electron energy. Although th e  lowest-M V beam  

used for the validation on the research linac is 10 MV (the lowest stab le  beam ), the  

m ethod should be applicable down to  6 MV and to  the MV imaging beam s because the  

energy differentiation is even b e tte r  for these lower-MV beams. Similarly, the  beam s 

used for the validation are flattening-filter free, b u t the results are equally applicable to  

beams w ith flattening filters. The practicality  of the  validated approach is successfully 

dem onstrated  on a  typical clinical linac for 6, 10, and 25 MV beams..

A tru ly  flexible spectral functional from is found to  require a t least four free pa

ram eters, one of which is the m axim um  energy. T he specific function proposed is 

physics-based, accurate, flexible, and not over-param eterized. These a ttr ib u tes  make

7.3. CONCLUSIONS
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it play a central role in tam ing the unfolding problem. Similarly, the  accuracy and 

robustness are improved when using the  simple (but surprisingly unexploited) idea of 

improving energy differentiation by combining transm ission data for m ultiple detectors 

of opposite energy response and m ultiple a ttenuato rs of very different atom ic num bers.

C om putational and experim ental influence quantities have a  m ajor effect on th e  

accuracy of the unfolded quantities. On the com putational side, th e  accuracy of the  

detector energy response model is the m ost significant component. O ther com ponents 

are the photonuclear effect and non-ideal a ttenuation  conditions. On the  experim en

ta l side, the dom inant potential contributors to  m easurem ent uncertain ties are beam  

drifts, polarity  effects, leakage and a ttenuato r m ass thickness. Ignoring these influence 

quantities can introduce errors of more th an  10% in the  measured transm ission signals, 

and the  effects are m ost significant for the  sm allest signals. The experim ental protocol 

developed in th is study  allows for a m easurem ent uncertain ty  of ~0 .4%  (not including 

electron beam  uncertainties) over a signal range of a factor of ~60. W ith  the  challenges 

associated with smaller transm ission signals, a  useful observation is th a t  accurate spec

tra l unfolding can be achieved with a transm ission cutoff of only 10%, provided th a t  

the  other components of the proposed approach are implemented.

A unique aspect of th is study  is its hybrid experim ental/M onte Carlo na tu re , which 

was a  catalyst for refinements on bo th  sides. O n one hand, auxiliary M onte Carlo cal

culations were used to refine the  experim ental setup  and to  confirm a n d /o r  supplem ent 

experim ental sensitivity studies. On the  other hand, disagreements betw een m easure

ments and EGSnrc calculations a t earlier stages of the p ro jec t prom pted the  im plem en

tation  of photonuclear a ttenuation , and the  re-engineering of the XCOM  cross sections 

in EGSnrc. Accurate transm ission calculations require the  use of th e  m ost accurate 

cross section d a ta  and physics models available in EGSnrc, particularly th e  m ore accu

ra te  brem sstrahlung angular sam pling option (up to  a  6.4% effect) and  th e  m odelling of
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photonuclear attenuation  (up to  a  5.6% effect). M easured transm ission d a ta  on the  re

search linac are used as a  sensitive benchm ark of EGSnrc. Results ind icate  th a t  EGSnrc 

is accurate w ithin 0.2% for relative ion cham ber response calculations. The full d a ta  

sets needed to  benchm ark other M onte Carlo codes are available in R eport III.

Not surprisingly, photon cross section uncertainties are  found to  be th e  u ltim ate  

lim iting factor in transm ission analysis. An a ttem p t is m ade to use the  experim ental 

and com putational transm ission d a ta  of this study, as well as the experim ental m easure

ments of photon cross sections in the literature , to  deduce an estim ate of photon cross 

section uncertainties. The overall m aterial-independent energy-independent 95% upper 

bound estim ate is 0.7%. The agreem ent between m easured and calculated transm ission 

d a ta  suggest th a t th is estim ate is more realistic than  th e  currently used ‘envelope of 

uncertain ty’ of 1 -  2%. Indications are found for plausible energy-dependent errors, b u t 

a firm conclusion is difficult to  make. A lthough the m ethods used in th is study  for es

tim ating  photon cross section uncertainties are approxim ate, the results are still useful, 

given th a t the literature is lacking quan tita tive  uncertain ty  analysis th a t  is driven by 

direct comparisons to  experim ental da ta .

7.4  F uture w ork

The following is a list of a few possible extensions to  the  work presented in th is study.

-  Extending the concept of using detectors of different energy response to  physically 

different detectors. This can lead to  further im provem ents in energy differentiation.

-  Off-axis m easurem ents on bo th  the  research and the  clinical linacs. For the  research 

linac, off-axis Nal m easurem ents are available for a  15 M V beam w ith  Be, A1 and  P b  

targets.12 A different ‘ro ta tional’ experim ental setup would be needed, and alignm ent 

issues will need to  be addressed carefully.

7.4. FUTURE WORK
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-  Transmission m easurem ents on linacs from different m anufacturers for the  purpose of 

building a library of ‘m easured’ clinical spectra.

-  Bin-by-bin iterative spectral unfolding using all the  improvements in th is  work, except 

for the functional form. The same applies to  exploring new unfolding algorithm s.

-  Extending the im plem entation of photonuclear interactions in EGSnrc to  m odel th e  

secondaries. This will not have an effect on transm ission calculations, b u t it will find 

its applications as a  useful sim ulation tool.

-  System atic analysis of photon cross section uncertain ties for all elem ents ra th e r th an  

only C and Pb, to  help ex tract more concrete estim ates of those uncertain ties.

-  Using the functional form to  ex tract spectra  from depth-dose m easurem ents. Ex

perim ental and com putational aspects of th a t approach were investigated in parallel 

with the  work presented in th is thesis. Results show th a t, while th e  m easurem ents are 

much simpler th an  they are for transm ission, accurate and robust unfolding is much 

more difficult because of the  reduced energy differentiation, the electron contam ina

tion, the field-size dependence, and the phantom  scatter. This work will be presented 

elsewhere.23

7.5 P o te n tia l a p p lica tio n s

The following is a  list of a  few potential applications of th e  work presented in th is study.

-  A validated cost-effective tool to  determ ine the  photon spectra of clinical photon  

beams during beam  commissioning, re-commissioning, or extended quality  assurance. 

A variant of this application was done during the  course of th is  study when th e  klystron 

had to  be replaced, where the m atching of the m easured transm ission signals before and 

after replacing the klystron was a  useful p a rt of th e  research linac re-comm issioning.

7.5. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
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-  Investigating the spectral differences between dosim etrically-m atched linacs from  dif

ferent m anufacturers. This knowledge is useful for consistency in clinical tria ls  and for 

b e tte r understanding and use of dosim etrically-m atched beams. Similarly, spectral dif

ferences between dedicated IM RT m achines (e.g., Tom otherapy and Cyberknife) would 

be insightful. A collaboration on these investigations is already arranged.

-  Realistic modelling of beam  softening off-axis (especially for beam s w ith  flatten ing  

filters), which is particularly  useful for m odelling the detector response off-axis. T his 

is achievable by using off-axis transm ission m easurem ents to  unfold th e  corresponding 

spectra, and can be extended to  o ther clinical situations w ith  relevant spectra l changes.

-  The functional form on its own is of general u tility  to  describe photon spectra, -  e.g., in 

v irtual source modelling.

-  Benchm arking of Monte Carlo codes other th an  EGSnrc using the  detailed  high ac

curacy transm ission m easurem ents of th is study  in combination w ith th e  com plete de

scription of the setup in R eport III.

-  Re-analysis of the effects of cross section uncertain ties on fundam ental dosim etric 

quantities (e.g., beam  quality conversion factors and air-kerma s tandards) in light of 

the more realistic estim ates of cross section uncertainties, as presented in th is  study.

7.5. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
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Benchm ark set o f sp ectra

This appendix describes a benchm ark set of 65 spectra  of clinical and  research linacs. 

The set is generated to  test the accuracy and flexibility of different functional forms 

(§2.1 and App. B). Subsets of these spectra  are used throughout th is  s tudy  for different 

investigations. T he set includes beam s from 3.5 MV to  30 MV. T he clinical spectra  

are for the Varian, Elekta. Siemens, Tom otherapy and Cyberknife linacs. T he research 

spectra are for the linacs of the  N ational Research Council of C anada (NRC) and the  

National Physics Laboratory (NPL) in the  UK. The set includes spectra  on- and off- 

axis, w ith a  flattening filter (W FF), flattening-filter free (FFF), and in tre a tm e n t and 

imaging modes. Spectra are generated by M onte Carlo using beam  m odels th a t  were 

validated in o ther studies. The m ost useful aspect of the set is its wide variety of 

realistic spectral shapes with high energy resolution and high statistical precision.

V a r ia n , E le k ta  a n d  S ie m e n s  s p e c tr a : BEAMnrc37,38 is used to  m odel nine linac 

beams [Varian Clinac 4 MV and Clinac 2100C/2300C 6, 10, 15, and 18 MV; E lekta  SL25 

6 and 25 MV; and Siemens KD 6 and 18 MV]. The proprietary specifications of the  

linac heads and the  electron param eters are taken  from the  original s tu d y  of Sheikh- 

Bagheri and Rogers.57 Simulations are done W F F  and F F F . W ithin a  40x40  cm 2 field 

a t 100 cm SSD (source-to-surface distance), on- and off-axis spectra are ex tracted  in, 

respectively, a  100 cm 2 central area and an annulus between radii of 15 and 20 cm. Each
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spectrum  has 100 equal-size energy bins (bin w idths range from 40 keV to  200 keV). In 

total, 36 spectra are generated (nine beams, W F F , F F F , on- and off-axis).

N R C  Vickers linac sp ec tra : FLURZnrc40 is used to  model the  setup  of Fadde- 

gon et al6,11,12 for the  m easurem ent of forward brem sstrahlung p roduction  from  thick 

targets. The beams are 10 -  30 MV in 5 MV increm ents, and the  ta rg e ts  are Be, Al 

and Pb. The details of geometry, m aterials and electron param eters are taken from  

Faddegon et al.6 Central-axis spectra  are generated w ith in  a  0.5° cone half angle. Each 

spectrum  has between 55 and 110 energy bins of variable size to  m atch  those of the  

m easured spectra. In to ta l, 11 central-axis spectra  are generated: one 15 MV spectrum  

with a Be target and five MV spectra  for each of the Al and Pb targets.

N P L  linac sp ec tra : BEAMnrc is used to  m odel the  N PL linac beams using th e  details 

from the  original study of W alters and Rogers.92 The beam s modelled are 4, 6, 8, 10, 

12, 16 and 19 MV. Each beam  has two configurations: W FF  alone ( ‘ligh t’ filtration) 

and W FF plus 5 - 1 4  cm of additional Al filtration ( ‘heavy’ filtration). Spectra  are 

extracted from ~105 cm 2 central field a t ~119 cm  SSD. In total, 14 spectra, each w ith 

100 equal-size energy bins, are generated.

T om oth erapy  spectra:  Jeraj et al93 used MCNP4c394 to  model a  Tom otherapy un it 

using its proprietary specifications. The benchm ark set includes th ree  of those spec

tra  (provided by R. Jeraj): two trea tm en t spectra  averaged over 4 x 5  cm2 areas a t 

85 cm SSD and centered at, respectively, 2.5 cm and 17.5 cm  off axis; and, one im aging 

spectrum  averaged over a central area of 4x40  cm 2 at the  same SSD. T he spectra  have 

between 40 and 70 equal-size energy bins.

Cyberknife  sp ec tru m : Araki95 used EGSnrc to  m odel a  Cyberknife un it. T he set 

includes the central-axis spectrum  (provided by F. A raki), which is averaged over a  

6-cm-diameter area a t 80 cm SSD and has 140 equal-size energy bins.
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P revious functional form s

In this appendix, 11 functional forms th a t  were used in the literature in various contexts 

to  specify photon spectra  are described, and their accuracy and flexibility is quantified 

using a benchm ark set of 65 spectra  (described in App. A). N otation is standard ized  

as defined in Table B .l. A sum m ary of the 11 functions is given in Table B .2, along 

with the function proposed in this s tudy  from §2.1. For brevity, functions are called 

henceforth by their index (first column in TableB .2). T he maximum pho ton  energy, E m, 

is trea ted  as a  free param eter for the functions th a t contain it, even if the  original 

authors did not intend it as such -  hence a th ree-param eter function im plies C1: C 2  

and E m. This is done because E m (or equivalently E e) is no t known for typ ical clinical 

photon beams, and fixing it to an assum ed value can be a  gross approxim ation. Some 

functions are strictly  empirical w ithout physics grounds: functions 2, 6, 7, 8, 10 and 

11 are ansatzes. O ther functions are based on physics formalisms: functions 1 and 9 

are based on the K ram ers’ spectrum ,96 functions 4 and 5 are based on th e  Schiff th in- 

target spectra,8,24,25 and function 3 and the  like are based on th ick-target spectra. T he 

following is a sum m ary of the  relevant features of each function in Table B.2. Paper I 

contains more details.

In function 1, (E m — E) is the  K ram ers’ spectrum , which ignores electron scattering  

and breaks down a t relativistic energies, thus the  authors added exponential factor to
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Table B .l: Standardized notation  used for th e  equations of the different spectral 
functional forms (top part), and for the  m etrics to  evaluate the perform ance of those 
functions (bottom  part). From Paper I.

Symbol Definition

E
rl>(E)

nb
A

'Ipav 
E l , E rn 

E e 
E t

Emp

E av
np

C f
( d C b r / d E ) ^

X

Z
Vx(E)

S ( E - E 6U)
dE 5n

Photon  energy.
Differential energy fluence a t E.
Num ber of energy bins in a spectrum ; n b =  100.
Differential energy fluence for energy bin b of w idth  d E b.
Average energy fluence; A v  =  Y A ,l\ A d E b/Y % t 1 dE b- 
Respectively, lowest and m axim um  photon  energy in ip(E).
M ean incident electron kinetic energy.
M ean incident electron to ta l energy; E t = Ee + m ec2.
M ost probable energy of ip(E) for the  brem sstrahlung continuum  
(i.e., excluding the  511 keV annihilation peak if present).
Average energy of the  spectrum .
Num ber of free param eters in a  functional form 
(including E m or E e if a function has either of them ).
Free param eter / .
Differential brem sstrahlung cross-section for electrons of kinetic 
energy E'e (mean kinetic energy a t d ep th  x  in th e  targe t).
An arb itrary  depth  in the brem sstrahlung target.
Atomic number.
Mass a ttenuation  coefficient of m aterial X  at energy E .
Dirac delta  function a t the center of th e  511 keV energy bin. 
w idth of the 511 keV energy bin (user-defined).

%AS(X )

ns
% A {X )

For spectrum  s, th e  per cent deviation of fit, / ,  from tru th , t:

For X  = A  %AS(A ) =  ( l O O / ^ l V U M )  Y Z M ' 1  ~  ^ ) 2- 
For X  =  E e, E m, E mp or E av, %AS( X ) -  100|X s d / X s ’1 -  1|. 
T otal num ber of spectra  in the  benchm ark set; n s = 65. 
Overall per cent deviation over the n s spectra for quan tity  X :  
= ( l / « . )  E s L i % * ( X )  for X  = ip, E e, E m, E mp or E av.

Note: The maximum photon energy, Em, can be larger than the mean incident electron kinetic 
energy, Ee, because of the energy spread of the incident electron beam in typical clinical linacs. 
Therefore the fitted endpoint energy is compared with both the true Ee and the true Em.



Table B.2: Chronological list of the functional forms analyzed in this study. Notation is given in T ableB .l. Energies 
axe in MeV. Equation numbers from the original studies are listed for ease of cross referencing. From Paper I.

Index Author(s)
Original 

Eq. # (s) Function

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Dance and Baggerly97 

Tarasko et al98

Ahnesjo and Andreo29 

Baker;99 Baker et al05

Krinar et al71

Bloch and McDonough07

Fippel100

Sawchuk101

Hinson and Bourland49 

Sikora et al102

Davidson et <

this study

;103

p. 38

5a,b 

11 

4 

13 

1-4

ip(E) =  (Em -  E )e x p (-C 1E /E m).

ME)  =  (Ea +  C2£ m) ( £ / £ m)c *+ c<E" (1 -  E /E m)M

'c 'd(?b, 1ip(E) = Eex  p( -Mc2(E) C , )  f  
J  o

. exp [ -p w (£ )  (Ci -  x)] dx. 
I (x.E'J 

2
exp (~nw(E) Ci -  Ci /E),ip(E)=  ( l - ^ O n r j - l J  +  C ^ I ; )  (In 77- 0 . 5 )

• . - [ ( r f W & O ’ + f f l ) ’

ip(E) =  equation 3BS(e) in Koch and Motz24 x e x p ( - C i /£ c '2 — C.(E).

ME) =  c r c ;  for E < Ci,  and ip(E) =  ±  exp )  for E  > Cx.

ip(E) =  ECl exp(—C2 E) for £; <  E < Em, and i>(E) =  0 elsewhere.

ME)  =  sin [w(E -  Ei)/(Em -  £ ,)] exp \ - C i ( E  -  £ ,)]. 

ip(E) =  (Em -  E)exp(—ncu(E)  Ci).

ip(E) =  (1 -  e~Cl£) (e~C2E -  e~C2Em) exp [ -  (nSi{Em) -  us iiE))  C:i],
Mst(E) =  0.027(E +  0 .16 )-1-2 +  0.03. ST is for steel.

ME)  =  E C i(E -C i) exp  Tc\------ ' [ l + e x p ( ^ ) ] ,

Ei > 0 , C2 < Ei, E;j > 0.

ME) =  A wU E)  exp ( -nw(E) C 2 -  ^ E )  Cf ) ,  

t̂hinĈ ") =

this study (with 511 keV)

+ C a £  +  ( f )  [in ( M l k z ® .  +  L65)  _  0.5].

in 12 above, replace ^thin(E) with Ahin(E) +  .
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give the function some flexibility. Note th a t  ijj{ETn) = 0. In function 2, ijj(Em) =  0, 

and for a  fixed Em the function reduces to  ip(E ) — (E m — E )C^E C 2  (up to  a  scaling 

factor). Function 3 is an example of the class of th ick-target formulae which use rea

sonable approxim ations to  account for the  spreading and slowing down of electrons in 

the target. This class of functions is not analyzed further because they: (a) are heav

ily tailored, which restricts how they can be param eterized, (b) are complex and not 

portable, (c) generally have free param eters to  which the  spectral fitting /unfo ld ing  is 

not very sensitive (e.g., C2 in function 3, which represents the atom ic num ber of th e  

flattening filter m aterial), and, (d) require additional numerical in tegration  which adds 

unnecessary noise during spectral unfolding. In function 4, brem sstrahlung photons are 

assumed to  be produced in the first th in -ta rget layer, then  attenuated  by an  effective ex

ponential. The th in  target spectrum  is a  param eterization of the Schiff spectrum  in the  

forward direction, with zero photon emission angle. - Function 5 uses the  Schiff spectrum  

integrated over all photon emission angles [Eq. 3BS(e) in Koch and M otz,24 not repro

duced for brevity], and a ttenuated  by an energy-dependent exponential. T he function 

has very large correlation among its free param eters in the  exponent, and very strong 

nonlinearity w ith respect to  C2. In function 6, the  energy fluence is represented by a  

linear function of E  for E  < C i, where C\ is the  m ost probable energy, and by a  G aus

sian function with a  spread of C2 for E  >  C\. T he function is continuous a t E  =  C i, 

and depends very weakly on E m through C2. In  function 7, the dependence on E m is 

implicit through the  limits of the  spectrum , and the sam pling of th is  function can be 

done using the standard  gam m a d istribu tion  routines. Function 8 uses a  trigonom etric 

function to  describe i>(E), w ith i/>(Em) =  0. Function 9 uses Kram ers’ spectrum  a tte n 

uated by a  flattening filter m ade of a known m aterial, w ith  its effective thickness as a 

free param eter. Function 10 was proposed as a  b e tte r  version of function 7, w ith explicit 

dependence on E m and w ith tp(Em) =  0; its last exponential represents a ttenuation  in
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a flattening filter made of steel, w ith the effective thickness as a free param eter, C%. In 

function 11 the first two factors w ith square brackets are the  ‘Fatigue Life’ d istribu tion  

(h ttp ://w w w .itl.n ist.gov /d iv898/handbook/eda/section3 /eda366a.h tm ), while th e  last 

factor is the Fermi density distribution. The authors used a  four-param eter version of 

the function, in which C 4  and C 5  are expressed as fractions of Em.

Each function in Table B.2 is fitted  to  each spectrum  in the  benchm ark set of 65 spec

tra . The Levenberg-M arquardt least-squares algorithm 70 is used to  minimize %AS(^>) 

(defined in T ab leB .l), which requires analytical first order derivatives w ith  respect to  

each free param eter. For highly-nonlinear param eters in some functions, an exhaustive 

grid search is performed while minimizing %AS ('</>) with respect to all o ther param eters. 

Functions 2, 5 and 11 are the least robust, and function 8 is sensitive to  the  values of 

the lowest energy.

For a given spectrum , s, five %A6 m etrics (defined in Table B .l) are used to  quantify  

the quality of fit of each function. Since E m is ill defined for typical clinical linacs, the  

fitted endpoint energy is compared to  bo th  the tru e  E e [through %As(E e)] and the  tru e  

E m [through %A5( £ m)]. For the  functions w ith indefinite tails (functions 6, 7 and  11), 

an arb itrary  cutoff (E  a t  which ip «  3% ippeak) is used to  represent the  fitted  E m . 

The five ‘overall’ %A metrics facilitate quantita tive  and compact com parison of th e  

functions against each other.

The robustness of each function is qualitatively investigated by using each function 

to  unfold known spectra from analytical transm ission d a ta  smeared w ith com putational 

Gaussian noise (similar to  the  m ethods employed in §2.5).

The five overall %A m etrics for the  quality of fits of different functions to  th e  

benchm ark set are shown in T ab leB .3. The following observations can be m ade from 

the table. The large %A values for the  functions with less than four free param eters

http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/eda/section3/eda366a.htm
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Table B.3: Q uantitative evaluation of the  fit quality of the  functional forms listed 
in Table B .2 to  the benchm ark set of spectra  described in App. A. N otation is 
defined in Table B .l. Param eterized th ick-target formulae (function 3 and the 
like) are not analyzed. From Paper I.

Index author(s) Tip

R obust
ness iP

% A (X ), X  
Ee Em

is:
Emp E av

1 Dance and Baggerly97 2 good 27.7 3.9 6.8 69.3 38.4
2 Tarasko et al9 8 6 poor 15.2 20.8 16.3 45.4 17.4
3 Ahnesjo and Andreo20 4 - - - - - -
4 Baker;99 Baker et al65 4 good 2.5 1.9 4.4 9.1 1.2
5 K rm ar et al7 1 4 poor 2.2 2.8 6.2 3.6 0.8
6 Bloch and M cDonough07 2 fair 13.2 29.7 25.1 40.0 5.9
7 Fippel100 3 good 18.6 43.9 38.8 32.1 7.3
8 Sawchuk101 2 fair 27.0 19.6 15.3 62.0 10.7
9 Hinson and Bourland49 2 good 10.1 5.9 6.1 24.6 3.4
10 Sikora et al1 0 2 4 fair 6.6 6.5 5.0 12.2 5.2
11 Davidson et al103 5 poor 3.0 7.1 3.4 8.5 0.8
12 this study  (no 511 keV) 4 g o o d 1 .7 1.4 4 .3 3 .9 0 .6
13 this study  (with 511 keV) 5 - 1.5 1.4 4 .3 3 .6 0 .6

(functions 1, 6, 7, 8 and 9) indicate th a t  a tru ly  accurate and flexible function requires a t 

least four free param eters, one of which is the endpoint energy. T he proposed function 

offers the lowest % A  values while still being robust. Functions 4, 5 and  11 give th e  

closest % A  values to the proposed function. However, functions 5 and 11 are not 

robust, and reducing the  num ber of their free param eters to  improve robustness has a 

significant effect on their accuracy and flexibility. Therefore it can be concluded th a t  

function 4 offers the  second best overall perform ance (after the proposed function).

Examples of the  fits of different functions to  the benchm ark set are shown in Fig. B .l  

and they are discussed here panel-by-panel. In panel (a), th e  fits of function 1 are clearly 

different from the original spectra. Function 9 is sim ilar in form to  function 1, b u t it 

performs be tte r because the argum ent in its exponent is more representative of linac 

components. For function 8, the  quality of fit indicates th a t  a trigonom etric function 

does not provide a particularly  good representation of linac spectra, and the  fit quality
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gets worse for softer beams. In panel (b), function 2 is no t robust and  does not produce 

accurate fits despite having the  largest num ber of free param eters. For function 6, its 

Gaussian natu re  a t the higher-energy end leads to  long unrealistic tails, and thus to  

large % A (E m) and % A (E e) values in T ableB .3. Its stra igh t line in  the  lower-energy 

p a rt becomes problem atic when E mp/ E m < 0 . 1  (i.e., softer beams), leading to  a  large 

% A (E mp) value. Panel (c) shows fits of functions 7 and 10 together because the  la tte r  

was introduced as a be tter version of the former. Function 7 has long high energy 

tails and thus large % A (Em) and % A (E e) values. The effect of th e  high energy cutoff 

in function 10 is obvious in the  fit. Panel (d) shows th a t  the fits of function 4 to  

central-axis spectra are alm ost identical to  those of the proposed function, b u t the  fits 

to  off-axis spectra are worse. This is a direct result of th e  use of a  forw ard-directed 

th in -target spectrum  in function 4 as opposed to  the use of the p a tte rn s  comm on in 

th in -target spectra, integrated over all photon emission angles as done in the  proposed 

form. Panel (e) shows th a t the  fits of function 5 are com parable to those of the proposed 

function, except th a t function 5 is very non-robust. W hen its  number of free param eters 

is reduced to  improve robustness the  fit quality  deteriorates, as shown in panel (e). 

Panel (f) shows th a t function 11 m atches well th e  higher end of the  spectra  th a t  have 

large energy spread whereas the  proposed function produces a  hard cutoff a t an effective 

E e. However, function 11 produces th e  same ta il w hether or not the  original spectrum  

has it, as shown for the NPL spectrum ; function 11 is also not robust.

The effect of the  differences between the  original and the  fitted spectra  on depth- 

dose curves is investigated using EGSnrc for th e  Varian 6 MV beam  w ith  a fla tten ing  

filter. For functions w ith %A(4>) values of only a  few per cent, the d ep th  of m axim um  

dose, dmax, rem ains w ithin 0.5 mm of its true value, and  the per cent dep th  dose a t 

10 cm, %dd(10) change by a  few ten ths of a per cent. For functions w ith larger % A(ip) 

values, dmax changes by up to  2 mm and %dd(10) by up to  3%.
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Figure B .l: Examples of the  fits of different functions from  the litera tu re  (solid lines) 
to  M onte Carlo spectra (dots) from the  benchm ark set of 65 spectra  (described in 
A pp.A ). The fits are typical of others. The fits of the proposed function are also 
shown for comparison. The term s ‘central’, ‘off-axis’, ‘W F F ’ and  ‘F F F ’ refer to, 
respectively, a central-axis spectrum , an off-axis spectrum , w ith fla tten ing  filter, 
and flattening-filter free. For graph clarity, only every other original M onte Carlo 
point is shown. Spectra are norm alized to  un it energy fluence. From  P aper I.
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R efining N IST  X C O M  p h oton  

cross sections in EGSnrc

This appendix addresses two issues related to  the im plem entation of N IST XCOM  

photon cross sections in EGSnrc. T he first is related  to  incoherent scattering  and th e  

second is related to  p a ir/tr ip le t cross sections. P aper V contains m ore details.

Incoherent scattering cross sections’. EGSnrc has an option to use N IST XCOM  da ta , 

b u t the option does not include using XCOM incoherent scattering d a ta . Instead, the  

incoherent scattering cross sections are calculated internally  in EGSnrc using the  Klein- 

Nishina formula, modified (if requested) by binding effects and rad ia tive  corrections. 

Fig. C. l a  shows comparisons between the  in ternal EGSnrc incoherent sca ttering  cross 

sections and the XCOM online d a ta  (queried a t the exact energies of the  EGSnrc grid). 

Differences of the order of 1% exist a t  low and high energies. The upgrade m ade in th is 

study is th a t the XCOM incoherent scattering  d a ta  are m ade available in EGSnrc. D a ta  

were queried from the online XCOM  a t 150 energies logarithm ically spaced betw een 

1 keV and 100 GeV for elements w ith Z =  1 -  100. XCOM d a ta  already include radiative 

corrections, therefore they are divided by the m agnitude of the internal EGSnrc radiative 

correction to  allow EGSnrc to  keep its explicit m odelling of radiative corrections, which 

can result in additional particles (e.g., in double Com pton scattering). To use exactly 

XCOM in EGSnrc, the internal radiative corrections should be tu rned  ON, and binding

121
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Figure C .l: Ratio of the incoherent scattering cross sections in EGSnrc to
their respective NIST XCOM  values. T he EGSnrc cross sections are as fol
lows. Panel (a): D ata  from internal EGSnrc calculations of incoherent scattering  
cross sections, including binding and radiative effects. Panel (b): New d a ta  using 
XCOM -based cross sections w ithout disabling the  in ternal EGSnrc feature of ex
plicit modelling of radiative corrections. Note the different scales of the  ordinates. 
From Paper V.

effects should be set to  n o re  j  to  disable on-the-fly corrections for them  because XCOM  

d a ta  already include binding effects. Fig. C .lb  shows th a t  th e  new d a ta  used by EGSnrc 

agree with the online XCOM d a ta  wihin 0.05%.

Pair/trip let cross sections: W hen XCOM is requested, EGSnrc reads a t the  s ta r t  of a  

sim ulation the XCOM pair and trip le t cross sections. However, pa ir and trip le t cross 

sections a t energies other than  those of the inpu t grid differ from the  online XCOM  d a ta  

by up to  1.5% (Fig. C.2a). This is despite the  fact th a t  both  EGSnrc and  the  online
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Figure C.2: Ratio of the pair +  trip le t cross sections in EGSnrc to  the ir respective 
NIST XCOM values. The EGSnrc cross sections are as follows. Panel (a): D ata  
based on XCOM values b u t w ith the original coarse energy grid. Panel (b): New 
XCOM -based d a ta  with a  variable-resolution energy grid. N ote the  different 
scales of the ordinates. From Paper V.

XCOM use the same interpolation: linear in In [(1 — E th /E ) 3fi] versus ln(.E'), where E  is 

the  photon energy, p, is the cross section and E th is the production threshold  (1.022 MeV 

for pair and 2.044 MeV for trip le t). The effect is due to  the  coarse fixed resolution of th e  

energy grid for the input d a ta  to  EGSnrc. The upgrade recreates th e  inpu t p a ir /tr ip le t 

d a ta  to EGSnrc from the online XCOM d a ta  using a variable-resolution energy grid 

th a t  is denser in the energy regions where the effect is appreciable. D a ta  are generated 

for elements with Z =  1 -  100. For pair, 150 energies are used between 1.03 MeV and 

100 GeV. For triplet, 115 energies are used between 2.05 M eV and 100 GeV. T he refined 

d a ta  generally agree w ith the  online XCOM w ithin 0.05% (Fig. C.2b).
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Figure C.3: R atio  of the to ta l photon cross sections in EGSnrc (excluding th e  pho- 
tonuclear cross sections of App. D) to  their respective NIST XCOM  values. The 
EGSnrc cross sections are as follows. Panel (a): D ata  based on Figs. C .la  and C.2a. 
Panel (b): New d a ta  from th is study  based on Figs. C .lb  and C.2b. T he com
ponents of the photoelectric effect and coherent scattering  in the  to ta l cross sec
tion are not modified in either panel. Note the  different scales of th e  ordinates. 
From Paper V.

Total cross sections-. Comparisons of the  to ta l cross sections before and after the  upgrade 

are shown in Fig. C.3. In Fig. C.3 a, incoherent scattering  differences lead to  differences 

in the  to ta l cross section of up to  0.3% at higher energies. T he p a ir /tr ip le t issue causes 

differences up to  0.2% in the  energy range 1 - 5  MeV because its contribu tion  to  th e  

to ta l cross section is no t large. To p u t these differences in context, for m onoenergetic 

photons a ttenuated  by two orders of m agnitude, a  0.3% error in th e  cross section leads 

to a  1.4% error in the transm ission data . T he refined d a ta  generally agree w ith  th e  

online XCOM within 0.05%. All EGSnrc calculations in th is study use th e  refined data .
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A ppend ix  D  

Im plem enting photonuclear  

attenuation  in EGSnrc

This appendix provides a brief description of th e  upgrade made in th is  s tudy  to  the  

EGSnrc system  to model photonuclear a ttenuation . R eport II contains th e  full imple

m entation details.

Input photonuclear cross sections: Cross section d a ta  are generated using the  com

prehensive IAEA compilation of evaluated photonuclear data.36 D a ta  for the  con

stituen t isotopes of na tu ra l elem ents (Z =  1 -  100) are individually ex tracted  us

ing the  IAEA online interface (h t tp : / /w w w - n d s . ia e a .o r g /e x f o r /e n d f .h tm ). The 

ENDF/B-VII.l library is used for m ost isotopes. W hen an isotope is m issing from 

th a t  library, other evaluated libraries (JENDL/PD-2004 and  TENDL-2011) and  individual 

publications are used. D ata  are generated offline for th e  natural elem ents using the  

cross section d a ta  of their constituent isotopes, and their NIST isotopic abundances 

(h t tp ://w w w .n is t.g o v /p m l/d a ta /c o m p .c fm ). Some of th e  generated d a ta  are visu

ally compared against the graphical d a ta  available for some natural elem ents in the  

Atlas of G iant Dipole Resonances.104 Since the  current version of the  im plem entation 

in EGSnrc does not model secondary particles (n, p, a , etc), only the  to ta l photonuclear 

cross sections are generated. The cross sections are prepared in the typical EGSnrc for

m at of [In (en erg y  in  MeV), ln ( c r o s s  s e c t io n  in  ba rm s/a to m )]. For each n a tu ra l
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element, the energy grid is 200 points, equi-spaced on a  linear energy scale betw een 

the lowest threshold energy among all its constituent isotopes and the  highest energy 

th a t has d a ta  available. These photonuclear cross sections are used as th e  default, b u t 

the user is given the  option of user-supplied photonuclear d a ta  as well. Cross sections 

for any m ixture or compound are generated internally  in EGSnrc a t run tim e using th e  

standard  mixing rules.

Implementation: In the m ain EGSnrc inpu t file, the  user is given the  option to  tu rn  th e  

photonuclear effect ON or OFF for the full sim ulation geometry, or on a  region-by-region 

basis. The region-by-region option is useful for, e.g., isolating the photonuclear effect 

from the brem sstrahlung targe t or the  a ttenuato rs. W hen the photonuclear option 

is tu rned  ON in a region, the  photon mean free path  in the m edium  of th a t  region 

is shortened accordingly. A fter transporting  th e  photon  to  the in teraction site, an 

interaction type is sampled according to  th e  relative cross section of each in teraction. In 

the current version of the  im plem entation, if the  in teraction is photonuclear, the  pho ton  

is discarded w ithout energy deposition and w ithout generating secondary particles. This 

is sufficient for the purposes of th is study. In frastructu re  is created for fu ture  developers 

to  implem ent secondary particle generation and transport.

Validation: BEAMnrc37,38/ c a v i t y 39 are used to  model th e  transm ission m easurem ent 

setup of this study  for the 30 MV beam  from the NRC research linac and using C 

and Pb  a ttenuators. Sim ulations are perform ed with photonuclear a ttenuation  once 

turned  ON and once OFF in the geometric region of the a ttenuator. EGSnrc results are 

compared to  the calculations using Eq. 1.1 (p. 8) for the  same configuration. Fig. D .l 

shows perfect agreement between the  two m ethods, which validates th e  m echanics of 

the im plem entation in EGSnrc. Note th a t  unlike the  EGSnrc sim ulations, th e  calcula

tions using Eq. 1.1 do not include non-ideal a ttenuation  effects such as forw ard scatter. 

However, for the ratio  of the transm ission d a ta  w ith and w ithout photonuclear a ttenu-
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(Eq. 1.1 p. 8) for the effect of the photonuclear com ponent on transm ission, T . 
From Paper V.

ation, these non-ideal effects cancel ou t alm ost identically in the EGSnrc results, which 

makes the comparison in Fig. D .l valid.

Finally, as seen in Fig. D .l, the  ~7%  effect of photonuclear a tten u a tio n  on the  

sim ulated transmission d a ta  justifies the  efforts to  im plem ent it in EGSnrc.
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